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InTrODucTIOn

TÜV SÜD Industrie Service GmbH 
uses computer models and 
simulations to determine and 
assess the potential risks of a 
collision for people, ships, turbines 
and the environment.

We feature their important work within 
the lead industry article in this edition 
on pages 4 & 5 and further information 
is available online through their 
micropage link. 

EnErgi CoaSt
our ‘spotlight on…’ feature focuses on 
energi Coast, one of the many regional 
organisations which have evolved to 
serve the needs of the industry.

energi Coast is the representative 
group for the north east of england’s 
offshore renewables sector; promoting 
the extensive offshore renewable 
energy sector expertise from the region 
and north east england’s unique 
offering to the industry.

the leading offshore renewables supply 
chain companies in north east england 
have been brought together by noF 
energy to form the group.

Community EngagEmEnt
a number of leading experts comment on 
the importance of community engagement 
in the energy sector within our feature.

there appears to be a continued focus 
from both politicians and the business 
press on the industry. recently however 
this focus has become more intense and 
reached a more mainstream audience, as 
coverage increases. 

this scrutiny will undoubtedly increase 
interest in projects at both a national 
and local community level in future and 
therefore Community engagement will 
become even more important in the future. 

fEaturES – gEt inVolVEd 
the magazine continues to grow and it 
is now commonplace to see separate 
features on all sorts of areas within the 
industry.  these features emanate from 
our discussions with leading experts in the 
industry during our visits to conferences 
and events, as well as our editorial team 
bringing up subject areas when looking at 
the industry as a whole.

Please feel free to contact us if there is 
any subject area which you think may be 
of interest to our readership and we will 
do the rest – there is never any charge for 
genuine editorial.
 
You will find our ‘Forthcoming Features’ 
tab on our website in the magazine 
section online. those planned for the next 
issue are detailed on our events and whats 
new pages. see page 19. 

magazinE and wEbSitE 
intEraCtion – Qr CodES
yet another reminder that we use pink and 
green flashes indicating more information 
online. Qr codes have been substituted 
in the printed version which means that 
you can scan the code with your smart 
phone and it will direct you to the featured 
company or organisation micropage held 
within our website, so that you can learn 
much more in all sorts of formats.

these have already become very popular 
as it links the printed magazine in a very 
interactive way – a great marketing tool for 
our decision making readership to find out 
about products and services following the 
reading of an interesting article. 
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The cover image was supplied by 
narec, longstanding sponsors of our 
research & Development feature, 
situated in Port of blyth.

narec is the UK centre for renewable 
energy and low carbon technologies 
which develops prototypes, tests 
renewable devices to international 
standards and is involved in installing low 
carbon technologies

We are planning to focus on Port of 
Blyth in our  ‘spotlight on…’ series in the 
February/March edition.

rEgular/onE off fEaturES 
amongst some 12 features within this 
edition we also focus on energi Coast, 
Community engagement, Money Matters 
and offshore support, to name but a few.

Duncan McGilvray
editor  |  Wind energy network
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ColliSion riSk 
at SEa
SEa-going VESSEl 
VErSuS wind turbinE

maintenance operations are ensured on a 
long-term basis, while the risks in the case 
of a collision are kept to a minimum. 

at present, the BsH only requires the 
usual structural analysis plus a calculation 
of the consequences in the case of a 
collision. Both the calculation model and 
the analysis are based on a reference ship 
representative of the sea area in question 
and on the foundation structure of the 

initial findings that 
can be used in future 
projects, many 
aspects indicate 
that the methods 
established today 
are not fully suitable 
for identifying and 
specifically assessing 
all hazards and risks 
involved. 

‘intEntional’ 
ColliSionS
the same also 
applies in particular 
to the recurrent 
‘intentional’ collisions, 
when a moving 
service boat first 
makes contact with 
the fixed, but flexible 
offshore structure. 
the coincidence 
of only one boat-
landing position and 
unfavourable wave 
direction generates 
the biggest risk of 
higher impact loads. 

the ongoing landing 
operation of the 
service boat, where 
the pilot maintains 
forward thrust – even 
in high stern waves 
– to keep the ship 
in contact with the 
boat landing platform 
do not typically 
apply higher loads. 
today’s methods of static analysis work 
with estimated figures for a single static 
equivalent load (= Ultimate Limit state). 
the results of these calculations cannot be 
absolutely exact and, even worse, cannot 
be used for structural stability of the wind-
turbine foundation and the components of 
the boat landing platform in the long term 
(Fatigue Limit states). the question now 
is whether wind turbines are designed in 
such a manner that safe servicing and 

doES thE modEl adEQuatEly 
rEflECt rEality?
Given this, the BsH does not require 
collision analysis to supply exact 
quantification of the extent of damage, but 
to give qualitative answers to the following 
questions: (1) what will fail first, the ship 
or the turbine, and (2) will the possible 

damage caused by 
a collision be minor, 
moderate, major or 
catastrophic?
of course the 
assumptions on 
which a collision 
scenario is based 
and which are 
included in the 
calculation models 
significantly influence 
the analysis results 
and their informative 
value. these are: 
Which type of ship is 
selected as reference 
ship? at what speed 
will the vessel hit 
the turbine? While 
the BSH defines 
the key parameters, 
experts are given 
plenty of leeway in 
the preparation of 
the finite-element 
models (Fe models) 
that are needed for 
the analysis and the 
simulations. 

ConSErVatiVE 
aSSumptionS for 
SimplifiCation
simplifying the very 
complex models 
and analyses by 
using assumptions 
suggests itself and 
is acceptable and 
expedient, provided 
the experts use 
conservative data 
and values. When 
this is done, the 
results are always on 
the safe side because 
a wind turbine that 
fails in a collision with 
a ‘weaker’ reference 
ship in the calculation 
model will definitely 
fail in a collision with 
a ship that is more 
robust in reality. 

the offshore wind industry has shown a 
tendency to adopt this approach, i.e. the 
ships modelled in calculations so far have 
been more ‘fragile’ than they are in reality. 
However, as the standard does not define 
comprehensive requirements as to which 
parameters must be taken into account 
and how; the various scenarios cannot be 
compared to each other. 
Given this, we do not know the extent to 
which the individual models actually reflect 
reality. this shows that – in the medium 
term – the development of standardised 
models and procedures is necessary and 
that all stakeholders should work together 
to develop a safety-focused strategy. 

binding StandardS
Within the framework of a harmonisation 
process, stakeholders would benefit 
considerably from binding standards and 
directives in terms of safety, sustainability 
and not least profitability.

björn Kramer
TÜV SÜD Industrie Service GmbH

Wind turbines off the German coast 
generally represent obstacles in 
the traffic routes of ships. What if 
a large sea-going vessel, unable 
to manoeuvre, were to impact an 
offshore wind turbine? 

ComputEr modElS and 
SimulationS
the analyses used to determine and 
assess the potential risks of a collision 
for people, ships, turbines and the 
environment are currently based on 
computer models and simulations. 
However, these models do not adequately 
consider important aspects – such as 
routine landing operations by service boats. 
Do we have to alter the course of collision 
analysis?

guarantEEing SafEty
as the authority in charge of the approval of 
German offshore wind farms, the Maritime 
and Hydrographic agency (Bundesamt für 
seeschifffahrt und Hydrographie, BsH) must 
ensure that Germany can guarantee the 
safety of international maritime transport at 
all times. to do so, the distance between a 
wind farm and any shipping routes must be 
at least 4.5 kilometres. 

In addition, the authority requires evidence of 
the collision-friendly design of wind-turbine 
foundations for each offshore wind project. 
Given this, as part of the approval process, 
the project owners must go through the 
worst-case scenario and simulate events, 
i.e. a ship hitting an offshore wind turbine or 
a transformer platform. 

brEaking nEw tEChnologiCal 
ground at high SEa
However, the required simulations 
and analyses confront the wind power 
industry with numerous challenges as 
they are largely based on pioneering work 
and there is no long-standing practical 
and operational experience to fall back 
on. so far, the offshore sector is still 
lacking an adequate range of clear and 
straightforward frameworks and standards. 
While some of the pilot projects that have 
been realised off the coast are delivering 

planned offshore wind turbine. Collision-
friendly design is proved if the calculations 
demonstrate that an individual wind turbine 
is ‘weaker’ than the reference ship, i.e. that 
the turbine would fail first in the case of a 
collision. In concrete terms this means that 
the hull of a ship (or, in the case of double-
hull ships, the inner hull) will not tear.

1a

2

3

1b

1c

1a - Tanker Fe model middle cargo holds
1b - Tanker Fe model double hull and transv bulkhea
1c - Tanker Fe model fore cargo hold

2 - collision Ship vs monopile

3 - collision Ships vs mP results plastic strain after 7.4sec

Ed’S notE 
this is an abridged version – please   
view the full article through the Qr   
Code below or link online including…

• Further aspects at a glance
• The reference ship
• Where does the ship hull hit the   
 turbine or platform?
• What forces are developed by the   
 displaced water mass?
• Will the nacelle stay in position?
• Are operating loads relevant?
• Loads caused by service boats
• Accepting challenges

click to view more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/tuv-rheinland/
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IT’S aLL 
abOuT
yOu!
global EnErgy SErViCES 
(gES) inStallS gamESa’S 
offShorE prototypE
The turbine is in the Arinaga Quay in the Canary Islands

As part of its offshore strategy, Gamesa has recently developed its first 
offshore prototype. Ges has provided services for the installation and 
commission of the wind turbine for Gamesa, the spanish manufacturer.

SpECifiCation & logiStiCS
the G128-5.0 turbine has been assembled in the arigana Quay. 
the different components of the 5 MW were produced in spain and 
shipped to the Canary Islands. the 62.5 metre rotor blades are the 
largest ever produced and transported in spain and one of the largest 
in europe.

ExpErtiSE
Ges has an unmatched track record in turbine installation projects 
which include offshore wind operations. this project reinforces the 
company’s expertise as an offshore service provider. 

20 yEarS ExpEriEnCE
Ges has been active in renewables for more 
than 20 years, providing construction of 
wind and solar plants, installation of turbines 
and o&M services. Main customers are 
turbine manufacturers, energy companies 
and financial investors worldwide.

ExCiting futurE 
“I am proud and excited to join the #1 
service company in renewables.” says 
Mr. Kramer, “Our industry is undergoing 
unprecedented changes: from market 
regulations to risk sharing along the 
value chain to outsourcing strategies by 
customers. Through teamwork, efficiency 
and quality, GES will make the best use of 
the new opportunities that are arising.”

Global energy Services

He succeeds 
Hans Joern 
rieks, who has 
been the top 
executive on 
an interim basis 
during 2013. 
“I thank Hans 
Joern for his 
commitment 
and contribution 
to GES during 
this phase,” 
remarks 
Chairman Peter 

Grosch, “but now it is time to look ahead 
and Thorsten’s deep understanding of 
our industry, including sales and services 
in this global market will prove invaluable 
for GES.” 

Thorsten Kramer is the new top 
executive at the world´s largest 
construction and services company 
in renewables.

ChallEngES and opportunitiES
With 17-years experience holding 
management positions in global 
companies, thorsten Kramer has been 
appointed top executive by the company’s 
board with the goal to expand international 
operations and lead the organisation 
through the upcoming challenges and 
opportunities. 

lEading poSitionS
the new Ceo has held leading positions in 
turbine manufacturer nordex for more than 
7 years, where he has been Ceo of nordex 
energy and Head of the europe region. 

... and alSo appointS nEw CEo



multi-purpoSE VESSElS
Currently in build at the new Mustang 
Marine is the first in class of a range of 
multi-purpose vessels the sMV24 by 
supacat. In build also is an enforcer 40, a 
highspeed interceptor boat for police and 
custom services, in collaboration with
Cougar Marine, a nelson 48/50 for aBP 
Humber estuary services, and a new 
river trip passenger boat for thames river 
services Ltd. In addition they have a range 
of planned maintenance and service work 
currently in progress across the Pembroke
Dock and Milford Haven sites.

CEntrE of ExCEllEnCE
“This is an exciting day for Pembroke Port 
and a great way to celebrate its upcoming 
200th anniversary. We are very proud to 
be partners with a business like Mustang 
Marine and the skills they employ, 
coupled with these excellent facilities, are 
bringing more jobs and prosperity to the 
area. This is our chief aim as a Trust Port 
with a responsibility to invest to promote 
growth in the local economy. 

“There’s great potential now to build on 
to this centre of excellence in marine 
fabrication and shipbuilding, particularly 
by focusing on opportunities around the 
coastal renewable energy sector for which 
we are perfectly located.” commented 
alec Don, Chief executive Port of Milford 
Haven.

mustang marine
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kongSbErg 
maritimE ltd 
StrEngthEnS 
rEnEwablES 
SErViCES with kEy 
appointmEnt

aMBs is a sensor or module within the 
Kongsberg Integrated environmental 
Monitoring system, which is currently being 
developed in partnership with statoil, IBM 
and DnV.

aMBs carries out acoustic monitoring of 
a proposed development site, providing 
baseline figures as to noise levels prior to 
any work taking place.
 
SpECialiSt tEam
Kongsberg Maritime’s specialist team is 
also able to give an assessment of any likely 
impact that any subsequent construction 
or operational noise would have on marine 
life. Kongsberg Maritime has also recently 
developed a new innovative sonar for scour 

monitoring of structures with 
underwater foundations, such 
as bridges and wind turbines. 
the new Dual axis sonar is 
used to assess the impact that 
scour has on the integrity of 
structures, and gives an early 
warning on the likelihood of 
potential damage or loss of 
integrity.

Mr Baldwin adds, “We believe there is a 
significant market for scour monitoring 
activity within the offshore renewables 
sector, however we are also now working 
with clients that are not in Kongsberg 
Maritime’s traditional markets, such as civil 
engineers, local authorities and highways 
agencies to provide monitoring services.”

Kongsberg maritime

and will lead a team of engineers and 
scientists responsible for delivering services 
including underwater acoustic studies and 
scour monitoring.

ExCiting futurE
Mr Baldwin says, “It is exciting to be joining 
Kongsberg Maritime at a time when the 
company is making a strong advance into 
the renewables market. We have built 
up a huge level of expertise over many 
years with clients in the offshore sector, 
but renewables offers an opportunity for 
serving a wider and growing client base.

“The global offshore renewables energy 
sector is experiencing a period of 
unprecedented growth, and I believe 

there is huge potential for 
Kongsberg Maritime Ltd 
to utilise its knowledge 
and product portfolio 
to support clients as 
they move forward in 
developing this industry 
and the challenges that it 
creates.”
With over 100 offices 
globally, Kongsberg 
Maritime is well positioned 
to support a renewables 
project anywhere in the 
world.  

aCouStiC monitoring 
buoy SyStEm (ambS)
the company is currently 
a leading provider of 

underwater acoustic monitoring systems 
and has experienced an increase in 
demand for its aMBs, which clients in 
renewables, shipping and oil & gas sectors 
can utilise to assist in the production of 
environmental impact assessments for 
offshore developments. 

mark baldwin will grow clients in 
sector through role as business 
Development manager.

Marine technology company Kongsberg 
Maritime Ltd has appointed Mark Baldwin 
to the post of Business Development 
Manager as part of its drive to strengthen its 
service offering for the offshore renewables 
sector. He will be responsible for developing 
the company’s portfolio of environmental 
monitoring capabilities for offshore 
windfarms and tidal energy projects.

ExpEriEnCE
Mr Baldwin has joined the company – 
the UK-based subsidiary of Kongsberg 
Maritime – from Kongsberg oil and Gas 
Technologies, where he spent five years 
as sales Manager. He will oversee the 
company’s operations in southampton, 

mike baldwin 

miniStEr to opEn nEw ConStruCtion hall 
in haVEn watErway EntErpriSE zonE

wElSh goVErnmEnt Support
the completion of the construction hall 
marks the end of the second and most 
ambitious part of the phased development. 
Mustang Marine was awarded skills 
Growth Wales funding of £100,000 from 
the Welsh Government in February this year 
to train more than 100 employees. they 
have also received support from the Welsh 
Government’s Business rates scheme 
offered to businesses in Wales’ seven 
enterprise Zones.

Mrs Hart said: “I am very pleased to 
open this new facility which represents a 
major step forward in Mustang Marine’s 
expansion plans. It is encouraging to see 
a local company doing so well and taking 
advantage of the support available to them 
in the Haven Waterway Enterprise Zone.”

“The support we have provided 
demonstrates our commitment to helping 
Welsh business to grow and creating high 
quality jobs.”

economy minister edwina 
Hart recently opened the new 
construction hall for mustang 
marine (Wales) Ltd at Pembroke 
Port as part of the planned 
expansion for the company.

growing induStry dEmand
the new £1.5million boat building 
construction hall, is the first major 
investment in the Haven Waterway 
enterprise Zone. the hall has been built 
in response to growing demand for 
workboats, pilot boats, wind farm support 
vessels and passenger vessels from around 
the world. this expansion has doubled the 
size of workboats construction operations 
at the Pembroke Dock facility, and will 
ultimately create jobs at Mustang Marine.

“This marks the next step in the planned 
growth of Mustang Marine and it is a 
chance for us to thank our investors, 
suppliers and employees for all the hard 
work they do.” commented Kevin Lewis, 
Managing Director for Mustang Marine.

click to view more info

http://www.km.kongsberg.com/ks/web/nokbg0237.nsf/AllWeb/5837E4E491D496C6C12574A900402C44?OpenDocument
http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/kongsberg-maritime/
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ECology
SurVEying for batS

bESt praCtiCE
More recently in 2012, specific best 
practice survey guidelines for bats (Bat 
Conservation trust, 2nd edition, 2012) 
were developed. this guidance was 
produced in consultation with a range 
of stakeholders and is now the adopted 
‘standard guidance’ for pre-construction 
surveys for single large wind turbine 
developments.

mEthodS, guidElinES and bESt 
praCtiCE
onshore wind farm developments can 
have potential negative impacts on bat 
populations. 

such potential impacts, which require 
consideration include…

• Direct collision of individual bats with  
 blades
• Damage to bat tissues caused by a  
 difference in pressure (barotrauma) 
• Habitat loss and/or fragmentation as a  
 result of onshore wind farm   
 developments

adViCE and Standard guidanCE
Consequently these impacts have driven 
the need for advice and standard guidance 
sheets to be developed. Interim guidance 
and technical information notes were 
initially developed by both natural england 
and scottish natural Heritage in 2008 and 
2009. 

Summary – ContinuouS 
obSErVation and aSSESSmEntS
Potential impacts of wind farm 
developments on bat populations are 
still being understood, despite increasing 
amounts of research and evidence being 
obtained. 

therefore it is imperative that surveys and 
subsequently assessments in respect of 
bats are undertaken in accordance with 
best practice survey guidelines to ensure 
transparent, well informed and robust 
assessments to inform the decision makers 
for such developments. 

royal HaskoningDHV

We continue our ecology feature and turn our attention 
to surveying for bats, commencing with sound advice 
from our regular contributors royal HaskoningDHV 
Please have a look at our forthcoming features on the magazine tab within our website or listed on page 19 of this 
magazine. We are covering a different ecology feature in each over the next year. Feel free to suggest more.

CaSE Study
royal HaskoningDHV, working on behalf 
of DonG energy for the onshore element 
of a wind farm development in Walney, 
Cumbria has implemented the principles 
of these best practice survey guidelines to 
inform the ecological impact assessment 
and in turn provide a well informed and 
robust methodology to aid the planning 
inspectorate’s decision making process for 
this development.   

THIS InVOLVeD…

• Undertaking a specific desk study for  
 obtaining records of bats (both roosting  
 and activity records) within the   
 proposed working areas
• Undertaking detailed daytime   
 inspection surveys to note features  
 and areas of interest within the   
 proposed working areas
• Undertaking monthly bat activity   
 transect surveys of the proposed   
 working areas

no potential bat roosting sites were noted 
within the proposed working areas. 

monitoring
Hedgerows were noted to be a dominant 
feature within the local landscape and 
were subsequently assessed as having 
value to foraging and commuting 
bats. Using ecological professional 
judgment, monitoring of bat activity 
within the proposed working areas was 
recommended. 

this involved undertaking monthly bat 
activity transects surveys, particularly at 
specific locations where risks to bats were 
thought to be of highest concern. the 
findings of the monthly transect revealed 
that the proposed working areas supported 
a low number of bats using the hedgerows 
and ditches within the site. 

click to view more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/royal-haskoningdhv/
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thE importanCE of prEliminary 
aSSESSmEntS and SCiEntifiCally 
robuSt SurVEyS

Initially, data trawls are gathered of any 
known roosts or recent survey data. 
surveys can then be designed based on 
the importance of the area to bats, be it 
high, medium or low. For example, a site 
with a mosaic of suitable habitat types and 
previous evidence of bat presence can be 
regarded as being of high importance. 

riSkS
Noctule bats are known to fly early in the 
evening and at significant height, often over 

open ground; this may well put them at 
greater risk of collision with turbines. other 
species can be attracted to linear features 
such as hedgerows, as well as water 
bodies and buildings. In any case, turbines 
cannot be placed within fifty metres of a 
linear feature.

dEtECtion
In each month that bats are regarded 
to be most active (april – october), both 
automated and transect surveys (using 
handheld detectors) should be carried out. 
Baker Consultants has pioneered the use 
of the song Meter 2 (sM2) automated 
detector, which can be left in situ for up 

to five days and programmed to record 
bat calls each night. the data can then be 
analysed using suitable software, allowing 
identification of calls to species level, a vital 
aspect of the assessment. 

the sM2s are placed in areas of suitable 
habitat close to the proposed turbine 
locations, and can be paired up in certain 
circumstances to assess how bats are 
using the habitat around the turbines.

these two primary methods can be 
augmented by a variety of other methods 
such as vantage point and ‘at height’ 
surveys if necessary.

propEr aSSESSmEnt
In this way, proper assessment can be 
made of the potential impact on bats in the 
vicinity of any proposed development and, 
if necessary, suitable mitigation designed 
and implemented. 

iS thiS approaCh CorrECt?
the question that remains is: Is this 
approach correct? 

Post construction monitoring must form 
part of the overall ecological impact 
assessment so that data on wind turbine 
impacts on bats will grow and continue to 
inform future developments.

richard Hall
Senior ecologist
baker consultants

protECtion
Bats are protected by law from any 
reckless or deliberate damage or 
disturbance, to their roosts, as well as 
killing or injury to individuals. evidence 
from north america and europe suggests 
that interaction with rotor blades has killed 
bats, particularly where turbines have been 
inappropriately sited. therefore, despite 
the lack of data for such incidents in the 
UK, it is essential that the correct level of 
assessment be applied.

bat SurVEyS good praCtiCE 
guidElinES
the bat ecologist’s gospel is the Bat 
surveys Good Practice Guidelines, 2nd 
edition. Updated in 2012 by the Bat 
Conservation trust, it now includes a 
chapter on surveying proposed onshore 
wind turbine schemes. the chapter builds 
on current recommendations outlined by 
eUroBats. natural england is responsible 
for interpreting this guidance in a UK 
context, supported by Countryside Council 
for Wales and scottish natural Heritage. 

a preliminary assessment of the habitat at a development site is crucial to 
establish the breadth and type of surveys required for bats as they use habitat in 
a variety of ways, and this knowledge has to form part of any scientifically robust 
survey. 

mobilE marinE radar SyStEmS ExaCt flightlinES
radar offers the ability to detect exact 
flightlines (see figure 2), and is able to 
monitor movements of several individuals 
at any one time. radar can be combined 
with acoustic surveys in order to provide an 
indication of the species present.

Figures 2 & 3 – Individual bat 
flightlines.

nWMC operates two mobile radar systems 
and will be carrying out further work in 
2014 developing new methods in radar bat 
monitoring, allowing further insights into 
spatial distributions and movements of bats 
around wind farms. 

The national Wildlife management 
centre (nWmc)

The national Wildlife management 
centre (nWmc) at the animal Health 
and Veterinary Laboratories agency 
uses mobile marine radar systems, 
equipped with specialist software, 
to monitor the movements of birds 
and bats. 
They use X-band radar to detect bat movements, with bird and insect targets filtered out 
of the raw radar data and used an x-band radar in a vertical plain to monitor altitudinal 
distribution of bats (see figure 1). 

Figure 1 – Spatial distribution of bat targets.

this work looked at two areas adjacent to noctule nyctalus noctula maternity roosts. 
Bats were detected up to a height of 800 metres. Data showed trends in use of the sites 
surrounding the maternity roosts, for instance, time of first emergence and peak usage of 
airspace surrounding a roost site.

ecOLOGy - SurVeyInG FOr baTS FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr ecOLOGy - SurVeyInG FOr baTS
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CurrEnt bat 
ConSErVation 
truSt
survey guidelines 

bESt praCtiCE
adherence to BCt survey guidelines 
demonstrates best practice that benefits 
developers in a number of ways…

• It provides the assurance that the  
 survey effort is proportionate to the  
 risks to local bat populations, enabling  
 accurate predictions of survey costs to  
 build into project programmes

• Developers can be confident that the  
 data collected will be sufficient to allow  
 a robust assessment on potential   
 impacts to be undertaken

• a robust data set about the use of a  
 site by local bat populations can lead to 
 proportionate and cost-effective   
 mitigation strategies to be developed  
 that meet the requirements of planning  
 decision makers and comply with local  
 and national planning policies

bESt adViCE
this is the view of atmos Consulting 
ecologist amelia Hodnett, “Wind 
developers will almost certainly have 
to consider the potential effects on bat 
populations, but with the right information 
these need not be a major constraint, or 
involve a heavy cost.”

amelia continued, “Our SPIDA application 
is a highly visual front end that we have 
specifically developed for our GIS 
(Geographical Information System). This 
gives our clients a clear and instantly 
comprehensible picture of populations 
and behaviour that is far more useful than 
a series of tables and charts; and allows 
us to give the best advice on site design 
and mitigation.”

the consultancy also has experience 
in assessing potential impacts on bats 
from the very early stages of a scheme 
through to planning submission, as well as 
providing expert witness advice at planning 
inquiries.

atmos consulting

current bat conservation Trust (bcT) 
survey guidelines may not, strictly 
speaking, have statutory force, but 
they are the de facto rules. It is these 
guidelines that natural england, 
Scottish natural Heritage, natural 
resources Wales, and the northern 
Ireland Department of environment 
agencies will refer to when advising on 
a planning application.  

adhering to the survey guidelines should 
also ensure that developers and their 
consultants have the information they need 
to minimise the impact on bat populations. 
typically, for wind developers, this involves 
considering where to place turbines to 
avoid roosts and ‘flight paths’ between 
roosts and feeding/foraging hedgerows. 
another approach to mitigation, which 
can be detailed in planning applications, 
is curtailment - where a development 
proceeds as planned but operations are 
curtailed at certain times when bats are 
more active, for example the hours just 
after sunset or before sunrise, or when 
wind speeds drop below a specified level. 

ecOLOGy - SurVeyInG FOr baTS FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr ecOLOGy - SurVeyInG FOr baTS

click to view more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/atmos-consulting/
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all in 
a day’S 
work

organiSation & planning
neil’s role upon commencement of a 
project is to organise the team, equipment 
and oversee the constant maintenance of 
all rsIP’s offshore equipment (of which he 
adds is so much more efficient with the 
advent of the computer). 

such upcoming projects for rsIP includes 
the mobilisation of the 750kW Q1000 jet 
trencher for subsea trenching work on 
Bøyla with technip in the early part of 2014, 
as well the start of the Grane permanent 
reservoir monitoring (PrM) project, where 
rsIP will provide the installation and burial 
of seismic array cables at the Grane site 
offshore norway for client statoil. neil’s 
team is also responsible for the equipment 
support on the ongoing Gwynt y Môr 
offshore Wind Farm project, which will see 
RSIP install inter-array cables in field 13km 
off the north Wales coast.

the very nature of the beast working 
subsea presents numerous challenges and 
each project demands precision planning.  
neil was involved in the cable burial and 
laying of gas pipelines from norway 
to Holland, which brought up its own 
challenges. 

needing to avoid damaging existing 
pipelines and cables on the seabed, it was 
necessary to build a bridge across them 
by placing concrete mattresses, creating 
a ramp, known as ‘building a crossing’. 
Cables are tested when on the vessel 
as well as when laying, establishing any 
foreseen problems prior to laying. 

SEabEd SurVEyS
Many projects require seabed surveys. 
Imperative when planning installations 
subsea, likened to a lunar landscape there 
are hazards to overcome. neil goes on to 
mention that at ormen Lange, the seabed 
is very strange.  During the ice age a huge 
chunk of norway broke off and fell into the 
sea, known as the storegga slide, leaving 
a huge underwater mountainous range – 
large blips on the sonar with that one! 

other high technology, such as multi-
beam echo sonars, assist in surveying 
the seabed. these in simplistic terms 
are 60 ‘fingers’ of narrow beams which 
illustrate/profile the seabed and illustrate the 
topography.  Fibre optic Gyros (FoGs) are 
used to calculate the altitude and heading 
of the roV.

taxiS!
ROV’s are configured to be ‘taxis’ to take 
and operate tools and sensors to the 
depths.

all the data collected is date and time 
stamped then transmitted to the surface 
using Fibre optics. However, latest 
developments are to reduce the subsea 
processing and do all this on the surface – 
the technology is ever-evolving. 

It was a delight to speak to neil, his 
modesty, dedication and enthusiasm is 
infectious!

Fliss chaffer
Interviewer
Wind energy network

Company ExpErtiSE
as a global leader in providing specialist 
subsea services to the offshore renewable 
and oil and gas industries, reef subsea 
Integrated Projects’ scope of expertise 
ranges from subsea construction, 
trenching of cables/umbilicals, inspection, 
maintenance and repair (IMr) and roV/
survey services.  I was fortunate to catch 
up with neil Collier, offshore equipment 
Manager to find out more about his role 
within this specialist industry.

thE yorkShirE ConnECtion
Having lived in norway for the past 15 years, 
I was surprised to hear neil’s dulcet tones 
were still loyal to yorkshire (haling from 
Sheffield) which goes hand-in-hand with an 
imitable sense of humour! - Imperative to 
counterbalance the huge responsibility he 
has in maintaining all the equipment. 

no stranger to offshore life, neil worked 
for many years for Fugro, prior to being 
in the military.  He undertook a short stint 
onshore, but missed the offshore life so he 
returned and joined reef subsea. 

the roV also provides sonar allowing 
clarity up to 200m which is as good 
as a video. Video with date, time and 
positional information overlaid is constantly 
recorded on hard drives and is known 

as the Black Box  
(similar to aircraft). 
Upon completion of 
a project the DVD 
recording, together 
with a written log 
is presented to the 
client and includes 
cable laying detail 
e.g. time/date/depth 
etc.  

that Shrinking 
fEEling! 
all of rsIP’s roVs 
have the capability 
of reaching 3000m, 
ambient pressure 
increases by one Bar 
per metre of depth. 
the phenomenal 

pressure at such depths is illustrated by 
installing a polystyrene cup in the roV. 
Having reached just 2000m and returning 
to the surface, the cup had shrunk to the 
size of a thimble!  Quite a thought!

at such depths visibility can be very poor, 
with the seabed being disturbed by cable 
laying or even by fish. In fact Neil goes 
on to say fish create quite a challenge, 
predominantly bottom-feeders like cod. 

roV Shift
Due to short daylight hours in norway, 
shifts are 12 hours (6am – 6pm). First port 
of call is to check in at the roV shack for a 
handover.  Connected by an umbilical to a 
winch onboard the ship, the roV pinpoints 
its location on a navigation screen. Precise 
positioning of the vessel is calculated via 
satellites (within centimetres).  

a sonar from the vessel to the roV returns 
a ping, thus mathematically measuring 
the angle, the amount of time i.e. speed 
of sound in water (measured constantly) 
to pinpoint their exact location subsea. a 
pipeline/structure may be pinpointed by 
sonar on the roV and can therefore be 
avoided.

flying thE roV
Pilots ‘fly’ the ROV by sitting on a cyber-
chair on the vessel, which comprises a joy 
stick on the arm, feet up in front, and a wall 
with huge monitors, the vehicles have 360 
degrees visibility with cameras built into the 
arms, on top and below, which tilt up and 
down. 

aLL In a Day’S WOrK aLL In a Day’S WOrK

namE
neil collier

Company
reef Subsea Integrated Projects 
(rSIP)

oCCupation
Offshore equipment manager

habitat
bergen, norway

click to view more info

        =  click to view video

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/reef-subsea-power-umbilicals/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSRUYql1Oo0
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WHaT’S neW WHaT’S neW

We continue to feature some of the most important events in the calendar, so 
that you can, at a glance, consider which events to support.  a more detailed 
listing is available online.

SCottiSh rEnEwablES offShorE wind & Supply 
Chain ConfErEnCE, Exhibition & dinnEr
whEn  28 – 29 Jan 2014
whErE  aberdeen
ContaCt   www.scottishrenewables.com

wintErwind 2014
whEn  February 11 – 12
whErE  sundsvall, sweden
ContaCt   www.winterwind.se

wind EnErgy aSia 2014
whEn  19 – 21 February
whErE  Jeju, Korea
ContaCt   www.gwec.net/wind-energy-asia-2014

rEnEwablEuk waVE & tidal EVEnt 
whEn  26 – 27 February 
whErE  Belfast, UK
ContaCt   www.renewableuk.com

EEEgr SnS 2014
whEn  5 – 6 March
whErE  norwich, UK
ContaCt   www.eeegr.com 

EwEa – annual EVEnt 2014
whEn  10 – 13 March
whErE  Barcelona, spain
ContaCt   www.ewea.org 

SCottiSh rEnEwablES annual ConfErEnCE 2014
whEn   18 – 19 March
whErE  edinburgh, UK
ContaCt   www.scottishrenewables.com 

iwEa annual ConfErEnCE 2014
whEn   27 – 28 March 
whErE  Dublin, Ireland
ContaCt   www.iwea.com 

nz wind EnErgy ConfErEnCE & Exhibition 2014
whEn  14 – 16 april
whErE  Wellington, new Zealand
ContaCt  www.windenergy.org.nz

awEa windpowEr ConfErEnCE & Exhibition 2014
whEn  5 – 8 May
whErE  Las Vegas, Usa
ContaCt   www.awea.org

EVEntS and what’S nEw 

To advertise your course in the next edition for only £100 contact carly@greenenergypublishing.co.uk

Supply Chain rEgiStEr
looking for a SpECialiSt SErViCE proVidEr in thE wind EnErgy induStry? 
Visit our extensive online Supply Chain Register where circa 1200 companies specific to the wind energy industry are listed.

w www.windenergynetwork.co.uk 
t 01765 644224  E duncan@greenenergypublishing.co.uk

Book now for the UK’s leading conference and 
exhibition devoted to the Southern North Sea energy 
business.

SNS2013 was EEEGR’s biggest and best ever - 
SNS2014 will top it.

	Leading speakers from the energy industry.
	Outstanding networking opportunities.
	High quality exhibition space.
	Gala dinner with guest speaker.

5 - 6 March 2014
Norfolk Showground, Norwich

Day 1 Platform for Innovation and exhibition
Day 2 SNS conference and exhibition

Conference & Exhibition

Call for information:
01493 446535

Don’t miss your chance
to exhibit at this event:
www.eeegr.com/events

SEa of 
oPPortuNIty

Issue 21 (editorial deadline 5th January 2014)

•	 Planning	issues
 sponsored by Pegasus Planning

•	 legal	eagles
 sponsored by andrew Jackson

•	 sPotlight	on	stoke-on-trent	&	  
 StaffordShirE
 sponsored by Make it stoke-on-trent &   
 staffordshire

•	 Problem?	–	solved! 
 - SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE

•	 oils	and	lubricants
 sponsored by Hydac

•	 coatings	&	corrosion	control
 - SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE

•	 bolting	&	Fastenings
 sponsored by James Walker rotabolt

•	 gears - SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE

•	 ecology:	mitigation	For	birds   
 - SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE

•	 research	&	develoPment
 sponsored by narec

•	 training:	Working	in	conFined	sPaces
 - SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE

•	 Focus	on	blyth
 sponsored by arCH – northumberland   
 Development Company

•	 hydraulics - SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE

•	 vibration	issues - SPONSORSHIP AVAILABLE

•	 distributed	Wind	(small	to	medium)	 
 sponsored by Ice renewables

Please contact us if you would like to 
contribute to any of these features.

forthComing fEaturES
nExt Edition fEb/mar 2014

Jurys Inn Belfast
fisherwick Place, Great Victoria street

Belfast Bt2 7aP

02890 533 500
jurysinnbelfast@jurysinns.com

City Centre Hotel
190 spacious contemporary bedrooms

6 Meeting rooms 2-30 delegates
Costa Coffee from 7am
 Wifi throughout hotel

early Checkin - express Checkout
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Changing thE landSCapE
for wind farm dEVElopErS

When built in the line of sight of air traffic 
control radars, wind farms create a great 
deal of interference or ‘clutter’ that can 
adversely affect the air traffic controller’s 
view of the surrounding airspace. to the air 
traffic controller, the tips of wind turbines 
can appear like aircraft on the radar display 
and the resulting radar returns can cause 
confusion between blade rotations and real 
aircraft. these returns or ‘false plots’ caused 
by the wind turbine can also generate the 
effect known as ‘track seduction’ on radar 
screens. track seduction is when the false 
plots generated by the wind turbine create 
a false track for an aircraft.  the turbines 
can also create a radar ‘shadow’ behind the 
wind farm, meaning that air traffic controllers 
could miss aircraft over large areas of air 
space. overall, wind farms can create a 
large amount of uncertainty in the air traffic 
picture and a solution is needed to benefit all 
parties involved.

improVing thE piCturE for air 
traffiC Control 
the 3D Holographic radar technology 
offers a major advance in surveillance 
radar. as opposed to ‘sweeping’ around 
every four seconds, it uses flat panel, 
phased array technology that identifies 
and differentiates every moving object’s 
signature by constantly measuring all the 
detailed characteristics of every individual 
radar return, providing a continuous and 
clear view of airspace. not only does 3D 
Holographic radar remove the turbine 
clutter from the display, but it increases the 
detection probability of aircraft both inside 
and outside the wind farm environment, 
increasing air traffic safety as a whole.

bEnEfitS for wind farm 
dEVElopErS
• The technology is scalable and has  
 no moving parts. It can be deployed  
 at the airport or at the wind farm,   
 onshore or offshore, meaning
 there are no range limitations
• There is no limit to the number, type  
 or layout of wind turbines that can be  
 mitigated 
• The 3D nature of Holographic   
 radar (Hr) means that data from one
 Hr installation can be fed to multiple  
 surveillance radars, a cost effective  
 solution in situations where there are  
 multiple aviation objections
• The air traffic picture delivered by   
 3D Holographic radar over the wind farm
 is clearer than the standard Primary  
 surveillance radar (Psr), meaning  
 that the overall air picture for the airport  
 is improved 
• Start-up costs are generally much lower
 than for a complete new radar at an  
 airport
• 3D Holographic Radar is in line with  
 future CCa plans for surveillance radar  
 and spectrum – it is fully future proofed 
• Aveillant’s service model eliminates  
 the issue of ‘who finances the new  
 radar’. Instead developers pay only for  
 the MW to be mitigated
• Holographic Radar solves the radar  
 clutter problem at source, so it is rapid 
 to install and integrate, meaning   
 reduced project risk.

aveillant

Solution
However, radar technology is now available 
that has the ability to solve this issue and 
to ensure that wind farms and the aviation 
industry can co-exist. British technology 
company aveillant has developed 
3D Holographic radar that has been 
independently tested and proven to provide 
an effective solution to the problems. It not 
only distinguishes between wind turbines 
and flying aircraft, but improves general 
visibility for air traffic control both inside and 
outside the wind farm – paving the way 
for safer air traffic management as well as 
development of more wind farms.

problEmS with air traffiC 
Control radar SyStEmS
A typical air traffic control radar works like 
a lighthouse, sweeping the surrounding 
environment every four seconds and 
providing an intermittent trail of an aircraft’s 
flight path. The radar systems in use today 
only provide range and bearing information 
about the location of an aircraft (or more 
accurately a radar ‘return’) and not its 
altitude, meaning it cannot distinguish 
between moving turbines and aircraft.  
these problems are compounded by the 
issue of additional ‘clutter’, which can be 
caused by a range of objects including 
buildings, clouds, moving vehicles and terrain.

proVEn tEChnology
the technology has now been 
independently proven to clearly distinguish 
between wind turbines and aircraft, 
exceeding recommended targets set by 
aviation authorities. Experts in air traffic 
control, Helios, conducted analysis of 
aveillant’s 3D Holographic radar in trial 
operation at Glasgow Prestwick airport. 
the team found that the solution had a 
probability of detecting aircraft of greater 
than 99% and a ‘false plot’ rate of less 
than 2%. It also did not lose any aircraft 
tracks once detected. this greatly 
exceeds the Caa and eurocontrol safety 
recommendations and was found to give air 
traffic controllers a consistent and accurate 
view of the aircraft the entire time it is in the 
vicinity of the wind farm and also its shadow. 

3d holographiC radar 
tEChnology taking off
Following successful trials at Glasgow 
Prestwick airport, aveillant is now in 
talks with many airports and wind farm 
developers and is currently in the process 
of obtaining a full safety Case which will 
be assessed by the Caa. It has come a 
long way since Cambridge Consultants 
first began working on radar in 1980, when 
the initial focus was on short range radar 
systems specifically designed to provide 
maximum information on targets in a volume 
of interest. aveillant was spun off from the 
business in october 2011 and since then 
3D Holographic radar technology has been 
trialled and tested to great success. Having 
gained industry approval and independent 
verification, 3D Holographic Radar 
technology is now set to revolutionise the 
renewable energy industry– and improve air 
traffic control and aviation safety in general.

Detecting aircraft flying over wind turbines is a huge and growing problem – and one that current air traffic control radar 
systems are unable to solve. The inability of these systems to distinguish between flying aircraft and moving wind turbines 
means that air traffic controllers are often left with a patch of airspace above wind farms where they lose sight of aircraft, 
creating ‘no-go’ zones around airports which affect the safety and efficiency of airport operations. This has a knock on effect for 
wind farm developers as airports and other ATC radar sites can object to proposed wind farms, making it increasingly difficult 
for them to be built.

click to view 
more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/aveillant/
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making thE 
nEw humbEr 
offShorE 
windfarm 
SafEr

impaCt of wind turbinES on radar
the rental service was introduced to 
accommodate companies needing lights 
and buoys for short term projects and 
has proven popular with the company’s 
wind farm customers including sCIra, the 
developer of sheringham shoal offshore 
Wind Farm. earlier in the summer the 
company extended its rental of eight Jet 
9000 Q HV navigation buoys used to mark 
the site.

bESpokE ContraCtS
“Contractors often need temporary 
navigation aids for short-term, project 
based deployments, marking sites 
while construction is underway. We’ve 
designed our rental service to be as 
flexible as possible for our customers with 
a minimum rental contract of just three 
months.”

CoSt-EffECtiVE Solution
Manufactured by Mobilis, the Jet 9000 
buoys provide a robust and cost-effective 
solution for offshore and deepwater 
applications, especially where high visibility 
is a must. as with all Mobilis buoys in the 
Jet range, they are constructed from UV 
stabilised polyethylene components to 
withstand harsh sea conditions with colour 
retained within IaLa guidelines for more 
than 15 years.

Hydrosphere

high ViSibility towErS
In addition to the buoys – Jet 9000QI with 
high visibility towers consisting of two east, 
two West and one south Cardinal – Vega 
VLB-36 stand alone LeD lights were also 
purchased from Hydrosphere.

thE hydroSphErE SyStEm
the system incorporates iridium monitoring 
on each buoy, developed by Hydrosphere 
to provide peace of mind for windfarm 
operators.

the system provides operators with the 
ability to check buoys have not drifted, the 
light is working and the power system is 
operating correctly. the buoys have been 
deployed in water varying between 25m to 
30m deep with moorings – chains, swivels 
and shackles.

dEploymEnt
the rental buoys were initially deployed by 
Briggs Marine with trinity House using tHV 
Galatea removing the rental buoys and 
deploying the permanent buoys.
Hydrosphere also supplied a basic set of 
spares.

tEChniCal diffErEnCES
Meteorological radar networks monitor and predict weather 
patterns. there are numerous technical differences between 
radar types according to their function. However, the basic 
operational principle is common to all types. electromagnetic 
pulses are emitted by the radar itself, these propagate through 
the atmosphere where they interact with the target of interest 
(e.g. aircraft, ships, or raindrops). Pulses that return to the radar 
following this interaction tell the radar operator something about 
the target (e.g. its proximity, velocity or direction of travel).

othEr naVigation SyStEmS
there are other types of navigation systems that rely on 
electromagnetic signals to communicate information about a 
target. these include Instrument Landing systems at airports, 
navigation beacons and radio communication stations.

aVoiding iSSuES
In order to avoid issues, it is important that the potentially affected 
radar and navigation infrastructure is identified. Early consultation 
with the relevant stakeholders combined with reliable modelling 
of the issues is the best way to avoid issues or identify mitigation 
requirements and stop wind projects being derailed by these 
impacts.

Pager Power

Hydrosphere has been chosen to 
supply lights and buoys for the new 
Humber Offshore windfarm.

Developed by e.on, construction has 
begun at the 24.8 sq km site off the coast 
of east riding, with the windfarm due to 
come on-stream in 2015.

loCation
the easterly and southerly boundaries 
to the 73 turbine site which will produce 
219MW in capacity are bounded by the 
shipping channels leaving the Humber 
estuary. the northern boundary runs 
parallel to existing pipelines running into 
easington.

flExibility
The flexibility of Hydrosphere’s service was 
fully utilised with five buoys initially rented 
while five bespoke buoys were being built. 
“Our rental facility provided a great short 
term solution for E.ON,” said Hydrosphere 
MD, John Caskey. “According to the 
wind farm consent, buoys needed to be 
onsite for four weeks before vessels were 
allowed to start work.”

Turbines have the potential to affect radar and navigation 
systems because they interact with electromagnetic 
signals. This can impair the effectiveness of the system by 
altering the desired interaction of the signal with its target 
(in the same way walkie-talkies are ineffective if a building 
is in between them).

ConCErnS
When wind farms are proposed, they can present a risk to 
radar and navigation systems in their vicinity. this often leads to 
objections from stakeholders such as airports, the Ministry of 
Defence and the Met Office. Concerns over safety risks can delay 
projects at various stages within the planning system.

importanCE of radar
radar systems are used for navigation purposes across a 
wide range of industries worldwide. radar is most commonly 
associated with aviation, where it plays a crucial role in detecting 
and managing aircraft movements. However, radar is also 
important for marine operations, where it is utilised for navigation 
and collision avoidance. 

naVIGaTIOn & raDar FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr naVIGaTIOn & raDar
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warning tEChnology
for offShorE mEt maStS 

nova-250 which projects a 360 degree, 
high-intensity horizontal beam over a range 
of more than 15 nM at a transmissivity 
factor of 0.74. 

the smaller nova-65 may be used when 
ranges below 10NM are specified. 

Solar powEr opEration
Manufactured from a marine grade of 
rugged, corrosion-resistant housing, these 
new lanterns combine low-maintenance, 
high reliability, advanced optics, power-
conditioning circuitry and high-intensity 
LeDs, making them highly suitable for solar 
power operation.  If required, an aton 
panel with back-up batteries and volt-free 
contacts for sCaDa may also be included.

SEabEaCon 2 SyStEm 6 
This racon most widely specified by 
name across the world, due not only 
to its technical capability, but also to 
the exceptional reliability and minimal 
maintenance requirements enhanced by 
the design’s inert gas protection system.  

standard features include side-lobe 
suppression, proportional scaling and 
normal traffic power consumption of only 
0.75W, with a heavy traffic maximum of 
only 1.06W.  the tideland design also 
offers a high sensitivity of -50dBm in both 
X-and s-Band, meaning that the units will 
respond better to weaker interrogation from 
lower-power radars –or to radars at greater 
distances/ranges. 

aol ElEmEntS
the aoL elements of the package typically 
include a medium intensity beacon 
mounted at the top of the mast and low-
intensity red lights, as necessary for the 
height of the tower, with a control panel 
and photocell at the bottom.  the GPs 
antenna and tideland’s type-approved 
Informer series aIs aton (type 1 or type 3) 
are also mounted at this level.  the Informer 
unit broadcasts the position of the mast on 
which it is located and its status. 

maritimE traffiC
Maritime traffic in the vicinity of the asset 
may also be monitored using the highly 
flexible Tideland AIS Viewer, TSD, on to 
which reporting lines and virtual exclusion 
zones can be easily configured. 

As well as tracking all AIS fitted vessels, 
this also features a high-capacity recording 
database using the tideland navterm 
system allowing easy access for historical, 
revenue or security purposes.

gEnEral marking for offShorE 
wind farmS
With successful installations around the 
UK, tideland signal also has proven 
equipment and systems for the compliant 
marking of the offshore sub-station and 
the complete wind farm – in accordance 
with international and national authorities – 
both temporary aton for the construction 
phase, and Permanent aton for the 
operational phase.

Tideland Signal

ComplEtE paCkagE
the complete package includes both aids 
to navigation (aton) to warn shipping in the 
vicinity and also aircraft obstruction lights 
(aoL), all compliant with the relevant IaLa 
(International association of Lighthouse 
authorities) and the UK’s DeCC standards 
(Department of energy & Climate Change).  

As the leading OEM in its field, Tideland 
is also able to offer consultancy services, 
commissioning, training and applications 
engineering for specific user requirements.  
In addition, all equipment can be 
configured for solar power operation 
using photovoltaic panels and batteries 
engineered by tideland’s subsidiary 
tideland Power systems.

SpECifiCationS
the main aton items in the package 
are tideland’s benchmark seaBeacon 
2 system 6 radar beacon, aB-560 fog 
signal, fog detector, tideland Informer aIs 
broadcasting information to shipping and 
the latest generation LeD marine lantern, 

Tideland Signal, the international specialist in aids to navigation, has launched a 
comprehensive integrated package of warning systems specifically designed to 
mark meteorological masts in offshore windfarms.

naVIGaTIOn & raDar FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr naVIGaTIOn & raDar

aViation guidanCE from thE uk 
CiVil aViation authority

In the medium to long term, within the 
context of the Government’s intention to 
release surplus public sector spectrum, 
the Caa is assessing the feasibility of 
emerging technologies to meet the safety 
and operational requirements of a future 
surveillance environment.  a key element 
of this work is to identify the feasibility of 
delivering a strategic solution to the impact 

of wind turbines on radar systems, thereby 
reducing the obstacles to wind turbine 
planning.  

proViding poliCy and guidanCE
our purpose, then, is to provide policy and 
guidance on a range of issues associated 
with wind turbines and their effect on 
aviation that will need to be considered by 
all interested parties when assessing the 
viability of wind turbine developments.  the 
Caa does not routinely object or support 
planning applications for wind turbines and 
would not seek to unfairly influence the 
planning process.  In addition, we cannot 
provide an arbitration service.  rather, 
we are able to offer regulatory advice and 
guidance to all stakeholders and impartial 

assistance to planning authorities when 
assessing whether aviation arguments are 
considered, supportable and reasonable, in 
order to facilitate a fair process. 

We strongly encourage early engagement 
by all parties to enable understanding and 
assessment of the issues and mitigation 
techniques. our ultimate aim is to promote 
a positive influence with regards to wind 
energy and aviation being able to co-exist 
rather than conflict.   

aViation EffECtS
the development of sites for wind turbines 
have the potential to cause a variety of 
effects on aviation. these include (but are 
not limited to)… 

• Physical obstructions 
• the generation of unwanted returns on  
 Primary surveillance radar 
• adverse affects on the overall   
 performance of navigation   
 equipment turbulence.  

Summary doCumEnt
the Caa have published a summary of 
the issues that planners and developers 
should consider when assessing the impact 
of a proposed wind turbine development. 
this guidance is also designed to enable 
aerodrome operators and air navigation 
service Providers to provide expert 
interpretation of what the impact will be 
on their operations, and how it will affect 
the safety, efficiency and flexibility of 
their specific operations.  The document 
discusses the various mitigation measures 
available, providing a descriptive overview 
and an analysis of the different techniques.  

guidanCE updatES
the Caa regularly update their advice to 
ensure it remains relevant and balanced 
and contains the latest information and 
most accessible explanations with regards 
to the effects and mitigation techniques.  
the aim is to ensure a positive approach 
to mitigation and the ability to overcome 
aviation issues.  this includes new 
information on the next generation offshore 
wind developments - the scale of which 
is likely to increase in the coming years 
requiring additional considerations for 
stakeholders.  

Sqn Ldr Kelly Lightowler, 
Surveillance Operations Specialist 
civil aviation authority

“...the aviation community must 
engage positively in the process of 
developing solutions to potential 
conflicts of interest between wind 
energy and aviation operations.... 
Those involved in addressing wind 
energy and aviation issues must do so 
in a positive, co-operative and informed 
manner.” (from the caa’s published 
guidance)

balanCEd approaCh
the Caa tries to promote a balanced 
approach to wind energy to enable the UK 
to meet Government renewable energy 
targets, whilst ensuring aviation issues, 
particularly safety concerns, are addressed. 

rESponSibility
the Caa is responsible for safety 
regulation of civil aviation in the UK.  on 
that basis, they have an obligation to 
provide assistance to aviation stakeholders 
to help them understand and address 
wind energy-related issues.  However, it 
is acknowledged that other users such 
as planning authorities, wind energy 
developers and members of the general 
public may also need our advice. 



lightwaVE radar
aftEr fiVE yEarS in thE making, 
wind turbinE CluttEr iS now 
offiCially oVEr

induStry Standard
the team’s decision to design a traditional 
scanning radar that operates at s-band 
was driven by the fact that it continues to be 
acknowledged as the industry’s standard.  It 
has been globally adopted for over sixty years 
by aviation customers around the world.  as 
well, it is the most cost-efficient and least 
susceptible to jamming than any other type of 
radar.  

S-band opEration
By operating at s-band, impacts from weather 
such as rain and snow are negated while 
X-band systems are significantly degraded.  As 
well, X-band is not recommended for use at 
an airport location per the UK’s Civil aviation 
authority’s guidance on terminal surveillance.

othEr tEChnologiES
While some other radar providers in the 
market have attempted to adapt other radar 
technologies to the wind turbine clutter 
mitigation market, they have not seen success 
for several reasons.  Firstly a ‘flash bulb’ type 
radar, one that transmits an omni-directional 
beam with multiple ‘listening’ or receive beams 
is designed to just look up from within a 
windfarm.  

this involves locating one radar in each 
windfarm which generates a much higher 
cost, is handicapped by a severely limited 
range of only 5 nautical miles, and is massively 
challenged by requiring the airport to accept 
multiple data feeds which is highly undesirable.  

It is also one of the most easily jammed radars 
that exist.

another X-band provider has resorted to 
‘blanking’ techniques to remove clutter 
where turbines are present, however, this 
creates holes in the coverage volume.  and, 
as such, seems unlikely to be accepted by 
the regulators as you must demonstrate 
predictable performance.

Summary
today, with multiple installations in the United 
Kingdom and the United states, LightWave 
radar is now allowing airports and wind 
developments to co-exist as was planned five 
years ago.  With LightWave radar, the issue of 
wind turbine clutter is now officially over.

David colangelo
c Speed

In 2008, c Speed took a clean sheet 
of paper and designed a radar system 
to mitigate wind turbine clutter for the 
benefit of airports and wind developers 
in the united Kingdom. 

Its engineering team focused on meeting 
the stringent requirements of governmental 
aviation regulators, commercial airports, 
and military aerodromes.  In addition, 
while it would incorporate state-of-the-
art technology, it would still need to be 
affordable for its aviation customers to 
acquire, integrate, operate and maintain 
- including many that were anticipated 
to originate from the wind development 
community where radar technology was 
unfamiliar territory.  

lightwaVE radar
after months of work the team agreed on 
a set of requirements that would result in 
an s-band, solid state, primary surveillance 
radar that would employ a traditional 
scanning antenna array.  LightWave radar 
was born.

In May 2013, nearly five years after setting 
out to design and build the world’s first 
wind turbine clutter mitigation radar system, 
C speed delivered, under contract, the 
first LightWave Radar production system 
to Manston, Kent’s International airport.  
Today, it remains the first and only mitigation 
radar system that does not require terrain 
screening that has been purchased, 
installed, and integrated in the United 
Kingdom.

naVIGaTIOn & raDar FeaTure SPOnSOr

SafEty tEChnology to dEliVEr 
rEnEwablES training to SCotland

Partnership in scotland “We are delighted 
to have been selected to work with the 
prestigious partners on this programme 
and look forwarding to supporting this 
ground breaking training initiative.”  

ViablE CarEEr ChoiCE
the esP’s drive to develop the capability 
and capacity of training for this giant 
industry in scotland is playing a key role 
in promoting the Wind energy sector as a 
viable career choice for young emerging 
technicians, and ensuring the economic 
development of this sector.

turbinE tEChniCian training
now, after years in the making, this industry 
recognised turbine technician training will 
soon be available for individuals to take 
from colleges across scotland.

safety technology Ltd are currently 
providing the accredited safety courses 
which will be part of this new training from 
their renewableUK and GWo facilities 
across the UK, Ireland and Us, with facilities 
in south Wales, Great yarmouth, south 
shields, Blyth, Killybegs and Michigan.

Safety Technology Ltd

safety technology Ltd, a leading safety 
training provider for the renewables sector, 
based just below the border in tyneside, 
have been selected as training project 
partners for operations in the West of 
scotland, centred in Dumfries.  

rESponSibility
the UK based safety specialists will be 
responsible for the safety training aspect 
of the Marine and Wind training network, 
delivering industry required courses such as 
renewableUK Work at Height and rescue 
and Global Wind organisation Basic safety 
training. 

working group
By working with Industry to identify 
demands, esP have created a working 
group which will ensure the scottish energy 
sector is supplied with the provisions 
needed for a fully skilled workforce.

Bob Dickens, Managing Director of safety 
technology Ltd said of their involvement 
in this new project from energy skills 

renewableuK approved training 
provider Safety Technology Ltd 
recently became project partners on 
the energy Skills Partnership (eSP) 
drive to deliver demand-led training to 
the Wind energy sector in Scotland. 

CollEgE Collaboration
the esP is a collaboration of colleges across 
scotland, with the main aim of establishing 
a high performing energy community.  a 
new strategy focusing on pooling expertise 
and resources in the region will see industry 
specialists working together with the esP to 
offer the qualifications needed for individuals 
to work on wind farms, onshore and 
offshore, across scotland.

marinE & wind training nEtwork
this newly formed Marine and Wind 
training network has established 3 centres 
in the north, east and West of scotland.

SKILLS GaP

L-r, Safety Technology Ltd’s Technical & business Development manager 
ben Williams and General manager of Operations mike Dickens
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click to view more info

        =  click to view video

http://www.lightwaveradar.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_VPVQg08YQ
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military pErSonnEl 
ChECk out CarEEr in EnErgy 
eighty serving and ex-military gathered at colchester 
Football club recently to explore whether the energy 
industry would be suitable for a second career.

ex-military speakers, currently working in the energy industry, 
recounted their experiences leaving the services and provided 
advice on how to make the transition as smooth as possible.

Attention! Military and ex-service personnel focus on a 
possible future career in the energy industry.

SkillS for EnErgy programmE
the Military energy Industry awareness event was organised as 
part of the skills for energy programme, hosted by eeeGr (the 
east of england energy Group), and sponsored by essex armed 
Forces Community Covenant.

aimS
one of the main aims of skills for energy partnership is facilitate the 
access into the energy industry by the service leavers. executive 
Director for eeeGr, Celia anderson, who leads the skills for energy 
programme, said: “The number of service leavers approaching us 
is steadily increasing. They need advice on how they might fit into 
the industry and how best to sell themselves.

“Many jobs are secured through people you know and so we help 
them to build their networks with contacts that can help.”

tranSfErablE SkillS
among the speakers was Ian Moulton, operations Improvement 
Manager from Perenco, who spoke about how the equipment 
used in the energy industry is not too dissimilar to that used in the 
armed forces. Mr Moulton also highlighted the importance of using 
their transferable skills, but also demonstrating the ability to learn.

CV workShop
also speaking was Kip Morton, Director for Forces4energy who 
facilitated the CV workshop that took place in the afternoon.

“This was an excellent opportunity for experienced and motivated 
ex and serving military to gain valuable insight into the energy 
industry directly from those who work within the sector,” he said. 
“It is rare to get an opportunity to discuss your own CV, skills 
and capabilities in an open forum such as this and it has proved 
invaluable to the service leavers.”

Skills for energy
eeeGr

CohESiVE
training programmES

CombinEd StrEngthS
renewable UK and Global Wind 
organisation (GWo), whose training 
programmes have until now been mutually 
exclusive, have combined their strengths to 
create an accredited programme which will 
greatly benefit those whose careers depend 
on being able to work without geographical 
restriction.

nEw two-day CourSE
a new two-day course, which south 
tyneside College’s tyne-based Marine 
safety training Centre (MstC) is accredited 
to deliver, provides key qualifications for 
those looking to work in the sector and 
specialisms such as windfarms.

Devised by renewable UK/GWo, it provides 
basic safety training and competence while 
addressing significant health and safety 
issues that relate to vessel transit and 
transfer under the requirements jurisdiction 
of european UK health and safety law. It is 
intended to ensure a common approach 
to basic training delivered by an approved 
training provider under controlled conditions.

hElpful induStry oVErViEw
the course also gives an overview of the UK 
and european industry and facilities under 
construction, with other areas covered, 
include vessel transfer theory and practical 
training and vessel emergencies, theory and 
practical.

the MstC has run courses by both 
organisations – renewable UK’s over 
two days and GWo’s one-and-a-half 
day provision – but the beneficial ripples 
stemming from this important development 
of this one course will undoubtedly be felt 
by the many companies involved in offshore 
renewables.

partnErS
Marine safety training’s other partners who 
will play a part include safety technology 
Limited, a renewable UK and GWo-
approved training provider and one of the 
UK’s leading provider of safety training, 
equipment and health and safety for those 
working at height.

While their centre, where more than 
100 companies and 3,000 students are 
trained each year, will continue to offer the 
GWo course, the combined module is an 
important new addition to a sector where 
growth continues to pour over the horizon.

marine Safety Training centre

It has taken time for the combined needs of 
industry and individual to come together in 
one cohesive training programme that gives 
them the skills and insight to work safely 
anywhere – both UK and worldwide.

The dramatic growth of the offshore 
renewable energy sector has brought 
with it a steep increase in the number 
of people working in the industry and 
whose training requirements must be 
met.

SKILLS GaP SKILLS GaP

click to view more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/eeegr/
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OuT anD abOuT OuT anD abOuT

boSCh uk opEnS nEw 
£1.2 million StatE-of-thE-art 
northErn faCility

“At Bosch we are truly committed to skills 
development of the workforce and that is 
why we want to continue to invest in the 
UK, especially when it comes to service 
and training.”

He continued: “The opening of this site 
reaffirms our commitment. At the heart 
of the new facility is training and support 
for our customers. Whether our customer 
is a mechanical engineer, an installer or 
an apprentice at the very start of his or 
her career, this new facility will provide 
the comprehensive training and support 
programmes, which make a major 
contribution to an individual’s professional 

skills development.” 

major 
inVEStmEnt
Mr Fouquet 
concluded: “Our 
aim at Bosch is 
to pass on our 
knowledge and 
expertise to our 
customers, through 
our products and 
our after-sales 
support. I am 
delighted to open 
this new facility 
which combines 
our commitment to 
customer support 
and environmental 
sustainability in one 
location.”

ExpanSion 
driVE

this new site is the latest addition to Bosch’s 
expansion drive in the UK. the company 
recently opened two engineering sites in the 
Midlands for its automotive business and 
another site in Uxbridge, Middlesex which 
is dedicated to providing training to the 
automotive aftermarket sector.   

bosch rexroth

It has a fully equipped workshop and 
test site, to service and repair hydraulic 
equipment, both at the site and in the field, 
for customers in the UK and overseas. 

dESignEd to brEEam StandardS
The Wakefield facility, which has been 
built to BreeaM (Building research 
establishment environmental assessment 
Method) standards, the world’s leading 
design and assessment method for 

sustainable buildings, includes a 21,150 
sq ft workshop; a 9,300 sq ft training area, 
including seminar rooms and office space.

In order to comply with BreeaM 
standards, the facility has been designed 
to minimise energy use through thermal 
loss, and includes a high efficiency boiler; 
intelligent low energy lighting systems, and 
motion sensor taps which reduce water 
consumption and wastage.   

Opening Bosch’s new site in Wakefield 
Mr Peter Fouquet, President of Bosch in 
the UK, commented: “This new facility 
is a major investment for Bosch and 
represents not only our commitment 
to the region, but is also part of our 
continued drive to provide enhanced 
service and training to our customers. 
This new addition brings the total number 
of Bosch sites in the UK to 42.

bosch uK has opened its new state-
of-the-art facility designed to provide 
a single northern location for bosch, 
which combines bosch rexroth, 
its industrial drives and controls 
company, and Worcester, bosch 
Group, its heating and hot-water 
solutions company.

a major investment in the region by the 
global supplier of technology and services, 
this new facility will form part of the group’s 
drive to provide 
enhanced service 
and support to the 
northern customers.

boSCh CombinEd 
faCility 
now fully 
opErational
the new facility, 
located at Devilliers 
Way in normanton, 
near Wakefield, 
consolidates three 
Bosch sites in the 
north of england into 
a single location. the 
facility, built on a 3.6 
acre site, equivalent 
to two football 
pitches, will provide 
customer service and 
support to its Bosch 
rexroth mechanical 
engineering customers 
and training to its installers in the heating and 
hot-water sector.

Bosch rexroth will design and manufacture 
hydraulic systems for many industry 
sectors, including marine, offshore and bulk 
materials handling, at its state-of-the-art 
Wakefield site. The site will also be a base 
for hydraulic training and courses which will 
be run throughout the year.

Facility opening ceremony (L-R) Councillor Jacqueline Williams, Graham Rowell – Finance Director, Bosch Rexroth, 
Roger Marsh - Chair of Leeds City Region Local Enterprise Partnership, Peter Fouquet – President of Bosch UK and 
Carl Arntzen – Managing Director of Worcester, Bosch Group.

click to view more info

        =  click to view video 1

        =  click to view video 2

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/bosch-rexroth/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORawCB3NW_U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCt4yQx3Cx0
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thE importanCE of Community 
EngagEmEnt in thE EnErgy SECtor 

Engaging with thE Community Can 
bE diffiCult
engaging with the community can be a 
difficult, time consuming and resource 
heavy process, whether it’s for a small 
scale renewables project, or for large scale 
offshore wind turbines or the manufacturing 
infrastructure required for these. Polarised 
views often prevail even in projects 
that bring great economic benefits to a 
community. 

the result is a need to think more 
strategically about community engagement 
and how it can be supported by the 
broader, corporate responsibility 
or sustainability strategy. too often 
community engagement gives the 
appearance of a short term, bolt-on 
procedure.  Focus should also be given to 
setting up the governance, systems and 
process before any engagement happens, 
which will enable longer term collaboration, 
communications and integration. road 
mapping and stress testing the likely 
impact and responses of your projects and 
communications should also be a priority 
well in advance of engagement. 

rich Hall
northern Head of Sustainability 
Pwc

rarely a day goes by without a news 
headline or political debate on cost, 
security or perceived failings in the market.  
Renewable energy often finds itself centre 
stage of the debate, with the usual pros 
and cons being aired.  and this scrutiny will 
undoubtedly increase interest in projects at 
both a national and local community level. 

winning Support
every project will bring its own challenges, 
but trust within an organisation and 
its responsible representatives are an 
essential ingredient for any project to find 
support within a community and overcome 
resistance.  an organisation whose brand 
is trusted will have certain advantages 
to those either unknown or with poorer 
reputations. 

building truSt
Building trust means bringing local 
engagement into a broader corporate 
responsibility framework that considers the 
community, workplace, marketplace and 
environment, complete with appropriate, 
demonstrable governance structures.  It 
also means being open and honest on 
the economic, environmental and social 
impacts to present a balanced and fair view 
that ultimately can be verified. 

StratEgiC long tErm thinking
It’s also important to think longer term, 
not just for the life of the project build, but 
continuing the dialogue on the benefits or 
impact that continues over the life of the 
site/assets and for the wider organisation 
itself. Previous projects that clearly show 
the continued benefits to a community 
provide useful reference points and 
advocacy for future plans and projects. 

For those of us working in the energy sector, there seems to have been a continued focus from both politicians and the 
business press on the industry for some time. In recent weeks however this focus has become more intense and reached a 
more mainstream audience, as coverage increases. 

cOmmunITy enGaGemenT cOmmunITy enGaGemenT
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Community ConSultation
a tiCk box ExErCiSE?

proViding SpECialiSt 
planning and 
EnVironmEntal 
input to Community 
wind EnErgy 
projECt

ConSultation fatiguE
Consultation fatigue can occur, especially 
for a nsIP where the development 
programme can be protracted, with 
several required consultation stages built 
in. this further underpins the need to 
plan each consultation event providing 
adequate information to help stakeholders 
understand the key issues, and setting 
appropriate response times can all help to 
reduce fatigue. 

It must be noted that often consultation 
over a lengthy period of time can be 
frustrating for local communities. It is 
therefore important expectations are 
managed to ensure all consultation events 
achieves its objective by clearly explaining 
its purpose prior to the event commencing.

Community bEnEfit
A clear benefit of community consultation 
for nsIP is the requirement of developers 
to produce statements of common 
ground with affected interested parties. 
If engagement has occurred throughout 
the pre-application stage this can allow for 
these to be easily produced and also for 
quick agreement between the developer 
and the consultee. 

this can save time during the lead up to 
planning submission and for nsIP during 
the examination phase, when resources are 
stretched and time is short.

information and CommuniCation
It is important to remember, consulting 
with the community does not necessarily 
mean that views have to be accepted 
or incorporated into a proposal. the 
purpose of consultation is to help inform 
communities about proposals and to obtain 
feedback. In a lot of cases it can save time 
and money by obtaining information first 
hand and in a more direct manner.  

David morgan
royal HaskoningDHV

sLr Project Manager Clive Fagg said: 
“This project is a great example of what 
an enthusiastic and highly organised local 
community can achieve. Community 
renewables is a key aspect of the 
Government’s energy policy and one 
which we see being a major growth area 
in 2014 and beyond. The project further 
strengthens SLR’s rapidly expanding list of 
community renewables project experience 
throughout the UK and Ireland.” 

profESSional SErViCE
steve slator, Chair of Valley Wind Co-
operative Ltd, said: “SLR Consulting has 
provided a professional service to guide 
Valley Wind Co-operative through the 
planning and EIA process for our wind 
energy project. SLR has always been 
on hand to provide clear and concise 
support for us as people with limited 
experience of wind energy and the 
planning process.”

SLr consulting

at each stage of consultation it is important 
communities need to understand their 
role and how their views are incorporated. 
Failure to consult, or doing it effectively, 
can harm relations between the developer 
and local community, this could impact 
achieving consent for the development.

kEy fEaturES of EffECtiVE 
ConSultation
There is no official guidance of what is best 
practice for community consultation, but 
royal HaskoningDHV has a proven track 
record in effective consultation…
 
• Programme consultation – consult 
 early, consult when you have   
 something to say. Work with the project  
 team to ensure information will be   
 available for each consultation stage
• Ownership – the community should  
 feel that they have ownership of any  
 Community Consultation activity   
 including a sense of participation where  
 possible
• Flexibility – allow yourself to  
 approachable & work with communities
• Transparency – consultation   
 processes should be open and   
 transparent, with clear objectives that  
 are reported
• resources – consultation processes  
 should be adequately resourced, both
 by project personnel but also written  
 material suitable for the audience

Community-baSEd Co-opEratiVE 
ownErShip
the development will be owned by the 
community-based co-operative and will 
include a significant community fund to 
fund other local projects.

sLr provided advice and guidance on the 
development of the planning application 
and environmental Impact assessment 
to the Co-operative including carrying out 
ecological, hydrological, transport, shadow 
flicker and cultural heritage assessments as 
well as preparing the Planning statement.  

ConSultation EVEnt
the company also played a key role in 
pre-planning application submission 
discussions with the local planning authority 
and other stakeholders.  this included a 
two day public consultation event, held 
in slaithwaite, which was attended by 
almost 200 people.  attendees were asked 
whether they would support the community 
scheme of which a substantial 91 percent 
of respondees indicated that they would.

‘The applicant of a proposed Nationally 
Significant Infrastructure Project  
(NSIP), …..must where relevant make 
diligent inquiries, carrying out their 
own investigations and taking their 
own legal advice, as appropriate. It 
is the responsibility of the applicant 
to ensure that their pre-application 
consultation fully accords with the 
requirements of the 2008 Act, ……’ 
(advice note three version 5, the Planning 
Inspectorate. July 2013)

inCrEaSing rEQuirEmEnt
Consultation is now becoming an ever 
increasing requirement for both national 
and local planning applications. this 
includes both statutory and non statutory 
consultees as well as the host communities 
for a given project. 

Decision makers put clear emphasis on 
consultation both through planning policy 
requirements but also through the inclusion 
of a consultation report as part of the 
suite of planning application documents. 
this document provides a timeline of 
your consultation but also how views of 
stakeholders and communities have been 
incorporated into proposals. 

Vital Contribution
Community consultation has often taken a 
back seat when developers are progressing 
a planning application. However royal 
HaskoningDHV  believe that community 
consultation can make a vital contribution 
to the development of a successful 
planning application by considering the 
interests of affected parties, encouraging 
debate and explaining the benefits and 
appropriateness of the development.

promoting tranSparEnCy
Good consultation promotes transparency 
about project decision making. this 
provides a platform for accountability and 
helps establish trust between the developer 
and local communities. For consultation to 
achieve these desirable outcomes, it should 
be started at the beginning of the project 
lifecycle. 

Leading environmental firm SLR 
consulting has been working with 
Valley Wind co-operative Ltd to 
develop a community based wind 
energy scheme, near Slaithwaite, West 
yorkshire in the uK.  

the project will generate around 18 million 
Kwh of renewable electricity a year, the 
same amount of energy used by the local 
community. the low-carbon scheme will 
also save over 10,000 tonnes of carbon 
dioxide per year. 

cOmmunITy enGaGemenT cOmmunITy enGaGemenT

click to view more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/royal-haskoningdhv/
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EnErgi CoaSt
a ViSion turnS into rEality
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StrEngthS
tees Valley’s main strengths are in its deep 
water ports, prime land availability, 12 
enterprise Zone sites and excellent supply 
chain. tees Valley also has the world’s largest 
cluster of subsea cabling and trenching 
companies, plus expert offshore fabrication 
facilities and port sites ideally located for three 
of the world’s largest offshore wind projects.

CoSt CompEtitiVE loCation
tees Valley has some of the lowest 
operating costs in the UK with rents and 
rates around half that of major UK cities 
and a quarter of those in London and the 
south east.

EntErpriSE zonES
tees Valley has 12 enterprise Zone sites 
with a total of 423 hectares available for 
new business investment. 4 sites have 
enhanced Capital allowances up to £100 
million and simplified planning. These are 
south Bank Wharf, Hartlepool Port estates, 
new energy and technology Park and 
Wilton International.

Supply Chain
tees Valley is home to over 200 companies 
in the offshore wind sector, including 
international sector leads…
 
• Fabrication – Heerema, taG energy  
 solutions, Wilton engineering, Mte, aV  
 Dawson
• subsea – Deep ocean, Modus, reef 
 subsea, JDr Cables, subsea Innovation
• Nacelle Panels – Millfield Composites

• Logistics – PD Ports, aV Dawson,   
 aLe Heavylift
• specialist expertise – MPI offshore,  
 tata steel, the Welding Institute   
 (tWI)
• skills – Industry training providers  
 including tte & neta (technical   
 training), Faraday Centre    
 (high voltage) and Falck safety   
 services (offshore survival) 

Unmatchable business support is 
available through tees Valley Unlimited 
including the UK’s only performance and 
warranty bond scheme which provides 
up to 100% of the cash security required 
for bonds to help local companies bid 
on the world’s biggest projects.

 
 Tees Valley unlimited

north east england’s excellent 
infrastructure and logistics capabilities 
enabling it to become a global hub for the 
offshore renewables sector. energi Coast 
also promotes the benefits of investing in 
north east england to aid the growth of the 
region’s offshore renewables supply chain.

tEES VallEy unlimitEd - SponSor   
We welcome tees Valley Unlimited as our 
sponsor and hope you will enjoy the varied 
contributions from many of the companies 
and organisations involved in the area.

tees Valley Unlimited is the Local enterprise 
Partnership for tees Valley – supporting 
the economic growth and development 
of Darlington, Hartlepool, Middlesbrough, 
redcar & Cleveland and stockton on tees.

CEntrE for offShorE rEnEwablE 
EnginEEring (CorE)
Identified as a CORE, Tees Valley is a prime 
location for offshore wind investment with 
a long track record and strong reputation 
through delivering large scale projects in 
oil and gas, ship building, fabrication and 
decommissioning.

energi coast is the representative 
group for the north east of 
england promoting the extensive 
offshore renewable energy sector 
expertise from the region and 
north east england’s unique 
offering to the industry.

the leading offshore renewables 
supply chain companies in north east 
england have been brought together 
by noF energy to form the group.

inVEStmEnt
energi Coast members have invested 
almost £400m to meet the demands 
of the renewables market. Its members 
employ 6,000 people in the region, which 
is forecast to increase by 30% as round 3 
activities gather pace.

turnover of energi Coast members is 
forecast to double to more than £400m in 
offshore wind, which will have a significant 
impact on the region’s economy and 
supporting supply chain. 

EnErgi CoaSt promotES…
• the capabilities of regional companies  
 in servicing the offshore renewables  
 markets in the UK, europe and   
 internationally
• the key competencies of north east  
 england’s integrated energy supply  
 chain 
• the unique comprehensive ‘balance  
 of plant’ offering from one geographical  
 location
• Member companies with a strong   
 track-record of collaborative working 
 and a commitment to further   
 strengthening those partnerships to  
 serve offshore renewables

click to view more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/tees-valley-unlimited/
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EnErgi 
CoaSt 
wElComES 
EnErgy 
miniStEr 
to north 
EaSt 
England
energi coast, north east 
england’s renewables 
Group, recently hosted a 
visit from business and 
energy minister, michael 
Fallon mP

Q & a SESSion
Following the briefing, there was a 
question and answer session, which 
enabled members of the steering group to 
comment and question Mr Fallon regarding 
the development of the north east of 
england’s energy sector. 

Michael Fallon MP, Business and energy 
Minister, said: “We need to produce more 
of the energy we require, here in the 
region. Being able to encourage British 
firms who are based on Teesside to do 
so, will be a major step towards achieving 
this, and could create a centre for the new 
energy investment we need.” 

“There are also export opportunities, we 
should not just think of the wind farms 
being built along the East Coast, there 
is huge potential for firms to do this 
throughout the globe. 

“The sector, supported by the Regional 
Growth Fund and other financial 
instruments, has benefitted from the 
techniques that have been developed in 
the North Sea for oil and gas exploration. 
Subsea technology is one of those, and 
an extraordinary range of technologies are 
now being applied around the world by 
British companies.”

falCk SafEty SErViCES
the visit also featured a tour of Falck safety 
services, based in Billingham, which provide 
safety training for the offshore industry. 
training can be delivered in areas such 
as offshore survival, medical and first aid, 
emergency and crisis management, and 
renewable energy. among Falck’s facilities 
is a 23.7m wind turbine, this allows for 
training to accurately replicate real situations, 
and further reinforces the region’s ability 
to become the destination of choice for 
offshore wind supply chain activities.

StEEring group
the energi Coast group, consisting of a 
steering group of more than 20 companies 
was created to promote the extensive 
offshore renewable energy sector expertise 
from the region and north east england’s 
unique offering to the industry. steering 
Group companies have already invested 
almost £400m to meet demand in the 
renewables market.

unifiEd VoiCE
Joanne Leng, Deputy Chair of energi 
Coast, said: “The visit from Mr Fallon has 
enabled Energi Coast to demonstrate the 
capabilities of its steering group, and the 
region’s strength and ability to serve the 
offshore renewables industry.

Energi Coast ensures that the emerging 
offshore wind sector supply chain 
has a unified voice when highlighting 
its capabilities to industry and the 
Government. The group is just over 
two years old, and has already played 
a large part in putting the region on the 
offshore wind map. In addition to two very 
successful networking dinners, Energi 
Coast has appeared at numerous industry 
conferences and exhibitions, hosted a 
high profile event in partnership with NOF 
Energy, and even held a reception at the 
House of Commons to showcase the 
region’s capabilities.” 

Joanne Leng added: “The North East of 
England’s energy sector is well prepared 
to step up to the mark and provide more 
of the region’s energy needs. Members of 
our group are experts in the sector, and 
will be able to utilise their experience and 
expertise.”

energi coast

THe VISIT, In ParTnerSHIP WITH THe TeeS VaLLey LOcaL enTerPrISe 
ParTnerSHIP, PrOVIDeD an OPPOrTunITy FOr enerGI cOaST TO brIeF mr 
FaLLOn. IT exPLaIneD THe bacKGrOunD OF enerGI cOaST, SHOWcaSeD 
THe STrenGTH OF THe reGIOn’S enerGy SecTOr, anD HIGHLIGHTeD 
buSIneSS DeVeLOPmenT OPPOrTunITIeS In THe area. 
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20 QuEStionS
who arE you? 
Damien Murphy,
technical Director, Foundocean
what brought you into thE induStry/your poSition?
After working as a Mechanical Engineer in an office based role 
I decided I wanted to see some more of the world beyond four 
walls and offshore was the obvious way to do it. 

family StatuS? 
Married 3 months ago. 0 kids, 1 puppy.

who iS your hEro and why? 
Isambard Kingdom Brunel not necessarily for the things he 
designed but for the breadth of work he carried out across what 
would now be considered very different engineering disciplines. 

what annoyS you thE moSt? 
Middle lane hoggers. 

what waS your bESt holiday? 
Honeymoon in the Maldives a few months ago. 

what waS your worSt holiday? 
only the ones I’ve had to cancel.

who would you not 
likE to bE? 
any politician. not a career 
path I think I could deal with.

what iS thE bESt 
adViCE you haVE EVEr bEEn giVEn? 
Focus on outcomes, processes are unimportant. 

what iS your faVouritE SmEll? 
Coffee and toast.

what do you do in your SparE timE? 
tinker with old cars, lift weights and play with my dog.

what Sport do you partiCipatE in/watCh thE moSt? 
I compete in amateur strongman competitions and I also watch a 
fair bit of rugby.

what iS you faVouritE rECord/Cd/artiSt/muSiC? 
that changes on an hourly basis! If I’m training then aC/DC and 
Foo Fighters. 

who would you ChooSE to SpEnd a romantiC EVEning 
with othEr than your CurrEnt partnEr? 
I’m a newly married man! I can’t answer that.

if monEy waS not a faCtor what would you buy 
tomorrow? 
a 1973 Porsche 911 Carrera rs in
guards red

what talEnt would you likE to haVE? 
the ability to reduce my e-mail inbox.
 
what prominEnt pErSon would you likE to mEEt? 
stephen Fry, would probably be quite an interesting conversation.

what book arE you rEading at prESEnt? 
raising steam, the latest Discworld novel from terry Pratchett.

what Car do you driVE? 
an old skoda Fabia Vrs as a commuter car and I have an old 
1974 MK1 escort in Ireland that I brought home from australia 
with me. It will only be a matter of time before I buy another old 
BMW as well.

whErE would you likE to bE 10 yEarS from now?
still a Director at a much larger Foundocean and living in a nice 
house in the countryside with lots of room for old cars and strongman 
equipment.

FoundOcean
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bESpokE EnginEEring SolutionS for 
ComplEx offShorE appliCationS

The Group, based in Stocksfield, Northumberland, delivers 
bespoke engineering solutions for complex offshore applications 
including pipe and cable lay and subsea trenching.  Its solutions 
are applied across the subsea sector, including the growing 
offshore wind market that is benefiting from the company’s 
innovation and continual investment in research and design and 
product development.

the group’s cable lay expertise includes its ability to design and 
build offshore carousels for power cables, umbilicals and flexible 
products.  

hi-traQ
Complementing its lay systems is their range of trenching and 
cable burial systems.  the company’s engineers have developed 
a range of ploughs and trenching vehicles to support seabed 
cable laying activities.  Its commitment to continually evolving its 
technology is evident in its latest trenching innovation, Hi-traq.

Designed specifically to overcome the challenges of inter-array 
cable laying for offshore wind farm construction, Hi-traq will apply 
next-generation technology that will improve manoeuvrability, 
traction and overall trenching capability.

SErViCES and ExpErtiSE
these services are an essential element of their products that can 
be used in foundation installation, turbine installation, cable lay and 
operation & Maintenance markets.

the company’s expertise includes the design, engineering 
and construction of vessels and equipment for all aspects of 
the installation, operation and maintenance of wind turbines. 
equipment includes subsea piling templates and hydraulic piling 
systems used for the installation of monopile foundations.

CapabilitiES
among IHC Merwede’s offshore renewables operation & 
Maintenance capabilities is a range of equipment, including 
Inspection, repair and Maintenance (IrM) tools.  It is also 

developing an offshore access system that 
actively compensates vessel motions, which 
can be utilised by maintenance crews or during 
turbine installation.

Chris Jones, IHC engineering Business Product 
Manager for subsea Vehicles said: “The 
broad and complementary range of services 
available through IHC Merwede offers a 
real advantage to developers. In addition to 
accessing IHC EB’s products, our customers 
can utilise a comprehensive collection of 
suppliers, which can provide an integrated 
service.”  

“Our exceptional experience in carousel 
manufacture, subsea trenching and cable lay 
enables IHC EB to be a valuable member of 
IHC Merwede’s portfolio, which also includes, 

among others, turnkey vessel solutions, blade installation tools 
and turbine access platforms.”

IHc merwede

IHc merwede has been a core member of the offshore wind supply chain for a number of years and can provide developers 
with a comprehensive portfolio of products and services to meet the requirements of the sector. 

click to view more info

        =  click to view video

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/foundocean/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nhzTSrbdz80&list=UU8R7N7Xp31eFVKbUZ8m_sIg
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pd portS appointEd aS logiStiCS hub
for tEESSidE offShorE windfarm

since 2012, the Port of Hartlepool, which 
is owned and operated by PD Ports, saw 
27 siemens turbines and the associated 
monopiles, as well as transition pieces, 
pass through the port for installation.

fundamEntal importanCE
the extensive available land bank and deep 
water at the port was fundamental to the 
delivery of the project. the further provision 
of dedicated storage and pre-assembly 
areas for the massive structures with direct 
access to the load-out quays and on to the 
north sea also proved a critical factor in the 
selection process.  

ro–ro faCility
Wind turbine components were delivered 
through PD Ports’ ro–ro facility at 
Hartlepool directly to a 20 acre site 
occupied by siemens on the port estate, 
for pre-assembly work and testing. 

early in 2013 the wind turbines were taken 
out to site by the MPI adventure one of the 
world’s largest offshore Wind Installation 
vessels, and the project became fully 
operational in July.

CEntrE of ExCEllEnCE
PD Ports’ involvement in the successful 
installation of the teesside offshore 
Windfarm project further strengthens the 
position of the Port of Hartlepool and 
the wider teesside region as a centre of 
excellence for the offshore Wind energy 
sector. eDF energy renewables Ltd 
has also established the operations and 
maintenance base for the project under 
a 20-year contract with PD Ports to be 
operated out of Hartlepool.

Jerry Hopkinson, PD Ports’ Managing 
Director Bulks and Port services, said: 
“The successful completion of this 
project firmly positions Hartlepool as a 
major centre for the deployment of wind 
turbines in the North Sea and we continue 
to work towards securing further, similar 
work in this sector as the UK expands its 
offshore wind capacity.”

PD Ports

The Port of Hartlepool was appointed by eDF energy renewables Ltd as the 
main logistics hub for the Teesside Offshore Windfarm project in 2011.  Located 
1.5km off the coast at redcar, and completed in july 2013, the project now 
generates enough green energy to power 40,000 north east households.

blades being loaded out 
from the Port of Hartlepool 
as part of the Teesside 
Offshore Windfarm Project
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moduS auV 
tEChnology
rEduCing thE CoSt 
of offShorE wind

Cutting EdgE CriSiS managEmEnt faCilitiES  

project has clearly demonstrated that this 
technology provides outstanding imagery, 
which is not normally available from vessel 
or ROV mounted systems.  This, coupled 
with the significant savings achievable 
by deploying the technology during idle 
or standby time from vessels already 
operating at the worksite, for example, 
deploying the system from crew transfer 
vessels between crew changes, creates a 
tangible, immediately available efficiency 
saving for developers throughout the 
offshore field development life cycle.”

modus Seabed Intervention

With the new facility at the Fire training 
Group (FtG) at aberdeen airport, this will 
also enable the incorporation of real time 
scenario training during live exercises with 
fire teams.

partnErShip rEinforCEmEnt
the investment at the aberdeen site 
reinforces Falck’s partnership with altor 
risk Group and its and Falck’s, joint oPIto 
accreditations in Cro, MeMIr and oIM 
training, coaching and assessments.

Colin Leyden, Managing Director of Falck 
safety services, said: “We are pleased to 
be able to collaborate with a vital partner 
like Altor as we continue to expand, and 
improve, our training portfolio in the 
offshore energy sector. 

“Our partnership with Altor reflects 
our capacity to supply digital control 
technology to meet the increasingly 
challenging logistical and workforce training 
requirements in the offshore energy sector 
in the region and throughout the world.”

Falck Safety Services

projECt SCopE
Modus has conducted 
extensive internal trials 
on the south coast and 
has recently undertaken 
a successful project for a 
windfarm client. 

the scope of the project 
was to provide high definition 
mosaic imagery of export 
cables and mattresses in 
shallow water (less than 
10m) within a construction 
site.  the 2 man team 
operated from an existing 
infield vessel utilising its spare capacity on 
a non-interfering basis which proved to be 
highly successful and cost effective. the 
aUV surveyed more than 30Km of line 
survey in just over five hours in-water time.  

Offline data processing was conducted 
remotely.  results from this demonstration 
have been provided to the end client and has 
allowed remedial works to be undertaken 
based on the detailed imagery provided.  

outStanding imagEry
nigel Ward, Commercial Director of Modus 
seabed Intervention, said: “This recent 

emergency management specialists altor 
risk Group the facility features the latest 
Control room operator (Cro) software, 
which will replicate realistic offshore training 
situations and control room areas. 

inCrEaSing dEmand
Falck and altor are able to offer the most 
up to date and advanced facilities and 
qualified instructors to meet the increasing 
demand for Cro training and assessments. 
In addition, the investment will continue 
to provide MeM Ir, oIM Controlling 
emergencies and Cro coaching and 
assessments all under the same roof. 

There has been considerable focus 
on the subject of reducing the costs 
of offshore wind and there are a 
lot of ideas and innovations being 
presented and discussed.  

However, due to a lack of investment 
these concepts do not always become a 
reality. Modus seabed Intervention has, 
however, brought to market an activity that 
immediately offers significant savings to 
developers and contractors. 

autonomouS undErwatEr VEhiClE 
(auV) diViSion
In 2012 Modus began an investment 
programme into a planned fleet of AUV 
units; utilised for survey and inspection 
across the offshore field development 
life cycle. In the same year the company 
launched its aUV division and received its 
first equipment early summer 2013.  

the aUV Division is led by the richard 
Hill, The Royal Navy’s former Officer in 
Charge, founder and driving force behind 
the inception of operating reMUs aUV 
technology for the UK Ministry of Defence. 
richard has brought in his own team of 
aUV operational experts and the division is 
now fully operational. 

Falck Safety Services, one of the 
world’s leading providers of safety 
training and offshore services, has 
invested more than £100,000 in cutting 
edge crisis management facilities 
near its existing training centre at 
aberdeen airport.

The six-figure investment, based in Forties 
road at aberdeen airport provides 
state-of-the-art training rooms for Major 
emergency Management Initial response 
(MeM Ir), oIM Controlling emergencies 
(oIM Ce) and Cro emergency response. 
Working with its partner global risk and 

nEw CEo for tag
appointments include Director of Weir Pumps 
Limited as well as senior executive positions 
with a number of technology start-up 
companies using venture capital funding.

stuart replaces alex Dawson who recently 
made the decision to move on from taG 
energy solutions.  

lEading manufaCturErS
the company has become one of the 
leading UK manufacturers of offshore wind 
turbine foundations and transition pieces 
following a £30m investment in its riverside 
facilities on teesside.

Currently, taG energy solutions is in the 
process of delivering 16 monopiles and 
transition pieces for the Humber Gateway 
wind farm, which is the first contract of its 
kind to be awarded to a UK company.

stuart oakley said: “TAG Energy 
Solutions has quickly established itself 
as an effective operator in the offshore 
renewables supply chain and I am keen 
to build on the successes it has achieved.  
The sector is still evolving, but we are 
at the forefront of turbine foundation 
development, which supports the 
business’ growth objectives in the UK and 
European offshore markets.”    

rEputation
Michael Foster, Chairman of taG energy 
solutions said: “Stuart’s reputation in the 
offshore industry is second to none and 
he is a worthy successor to Alex Dawson.  

Alex made a significant contribution to the
company in establishing TAG as a key player
in the industry.  On behalf of the board I 
would like to thank him for his services and 
wish him every success for the future.

SignifiCant rolE
“Stuart will play a significant role in helping 
to grow this business in the future and 
his expertise in the subsea technology 
sector will prove invaluable in helping the 
business achieve its objectives.”

TaG energy Solutions

years with subsea 7 in a number of roles 
working in locations around the world 
including the north sea, Us Gulf of Mexico, 
Brazil, India and Asia Pacific region.

In 1990 he joined the stolt-nielsen seaway 
Group, now part of subsea 7, holding 
positions as Managing Director of seaway 
(UK) Ltd, Director of the Hyperbaric Centre 
in aberdeen and Chairman of seaway 
Heavy Lifting BV in the netherlands. 

He was subsequently appointed 
Managing Director of McDermott subsea 
Constructors Ltd before joining smedvig’s 
FPso operations in aberdeen. subsequent 

TaG energy Solutions has welcomed 
experienced marine and offshore 
construction specialist, Stuart Oakley, 
as its new Chief Executive Officer.

stuart joins the north east england-based 
company from an emerging offshore 
accommodations group in the netherlands 
and brings considerable senior executive 
and management experience from his 
career in the subsea and deep-water field 
development sectors.

baCkground
after managing offshore vessels in the 
north sea and Canada, stuart spent 14 
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http://www.tagenergysolutions.com/
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Embracing renewable 
energy market opportunities

inStallation Support
to support installation and long-term 
equipment ownership, JDr’s aftermarket 
service provides 24/7 installation (testing and 
commissioning) and maintenance support 
through a global network of experienced and 
fully certified technicians. The aftermarket 
team also supports the company’s 
termination products and provides the only 
industry qualified repair joint.

jDr cables

dEdiCation
the company’s dedication to the 
highest levels of quality and continuous 
improvement, developed over many years 
of providing subsea power cables for deep 
water oil & gas projects, is fully aligned with 
the needs of offshore wind farm operators.  

rESEarCh and dEVElopmEnt
next generation research and development 
is now focused on high voltage array 
cabling that will help make offshore wind 
a more cost-effective and competitive 
source of power. the research, which is 
part-funded by the Department of energy 
and Climate Change offshore Wind 
Components Scheme, will benefit offshore 
wind developers in a number of round 3 
UK wind farms.  

manufaCturing baSE
the group’s manufacturing base in Hartlepool 
is on the north sea coast and ideally situated 
to supply UK and european wind farms.  the 
facility was opened in 2009 and a £30m+ 
investment programme has enabled JDr 
to incorporate the latest developments in 
cable production capabilities.  this includes 
simultaneous manufacturing lines and large 
carousel storage. 

jDr has embraced the growing 
international market for alternative 
and sustainable energy delivery.  

the JDr engineering team has pioneered 
the development of Inter-array Power 
Cables for offshore wind, wave and tidal 
energy projects.  the team has developed 
renewable energy cable systems for most 
of the ground-breaking UK projects, 
including Greater Gabbard and London 
Array.  In 2013 they shipped its first 
German windfarm project for the Meerwind 
sud/ost development.

Barrier to expand the business and move into 
new markets. existing customers of Barrier 
will also benefit from the additional range of 
services provided by the acquisition.

rEal potEntial
robert Bowles, Chairman of Barrier Group, 
said: “The offshore wind market holds 
real potential for Barrier and, through the 
investments we have made, we are creating 
an effective niche in the sector.  Working 
with Close Engineering for a second time 
on a project for TAG Energy Solutions 
demonstrates the quality of the supply chain 
that exists in North East England.”

barrier

inVEStmEnt
this latest agreement follows on from 
a significant period of investment by 
Barrier Group.  In addition to introducing 
a vulcanising vessel, which enables the 
process of applying rubber to external 
risers and J-tubes, Barrier has also 
acquired part of a north east england 
rubber product manufacturing business, 
aquaseal rubber Ltd.

aquaseal rubber, which is based in 
Longbenton, newcastle-upon-tyne, 
is a family business run by Managing 
Director Jason armstrong and his father, 
eddie armstrong. the company primarily 
manufactures rubber coatings, tubes for 
road cleaning equipment, and fenders for 
remotely operated Vehicles.

aQuaSEal rubbEr
acquiring a 49 percent stake in aquaseal 
rubber comes as part of a broader move by 

barrier Group has secured a new 
project with close engineering for the 
Humber Gateway offshore wind farm.

the Wallsend-based company is providing 
rubber linings for 120 steel guides, which 
will be fitted to 12 offshore wind turbine 
transition pieces being created for the 
wind farm by taG energy solutions.

SECond agrEEmEnt
this is the second offshore wind-related 
agreement between Close engineering, 
which is based in newcastle-upon-tyne, 
and Barrier Group.

Barrier recently delivered rubber 
coatings for a set of 40 guides on the 
first foundation systems manufactured 
by teesside-based taG, which has a 
contract to manufacture 16 foundations 
for e.on’s landmark wind farm 
development in the north sea.

offShorE wind
rubbEr CoatingS agrEEmEnt

aquaseal’s jason armstrong (left) 
and his father, eddie armstrong 
(centre) with robert bowles (right).
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PORT OF TYNE
The gateway to opportunity 

Supply Chain ExpEriEnCE
north east england as a whole has a strong 
supply chain with extensive experience of 
supporting the marine and offshore sectors. 
the region’s tradition of heavy and marine 
engineering, shipbuilding and offshore oil 
and gas extraction has resulted in a strong 
skills base, with many companies in the 
region having either an existing commitment 
to the offshore industry or the clear potential 
to diversify into it. 

Port of Tyne

EntErpriSE zonE StatuS
the Port has two sites on the north bank 
of the river tyne earmarked for potential 
development including 30 hectares with 
enterprise Zone status.  Businesses 
locating to the Port can benefit from 
a supportive planning approach and 
therefore establish themselves as ‘market 
ready’ quickly and efficiently. 

faCilitiES
the Port of tyne offers a deep-water, 
lock free, safe haven that is operational 
365 days a year.  an experienced, skilled 
workforce is on hand with a range of 
equipment at the Port’s disposal; including 
6 cranes each with 100-tonne lift capacity, 
ensuring crew changes and maintenance 
procedures can be completed efficiently 
and on time.

connected to world-wide markets, the 
Port of Tyne is a major deep-sea port 
with the perfect resources, location and 
infrastructure plans in place to confirm 
its position as a key player in servicing 
the needs of the offshore industry. 

loCation
the Port of tyne’s geographical location, 
only 96 nautical miles from Dogger Bank, 
ensures it is ideally placed to become 
a major centre for the manufacture and 
maintenance of offshore wind turbines and 
to service and support the attendant supply 
chain. 
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nEw training programmE 
addrESSES human Error 
in inCidEntS at SEa

the Institution of occupational safety & 
Health (IosH), the world’s biggest health 
and safety membership organisation. 

stuart Cameron, Maersk training Managing 
Director commented, “It is crucial that 
staff working at sea develop a deep 
appreciation of the hazards associated 
with offshore renewables at all stages of 
asset life, understand the process of how 
to assess the risks associated with those 
hazards and mitigate against them. 

“Offshore managers must develop a 
broad knowledge of the onshore based 
and maritime based health & safety legal 
duties relating to an offshore renewable 
project and know where to find help 
and guidance. We provide them with 
the knowledge and tools necessary to 
review their own departmental systems, 
introduce new controls and ultimately 
ensure safety in the workplace.”

maersk Training

improVEd undErStanding
stuart Cameron, Maersk training, 
UK Managing Director, commented:  
“Incidents at sea can be minimised 
through an improved understanding of 
the human element, as well as effective 
leadership and communication on-board 
ships. It will enable Masters and Chief 
Engineers, Chief Mates and Second 
Engineers to apply regulations, policy 
and procedures, and acquire certification 
under SCTW regulations.  Due to the 
current pressures in the industry, it is also 
very useful for operational personnel in 
shore-based roles.”

SafEty iSSuES
Maersk training in newcastle also 
specifically addresses safety issues in 
offshore renewables environments through 
a course that provides managers and 
supervisors in offshore wind, wave & tidal 
with the essential tools for competently 
and safely leading their teams. the 
course, named Managing safely for 
offshore renewables will be run from early 
December onwards, and is approved by 

maersk Training announced 
recently the launch of a new training 
programme aimed at minimising 
incidents through human error in 
marine environments. The course is 
designed to help offshore workers 
understand the impact of the human 
error in marine incidents, and enhance 
their leadership and management skills 
in order to prevent them.

latESt mandatory rEQuirEmEntS
this course meets the latest mandatory 
requirements for approved training in 
the Human element, Leadership and 
Management at Management level as 
directed by the stCW2010 convention 
and based on the Merchant navy training 
Board’s criteria. 

this programme will build on the theory 
using a range of practical exercises 
designed around shipboard drills, bridge 
and engine room simulation and maritime 
experiential team exercises. It will be 
available for marine professionals from 
november 2013 onwards.

click to view more info
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http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/maersk-training/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXqh8LGecEg&feature=plcp
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thE ogn SuCCESS StorytEChnip offShorE wind
Offshore Group newcastle Limited (OGn) is a leading uK oil & gas and offshore 
wind engineering, procurement and construction contractor, headquartered in 
Tyneside.

flagShip faCility
The Hadrian Yard, OGN’s flagship facility, 
has a long and distinguished history of 
executing and delivering a significant 
proportion of the offshore oil and gas 
infrastructure operating in the north sea/
UKCs/norwegian sector over a thirty year 
period. 

In late 2009 oGn required a facility that 
could accommodate large scale ePC 
contracts, and the Hadrian yard with 
its previous track record and glowing 
credentials, which had been mothballed 
by former owners amec in 2005 was the 
perfect option.

a balanCEd portfolio
oGn while historically an oil & gas 
business has set ambitious plans to 
become an integral part of the offshore 
wind supply chain over the coming years. 
We firmly believe that we can utilise skills 
built over many years in the oil and gas 
sector and efficiently implement them in 
the burgeoning offshore wind market.

Technip Offshore Wind has been a member of energy coast since 2012 and 
provides specialist offshore wind field development services to the renewable 
energy industry including…

One of the first steps for OGN was to 
build on links already established through 
our oil and gas business and form a solid 
supply chain that showed the north-east 
of england was both capable and willing to 
work on these projects.

EnErgi CoaSt – ViSion and 
forESight
energi Coast was formed in no small 
measure due to the vision and foresight 
of the noF, who played and continue to 
play an instrumental role in its continued 
success. the formation of the energi Coast 
ticked all of the correct boxes for oGn and 
they therefore became one of the founding 
members of the group in 2011.

the energi Coast brings together like 
minded businesses through the north-east, 
all of whom have one common goal, which 
is to showcase the north-east regions 
extensive energy related credentials and 
subsequently grow their business in the 
renewables sector. the group has a louder 
voice than a collection of individuals which 
we feel is crucial in a relatively new market 
place, especially when lobbying public and 
private sector support.

• Concept development
• Front end engineering
• Project management & comprehensive  
 offshore installation services

Company ExpanSion
2013 has seen the company expand 
its technology offering with a focus on 
improving HSE and cost-efficiency in the 
european offshore wind sector.

their suite of industry-leading cable-lay 
technology includes the Pull-In Module, 
HD3 Cable Burial Plough and CBt1100 
trencher.

pull-in modulE
‘renewable energy Health and safety 
award winner, 2013’

the award-winning Pull-In Module (PIM) 
innovation was developed by technip 
offshore Wind with the aim of providing a 
safer, more efficient offshore wind cable 
installation process.

technip developed the PIM after identifying 
pitfalls in existing processes used to carry 
out cable lifting and pull-in activities.

the PIM is a three-leg tripod featuring 
a self-contained winch and equipment 
storage for all tasks associated with pull-in 
activities. Its design negates the need for 
bolted connections and allows it to be 
installed in any orientation, reducing the 
potential damage risk to the tP.

thE unit’S bEnEfitS inCludE…
• Removal of vessel winch wires from  
 operation
• Introduction of compliance to industry  
 standards
• Reduction of vessel dependency
• Improved speed of installation
• Provision of on-board equipment   
 storage
• Incorporation of power supply for   
 lighting/tools

So why ChooSE EnErgi CoaSt 
mEmbErS?
oGn believe there are three fundamental 
reasons why prospective clients should 
choose oGn and other energi Coast 
members. they include…

• resources & experience – the north  
 east has a long standing heritage within  
 the heavy industry sector, and as   
 a result benefits from the UK’s largest 
 resource of skilled engineering manpower 
• access to the Market – located in the  
 north-east of england all energi Coast  
 members are perfectly situated to cost  
 effectively access and service the north  
 sea renewable industry 
• supply Chain – an experienced well  
 established & collaborative supply chain

formula for SuCCESS
the three factors above together with a 
collaborative ‘can do’ approach adopted 
by all energi Coast members means we 
can produce world-class performance and 
positive business results for its members 
and the wider regional economy.

Offshore Group newcastle Limited

this patented and ground-breaking piece 
of equipment provides personnel with a 
safe working platform for cable pull-in and 
reduces cable pull-in completion time by 
up to 60%.

hd3 CablE burial plough
technip offshore Wind’s HD3 cable burial 
plough - developed by fellow energy 
Coast member, soil Machine Dynamics 
Ltd (sMD) - provides a high performance 
burial solution for subsea power cables and 
umbilicals. 

the system uses the latest technology 
to ensure effective and reliable cable 
burial and protection, helping to de-risk 
the overall cable installation process and 
provide a cost-effective way of achieving 
effective cable protection for the operation 
life-cycle of the cable product.

Cbt 1100 trEnChEr
the CBt 1100 trenching system (also 
developed by SMD) was made specifically 
for cable burial and can both jet and cut 
simultaneously. this adaptive technology 
increases capability and burial efficiency 
by allowing cables to be laid in varying soil 
types without the need for interchangeable 
tool sets.

Collectively, these technologies help to 
ensure safe, effective project delivery 
across the offshore wind industry.
 
Technip Offshore Wind

SmD
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When we speak to business 
leaders on our travels to 
conferences and exhibitions we 
often discuss their successes. 
Large international companies 
can seem distant and somewhat 
impersonal although their 
personnel are far from it.

Under our new interview feature ‘the 
Inside story’ we feature Deepocean 
and sent our intrepid reporter Fliss 
Chaffer to find out a bit more about 
the company and its experiences 
within the industry.

Please feel free to contact us if you 
would like to be featured in a future 
edition and we will do the rest. 

global lEading Company 
Deepocean is one of the world’s leading 
companies within the subsea industry, 
offering a wealth of innovative technologies; 
including high quality IMr, subsea 
intervention services such as trenching 
and installation of flexible products such 
as cables, providing cost effective and 
bespoke solutions to clients.   

acquiring this 
accolade has been 
an interesting journey 
and I was fortunate 
to speak with 
Managing Director, 
Tony Inglis to find 
out the story behind 
this successful and 
forward thinking 
company.   

Ebb & flow
as with all success stories we tend to 
forget the hardships and frustrations 
leading up to that moment, however 
Deepocean have had a few ebb and 
flow scenarios but have always remained 
focused and on course!  

In 2008 DeepOcean went through difficult 
times due to a misguided acquisition by 
trico Marine services, who were later 
declared bankrupt.  Deepocean as and 
CtC Marine Projects were both successful 
businesses with a long history and track 
record of providing niche subsea services.  
these two parts of the trico business still 
offered a lot of potential and the major 
lenders of trico decided to invest in their 
future.  By 2011 the company had been 
restructured, re-branded and their services  
re-aligned, creating a stable business and by 
2012 they were on an even keel once more.

marinE baSE StationS
the UK execution centre in Darlington 
currently employs 130 people, with 12 
people working at the teeside offshore 
Marine Base.  This office works closely with 
the Norwegian office in Haugesund. 

In europe the company has three marine 
bases in Darlington, UK, Haugesund, 
Norway and the head office based in 
amsterdam, the netherlands. Deepocean 
also recently set up an office in Tronheim, 
norway and is in the process of setting up 
a presence in aberdeen.  

Deepocean also operates two offshore 
bases at teesside, UK and Haugesund, 
norway.  these facilities provide storage, 
heavy lifting and maintenance and support 
of the equipment. Globally the group 
employ over 1000 specialist personnel with 
offices in Brazil, Mexico and Singapore.

wind markEt
Deepocean are able to provide unique 
packages to clients supported collectively 
by the expertise of their personnel, 
extensive experience and by a wealth 
of vessels and specialist equipment.  In 
order to carry out such specialist services, 
I was fascinated to learn more about the 
equipment, tony enlightened me...

EQuipmEnt
the company currently has between 17 
and 19 vessels operating, managing 5 
from the UK (with 3 long term deals and 
2 shorter term charters) – all of which 
are state-of-the-art. For the majority of 
clients the company provides the whole 
package from survey to installation and 
in most cases this is within challenging 
environments, especially in shallow water, 
which presents its own problems, with fast 
moving currents, and poor visibility.  

dEEpoCEan
the inside Story roVS

tony goes on to say that it is in very rare 
cases they use divers, as the majority of 
projects are undertaken utilising roVs, 
remotely controlled from a vessel.

some equipment is so complex in nature 
they can be the size of a house – one 
such ploughing machine is a huge 15m 
x 18m long and 10m high, and roVs the  
size of a car, especially one utilised for Jet 
trenching.  

one such trencher is 1.5MW – 2.3 MW 
pumped 8 x 8 x 6 m Ut1, which is currently 
operational in asia.

the tractor t-3200 is the largest subsea 
vehicle 2.4MW machine, which as we 
speak is being modified in Teesside, 
before it will be permanently mobilised 
on the Havila Phoenix vessel, which joins 
the fleet in 2014. This trenching spread is 
almost ambidextrous as it may be utilised/
mobilised for a variety of industries, offshore 
wind farms and oil and gas.

Deepocean have been requested to 
undertake installations of high capacity 
country interconnectors.  the installation 
and laying of cables which spreads the 
load of energy and provides a seamless 
supply – which also balances the load 
of energy/utilities. Good for future power 
management – a “supergrid”.
 
aduS 3d ViSualiSation
the company also acquired a 50% interest 
in aDUs in 2013, a small clever imaging 
company which surveys subsea equipment, 
allowing super high resolutions and accurate 
data measurement.  this has proved to be 
invaluable for the wrecks market.  

In fact this was touched upon when 
discussing with Pierre Boyd in the last issue. 
this particular service was called upon for 
the parbuckling of the Costa Concordia.  
the images were so clear it allowed the 
successful salvage company (titan salvage) 
to accurately pinpoint areas on the stricken 
cruise liner suitable for tying up on the quay, 
whereupon a cylindrical donut sling was 
installed, then pre-fabricated a point which in 
turn was able to right the vessel, a significant 
benefit!  This service has also proved to be 
an invaluable tool for not only the offshore 
Wind industry but for IMr.

initiatiVES & aSpirationS
Deepocean believes its competitive 
strength lies with the expertise of its 
personnel and has an initiative ‘aspiration 
to be the employer of choice’. Human 
resource teams strive to excel for the 
work environment, in a dynamic and 
varied industry resulting in continued job 
satisfaction, proof is in the pudding as this 
is reflected in the 3% turnover in staff.

futurE
tony states he wishes to continue to 
build the strength of the business within 
a strong and positive growing market, 
of which wind is decidedly strong. He 
concluded that the company is proud 
to be British and looks forward to the 
future with enthusiasm and expectation.

 DeepOcean
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innoVatiVE 
Solution for 
offShorE 
wind

experienced operators, which will provide 
added value to our client on the Bøyla 
Development project.”

Mike Jones, Managing Director at sMD 
commented: “the success of the QT1000 
is based on the continuous development 
of SMD’s jet trenching ROVs over the 
past 20 years, and working closely with 
RSIP to incorporate their extensive 
operational knowledge into the design of 
the system.”

SmD

reef Subsea

Technip

a number of pre-laid, high voltage array 
cable ends at the site. the Qt 1000 has 
the ability to manoeuvre close to the turbine 
foundation using its sophisticated control 
and measurement system, enabling burial 
of the array cable in close proximity of the 
j-tube bellmouth.

rsIP will now provide the state-of-the-art 
Qt 1000 jet trencher, along with a team of 
experienced operators, to conduct trenching 
services in connection with the Bøyla project 
located 225 kilometres West of stavanger, 
norway, at a water depth of 120 meters. 

launCh & rECoVEry SyStEm (larS)
the Qt 1000’s Lars has been developed 
with over 40 years of subsea engineering 
experience, to enable deployment in the high 
sea states which are typical of norwegian 
waters. It uses a cursor deployment system, 
allowing the Qt 1000 to be latched below 
the wave zone; technology enabling vehicle 
launch and recovery up to sea state 6.
rsIP will also provide all of the associated 
engineering, procedures and onshore and 
offshore project management necessary to 
complete the trenching workscope, which 
will take place in 2014. 

bøyla dEVElopmEnt projECt
Daryl Lynch, Commercial Director reef 
subsea Integrated Projects commented, 
“We are delighted to have secured this 
workscope with a prestigious client, 
Technip Norge AS. The Q1000 is an 
exceptional trencher, managed by 

With over 40 years’ experience and 
proven track record in trenching 
solutions, SmD continue to provide the 
industry with world leading products 
for the offshore wind market.  

QtrEnChEr 1000
the Qtrencher (Qt) 1000 is an industry 
leading free flying jet trenching ROV 
embracing the latest technologies in jet 
trenching and roV design. With 750kW of 
total installed power and 700kW of variable 
jetting power, the Qt 1000 is capable of 
trenching pipelines, umbilicals and cables 
up to three metres in the seabed, and at 
up to 2000 msw. this proven design has 
been upgraded, based on RSIP’s specific 
requirements, to operate in either high 
pressure mode or high flow rate mode 
depending on seabed conditions.

rEEf SubSEa
reef subsea Integrated Projects (rsIP) 
initially mobilised the Qt 1000 on its 
maiden job on the Lincs wind farm 
located 8km off the Lincolnshire coastline. 
Following an onsite trial, reef subsea 
operated the Qt 1000 to successfully bury 
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thE 
impErial 
hotEl
thEy put 
a lot of 
EnErgy into 
wElComing 
you!

Having been involved in the service industry 
at managerial level and also in setting 
training standards I know just how difficult 
that kind of service is to achieve.

When you need a home from home, and a 
place to relax, check in to the Imperial and 
check out their very special welcome.    

The Imperial Hotel 

situated at the quieter end of the sea 
front, but within easy reach of the town, 
they have developed a close relationship 
with the energy industries since the late 
1960s when gas was first discovered in the 
southern sector of the north sea.

wind EnErgy induStry
Many companies and organisations within 
the industry use the hotel’s considerable 
facilities to hold conferences, training courses 
and events as well as its comfortable en-suite 
accommodation so it is difficult not to bump 
into someone you know.

this in our view is its major asset – it 
is recognised as a meeting place 
for colleagues who enjoy a chat in a 
comfortable atmosphere which takes away 
some of the pain from having to work away 
from home.

as an avis car hire partner they also offer 
a collect and return facility and their car 
park is covered by cctv, and offer charging 
points for the ‘greener’ motorist with an 
electric vehicle.

finE wining and dining
the recently constructed terrace, Café 
Cru, and Bar Fizz all offer a first class range 
of drinks and food, ranging from a snack to 
a more sophisticated dining experience. 

Open all year round, with flexible and cost 
effective tariffs, the Imperial is the ideal port 
of call for today’s business traveller. all the 
staff are prepared to go that extra mile to 
make your stay a real pleasure because 
they understand your needs.

induStry mEEting plaCE
Where we stay is key to being as happy as 
you can be when working away and the 
Imperial Hotel in Great yarmouth serves 
that need very well.  the hotel has become 
one of the places where people in our 
industry meet up and has an atmosphere 
of friendliness from both the proprietors, 
eileen and nick Mobbs, through to the staff 
who are attentive and professional but after 
just a few visits become more that just staff 
but friends.

The Imperial Hotel in Great yarmouth has been welcoming holidaymakers 
and business travellers for over eighty years. Still family run, and now Great 
Yarmouth’s only four star hotel, The Imperial assures you of a warm greeting, fine 
dining and first class accommodation.

Extra attEntion for buSinESS 
traVEllErS
today they offer a specially tailored service 
for the energy sector worker, including a 
24 hour reception for checking in and out 
at any time, laundry service, breakfasts at 
flexible times for those early departures and 
7 day a week room service. 

When you need to work they will help you 
take care of business throughout your 
stay and have hard wired and wi-fi internet 
access, faxes, printing and secretarial 
services. their conference facilities are 
excellent and include lap tops, projectors 
and screens. Meeting rooms are available 
and can accommodate numbers from 2 to 
120.

HOme FrOm HOme HOme FrOm HOme

click to view more info
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grEEn light giVEn for
uk’S largESt offShorE wind 
dEmonStration SitE

• Onshore and offshore planning consents   
 mean narec’s site is ready for development

• Demonstration site is key facility for testing
 next-generation offshore technology
The development of the UK’s largest offshore wind demonstration site – 
regarded as a pivotal strand in helping to lower the costs associated with 
Round 3 offshore wind farms – has received a boost with dual planning 
consents being given to the construction of the site and the onshore 
substation. 
 

reSearcH & DeVeLOPmenT FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr reSearcH & DeVeLOPmenT

Image taken from location of the 99mW offshore demonstration wind site looking towards 
blyth, northumberland with narec’s offshore anemometry platform in the foreground. 

anemometry Platform to compare new 
measurement technologies against 
traditional methods to reduce the costs 
of the offshore consenting process.

the new service will allow LiDar 
manufacturers and project developers the 
ability to compare and trial new techniques 
and technologies against traditional wind 
measurement methods to measure the 
wind resource offshore.

It will also utilise narec’s high-tech offshore 
anemometry Hub (noaH), installed three 
nautical miles offshore, which forms part 
of the recently consented Blyth offshore 
Wind Demonstration site. the high 
quality meteorological and ocean sensors 
installed on noaH will be used to study the 
sensitivity of floating LiDAR measurements 
to waves and atmospheric conditions in a 
remote offshore environment representative 
of round 3 conditions. 

this new activity will allow clients to 
validate new devices and demonstrate 
the reliability and resource measurement 
accuracy of floating LiDAR against 
existing methods.  

onShorE SuCCESS
Following the success of LiDar for 
onshore applications, their use in the 
offshore renewable energy sector could 
provide significant advantages. Narec 
is currently engaged in a number of 
floating LiDAR projects, these projects 
together with the facility are enabling 
narec to build up industry knowledge 
of the offshore environment and prove 
new technologies which could reduce 
the costs of consenting, build-out and 
operation of offshore renewables. 

offShorE aCCEptanCE
Ignacio Marti, narec’s Chief technology 
Officer, said: “Narec has launched 
this new validation service, in order to 
accelerate the acceptance of this new 
technology within the offshore wind 
sector.

“By developing innovative and 
competitive testing and validation 
services Narec is helping to reduce time 
to market of new technologies that will 
ultimately help to reduce the cost of 
offshore wind energy.”

narec

narEC alSo launChES nEw Validation 
SErViCE for floating lidar...

Ed’S notE: We will be focusing 
on the Blyth supply chain and its 
importance to the industry in much 
more detail in the next edition

uk firSt
The project is the first large-scale deep 
water demonstration site in the UK to be 
granted both offshore permits and onshore 
consent and is seen as an essential 
facility for the industry to be able to test 
next-generation offshore wind technology 
cost-effectively in realistic environmental 
conditions before commercial production. 

ComplEtE SuitE of indEpEndEnt 
opEn aCCESS tESt faCilitiES
For narec, the £350 million demonstration 
site will be the final piece in the jigsaw as 
part of its strategy to provide a complete 
suite of independent open access test 
facilities, enabling manufacturers to reduce 
the risks and costs associated with 
developing the new technologies that will 
be needed in round 3 projects.  
 
andrew Mill, narec’s Chief executive said: 
“We’re delighted to have reached such 
an important milestone and my thanks go 
to the project team including consultants 
Natural Power and Turner & Townsend in 
getting us to this stage.
 
“We’re now in talks with potential 
investment partners to build out the 
demonstration site. Construction of the first 
array is targeted to be completed in 2015.”
 
largESt SitE approVal
shaun nicholson, Head of offshore 
Marine Licensing for the MMo, explained: 
“The Blyth project is the largest site we 
have approved for the testing of turbine 
devices. We aim to enable sustainable 
growth in making decisions about 
developments at sea. We consider 
economic benefits alongside any adverse 
impacts, such as on the environment 
and other users of the marine area. We 
have worked with Narec to ensure the 
development satisfied such conditions.”
 

ConStruCtion pErmiSSionS
the Marine Management organisation 
(MMo) has granted permission to the 
national renewable energy Centre (narec) 
to construct the grid-connected 99.9MW 
demonstration project, comprising 15 
turbines in three arrays in depths of 35m, 
45m and 55m off the coast of Blyth in 
northumberland including cables back to 
shore. 
 
northumberland County Council has also 
granted permission for the construction 
of the supporting onshore infrastructure 
including the electrical substation that 
will transfer the power created by the 
demonstration turbines to the grid. 
 

click to view more info

        =  click to view video 1

        =  click to view video 2

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/narec/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmZ0R0cuXhI&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sP_gZUScECw&feature=youtu.be
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aCtiVE 
hEaVE
how to 
aCCumulatE 
morE EnErgy 
SaVingS

Ideally, subsea lifting operations would be 
completed at times when sea levels and 
weather patterns are placid. But, as the 
demand for energy increases, companies 
are increasingly being forced to operate at 
lower depths and in harsher sea conditions, 
putting a huge strain on energy resources 
due to the demands for much higher 
powered equipment to operate during 
these conditions.  For example, a typical 
50 tonne knuckle boom crane operating in 
waves of over three metres, will consume 
two megawatts of electricity per hour, a 
very costly operation. 

this has led to an increased demand for 
fast acting, dynamic and responsive active 
heave compensation systems, which 
not only compensates the motion, but 
also works as a form of energy recovery, 
reducing the energy usage.

dynamiC SyStEmS
one way of reducing energy consumption 
is to install a secondary-controlled drive 
which senses the torque at the winch 
either positive or negative associated with 
a large auxiliary hydraulic system with a 
bank of accumulators, producing a highly 
responsive system using the minimum 
of power. these very successful and 
efficient secondary control solutions that 
compensate for 95% of vessel movement 
have been supplied by Bosch rexroth to 
many companies worldwide. 

With up to 95 per cent movement 
compensation and up to 75% energy 
savings available, Bosch rexroth 
secondary-controlled winch drives 
integrated is a sure and effective way 
of reducing energy consumption and 
costs.

 Steve Smith
 marine and Offshore Sector   
 manager
 bosch rexroth

innoVatiVE SyStEm dESign and 
intEgrating aCCumulatorS
steve smith, Marine and offshore sector 
Manager at Bosch rexroth, says by 
innovative system design and integrating 
accumulators into the active heave 
compensation control process, end users 
could achieve energy savings of up to 75%.

With the days of easily accessible oil 
and gas fields becoming numbered, 
offshore operations are being forced to 
operate at increasing depths and harsher 
environments, putting new challenges on 
the equipment used. Crane and winch 
drives are having to position loads of 
more than 250 tonnes on the ocean floor, 
stretched to their limits at depths below 
2,500m. 

ContinuouS moVEmEnt
Vessels at sea are continuously moving 
with the ocean swell and vertical motion in 
particular has significant effects on subsea 
lifting operations. This makes it difficult to 
deploy and place loads on the ocean floor 
whilst protecting vital umbilical cables and 
the equipment itself from damage during 
harsh seas conditions.  

an accumulator is most effective when 
integrated with a secondary-controlled 
drive.  normal active heave systems are 
controlled via the pump or motor and 
can only react to energy, not recover it. a 
secondary-controlled drive performs as 
both a motor and pump, directly on the 
cranes winch, which results in a compact, 
accurate and dynamic response system, 
able to compensate up to 95% of the 
vessels movement. 

as the operation of support vessels occurs 
in a wave state, the vessel is moving up and 
down, creating energy during the upward 
motion of the vessel. this energy is absorbed 
by the hydraulic accumulators and then fed 
back into the hydraulic system during the 
vessel’s next downward motion, essentially 
working as a hydraulic spring.  through this 
process, the drive system recovers up to 
75% of the energy, significantly reducing 
necessary installed power.

driVing out CoSt
energy consumption remains a concern 
for machinery operators, meaning energy 
recovery systems where possible are of 
great interest and active heave systems 
present one of the best opportunities for 
energy recovery.

active heave compensation integrated with 
secondary-controlled winch drives and 
accumulators have been developed by 
Bosch rexroth to facilitate load placement 
on the ocean floor in all weather conditions. 
Dynamic, powerful drive systems play 
a decisive role in achieving a good 
compensation factor.  

With oil becoming harder to exploit 
and prices increasing, operations 
are moving into deeper waters. 
active heave users need to move 
towards more energy efficient 
solutions as subsea activity 
needs more power to deploy the 
equipment to reach these hidden 
depths. 

hydrauliC aCCumulatorS
Hydraulic accumulators effectively store 
energy in a nitrogen filled bladder within a 
steel shell. When fluid under pressure fills 
the accumulator it compresses the gas in 
the bladder and when the pressure in the 
system falls the oil from the accumulator is 
available to provide pressure and high flow 
rates back into the system. they could be 
considered as a very large hydraulic spring 
and follows the basic Boyles law (P1.
V1=P2.V2)

applications such as knuckle boom cranes 
and roV deployment systems are ideal 
for accumulators as they are subjected 
to large flows at high speeds, generating 
significant amounts of energy that can be 
stored in the accumulator. When required, 
the accumulator releases the stored energy 
back in to the hydraulic system resulting 
in substantial energy savings and an 
increased system lifespan. 

reSearcH & DeVeLOPmenT FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr reSearcH & DeVeLOPmenT

click to view more info

        =  click to view video 1

        =  click to view video 2

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/bosch-rexroth/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORawCB3NW_U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCt4yQx3Cx0
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nEw-build
programmE for 
worldwidE wind 
opErationS 

bridging thE gap
the new s-Class jackup design will bridge 
the gap between GMs’ existing seven 
K-Class assets currently operating in the 
Middle east in water depths of up to 45m 
and equipped with 36 and 45 ton crane 
options and its two e-Class harsh weather 
dynamic positioning (DPII) vessels currently 
working in the north sea and suitable for 
worldwide operations in water depths of 
up to 65m and with 230 ton and 300 ton 
cranes.  

inCrEaSE in dEmand
Duncan Anderson, Chief Executive Officer 
at GMs, says  “We’ve seen a major 
increase in demand for our jackup barges 
over the last five years.  As a result, we 
are currently building a third E-Class 
vessel in Abu Dhabi with this capable of 
working in even deeper water, up to 80m 
and with a larger 400 ton crane; we also 
have an option to build another of these 
large units. 

Duncan anderson adds: “The fact that 
we can build our vessels in Abu Dhabi 
is absolutely key as this allows us to 
produce these sophisticated assets at 
lower than market prices.  The state-of-
the-art design and operational efficiency 
of jackup barges like GMS Enterprise and 
the new S-Class means we can also offer 
cost-effective solutions to our clients.  
This, along with our excellent safety 
record, is what defines GMS.”   

Gulf marine Services

The four new self-elevating self-
propelled vessels with dynamic 
positioning (DPII) will be capable of 
global operations in the oil, gas and 
renewable energy sectors and will 
be built at the company’s yard in abu 
Dhabi.  The first, GMS Enterprise, is 
already underway and will be ready for 
new contracts in quarter three, 2014.

the s-Class jackups 
will be used for well 
services in the oil 
and gas sector and 
for offshore wind 
farm maintenance, 
in northwest europe, 
the Middle east, 
south east asia and 
West africa.    

in-houSE 
ConStruCtion 
faCility
through its new 
build and renewal 
programme, the 
company has 
ensured its fleet is 
the youngest and most sophisticated in 
the industry, currently with an average age 
of just nine years, compared to a global 
offshore average of 24.  Using its in-house 
construction facility, GMs has a proven 
track record of successfully customising 
its fleet of self-propelled jackup barges 
to meet the requirements of the offshore 
renewables industry.

“In addition to this, we’ve identified a 
need for a jackup that falls mid-way 
between the two classes we already 
provide and have produced a modified 
Gusto design called the S-Class. The first 
of three new S-Class barges will be ready 
for quarter two 2015.”

SpECifiCationS
the s-Class will have DPII and will operate 
in depths of up to 55m, however it will be a 
smaller and more utilitarian harsh weather 
barge than the e-Class; a workhorse that 
will be ideal for wind-related operations. It 
will have 800 sq m of deck space, a 150 
ton main crane, a 15 ton auxiliary crane, 
and will accommodate from 150 to 300 
people. 

GLObaL exPanSIOn GLObaL exPanSIOn

gulf marinE SErViCES (gmS) haS 
announCEd a StratEgiC nEw-
build programmE that inCludES 
a furthEr E-ClaSS VESSEl 
- Similar to gmS EndEaVour, 
thE Company’S jaCkup bargE 
CurrEntly oCCupiEd in wind 
farm opErationS in EuropEan 
watErS - and thrEE S-ClaSS 
VESSElS, a nEw dESign gmS 
dESCribES aS a ‘workhorSE’ 
idEally SuitEd to thE 
rEnEwablES induStry. 

S-class: an artist’s impression of the new S-class 
jackup barge being built by GmS.
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towardS a 
Common Standard 
for marinE 
protECtEd arEa 
ConSErVation

marinE ConSErVation zonES
Marine Conservation Zones were created 
under the Marine & Coastal access act 
2009 and are designed to protect a range 
of nationally important marine wildlife, 
habitats, geology and geomorphologic 
features. they can be designated anywhere 
within english and Welsh inshore and 
UK offshore waters. The first marine 
conservation zones have now been 
identified by the Marine Conservation Zone 
Project and are awaiting Government 
approval following a recent consultation. 

a Common Standard
as can be seen from the above 
designations, all of the three MPas 
mentioned have slightly different emphasis, 
whether that be habitats, the protection 
of fauna, flora, or the protection of birds, 
or indeed the protection of geology and 
geomorphology. 

It can prove difficult for developers and 
their advisors in knowing exactly how 
Government intends to regulate and 
license operations within such areas. 
It is also correct to say that there still 
seems to be a good deal of uncertainty 
within organisations such as the Marine 
Management organisation (MMo) as they 
are still undertaking a learning exercise 
with, in particular, the MCZs.  as a result, 
in august  this year natural england 
produced a draft operational standard for 
conservation advice for marine protected 
areas. the consultation with regard to this 
draft standard ended in late october.

ninE StagE approaCh to 
produCing mpa ConSErVation 
adViCE
the standard will also provide a nine 
stage approach to the production of 
conservation advice for each marine 
protected area. these nine stages are 
as follows…

1 Preparation
2 Mapping
3 Feature, sub-feature and supporting  
 habitat descriptions.
4 site overview and condition   
 assessment
5 advice on operations
6 Conservation objectives
7 senior advisor and internal technical  
 quality assessment
8 external dialogue with stakeholders  
 and the resolution of issues
9 sign off and publication

of most relevance to stakeholders in 
the renewable industry will be stage 8, 
being the external dialogue and issue 
resolution. a timetable of 20 days has 
been suggested for this within the overall 
timetable and the process aims to share 
and discuss the advice obtained to 
that stage with relevant authorities and 
stakeholders. It is anticipated the joint 
meeting would be arranged by natural 
england’s lead advisor with all relevant 
authorities and stakeholders present.

Finally, the standard also anticipates 
independent external review and 
amendments to conservation advice 
produced pursuant to it. this will be 
reviewed by the Conservation advice 
national stakeholder advisory Group as 
well as the Conservation advice external 
advisory Group.

once approved and published, the 
standard should hopefully streamline 
the process with regards to obtaining 
conservation advice for MPas, meaning 
that stakeholders should obtain 
consistent advice with regard to their 
interaction with MPas whatever the 
official designation of that MPA is.

 andrew Oliver
 andrew jackson Solicitors

SpECial arEaS of ConSErVation 
(SaCS) 
special areas of Conservation are 
protected sites designated under the eC 
Habitats Directive. article 3 of the Habitats 
Directive requires the establishment 
of a european network of high quality 
conservation sites that make a significant 
contribution to conserving the various 
habitat types and species identified in 
annexes 1 and 2 of the Directive. there are 
in fact 189 habitat types and 788 species 
identified in these two annexes. The 
species identified do not include birds, as 
these are covered under the Provisions for 
special Protection areas as set out below:

SpECial protECtion arEaS 
special Protection areas are protected 
sites classified in accordance with Article 
4 of the eC Birds Directive. Unlike the 
Habitats Directive the Birds Directive does 
not provide any formal criteria for selecting 
sPas. so in the UK it falls to the Joint 
nature Conservation Caommittee (JnCC) 
to select the criteria on behalf of the UK’s 
statutory conservation agencies. It is also 
worth noting that a number of sPas are 
also classified as RAMSAR sites, which 
are wetlands of international importance 
designated under the raMsar convention 
1971 which provides for the conversation 
and good use of wetlands. 

thE prinCiplES of marinE 
ConSErVation adViCE
the new standard has developed the 
following principles for new conservation 
advice…

• Conservation advice should be easily  
 accessible
• Advice should be consistent in   
 approach and structure
• Advice should be written to be as clear  
 and stakeholder focused as possible
• There should be clear guidance for its  
 internal production and external use
• Stakeholders should be engaged in the  
 production of advice and any additional  
 guidance
• Information provided as advice should  
 be quantified where there is sufficient  
 supporting evidence to do so
• The best available evidence should be  
 utilised and the confidence limits of the  
 advice stipulated
• The best available evidence on the   
 features condition should be used to  
 inform their conservation objectives
• Advice should be updated as and when  
 the evidence base improves and should  
 be used to inform condition monitoring  
 and research
• The effectiveness of advice should be 
 regularly assessed and waste   
 continuously improved identified
• The activities that could impact a site’s  
 features should be clearly identified

StruCturE of marinE protECtEd 
arEa ConSErVation adViCE
new conservation advice for each area 
will be produced and will have five key 
sections…

• A site overview and feature descriptions
• Condition information, being advised on  
 the current condition of each feature  
 and sub-feature where possible
• Conservation objectives, representing a 
 high level objective for each site to   
 achieve, supported with supplementary  
 advice setting targets against identified  
 ecological attributes
• Advice on operations describing a   
 sensitivity of features to pressures and  
 information as to which activities could  
 cause an impact to the features
• Site maps to provide detail on the site  
 boundary and the location of features  
 and sub-features of supporting habitats  
 within that site

Those developing renewables 
resources offshore, together 
with many other offshore 
developers, face a plethora of 
different marine conservation 
designations which they must 
work around. The appropriate 
consents must be obtained 
before any works can proceed, 
whether those works are 
preliminary surveys or actual 
installation and commissioning 
of generating equipment. It is 
not only the turbines themselves 
that fall foul of marine protected 
areas but also the additional 
infrastructure including cabling 
to shore.

there are a number of designations 
all with slightly different purposes 
and emphasis. the three main 
designations which will frequently 
be encountered are special areas 
of Conservation (saCs), special 
Protection areas (sPas) and Marine 
Conservation Zones (MCZs). 

the standard covers saCs, sPas and 
MCZs where they are situated within 
england’s territorial waters, i.e. 12 nautical 
miles. It is hoped similar standards can be 
applied to sites outside territorial waters.

a morE ConSiStEnt approaCh
the standard will assist in providing a more 
consistent approach to the management of 
such matters as…

• The assessment of the effects of any  
 plans or projects or acts
• The development of management plans
• The identification of management   
 measures for ongoing activities
• The identification of conservation   
 management measures
• The monitoring and assessment of the  
 condition of the site

Whilst the operational standard is aimed at 
natural england staff who are responsible 
for advice production, the standard is 
also intended to provide a reference for 
all stakeholders to provide clarity on how 
advice in marine protected areas will be 
developed. the standard is also linked 
and should be applied in conjunction with 
natural england’s ‘strategic standard on 
Conservation objects for european sites 
in england’ and their ‘evidence strategic 
standard 2013’.

draft Standard
the draft standard itself runs to some 
52 pages and therefore it is not possible 
to reproduce it in detail in this article. 
However, the structure of the standard is 
as follows…

• Firstly, it sets out the principles of  
 conservation advice for marine   
 protected areas
• Secondly, it sets out the structure of 
 conservation advice for marine   
 protected areas
• Thirdly it provides a nine stage 
 approach to develop and review   
 conservation advice

LeGaL eaGLeS FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr LeGaL eaGLeS

click to view more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/andrew-jackson/
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partnErShip

why ChooSE an llp?
the choice of an LLP begins with a 
conscious decision of landowner and 
developer to reject more traditional models 
of engagement (such as a landlord/
tenant relationship). such a joint venturing 
approach may unlock sites not otherwise 
available for the developer and overcome 
landowner concerns about how its voice 
will be heard as a project develops.  
The LLP changes the way profits are 
enjoyed, while facilitating the landowner 
contributing land and site specific 
knowledge and the developer contributing 
project management expertise. 

arE thErE any ground-rulES?
LLPs allow a high degree of flexibility; 
however, the following points should be 
borne in mind…

• there are exceptions to the limited   
 liability status of members of an LLP,
  notably a potential clawback on  
 distributions made within 2 years prior 
 to insolvency.  Landowners in particular  
 need to both appreciate and mitigate  
 the risks involved in being a member  
 and not a landlord

• restrictions under Financial services  
 legislation dictate that members need  
 either to maintain a significant degree  
 of day-to-day involvement in the LLP’s 
 business, or be capable of   
 demonstrating that their involvement  
 in the LLP is part of a wider business  
 (e.g. ownership of a wider estate)

• Members of a LLP are subject to   
 Class II and Class IV national insurance  
 contributions.  note must also be taken 
 of recent anti-avoidance provisions,  
 which target LLP members that should  
 properly be regarded as employees  
 and so liable to (the more expensive)  
 Class I national insurance contributions

• the landowner’s holding in the LLP  
 may potentially be structured to attract  
 inheritance tax business property relief  
 (a potential 40% saving)

Stamp duty land tax (Sdlt) 
the sDLt regime applicable to 
partnerships will apply to the transfer 
of land to the LLP.  Compared to the 
situation of a landlord granting a lease, 
this is likely to result in some of the sDLt 
at 4% being borne by the landowner.  
However, compared to a transfer of land 
to a company, the partnership regime can 
actually be advantageous.

Strong fEnCES, good 
nEighbourS?
the LLP structure can mean that the 
landowner needs to maintain greater 
involvement in a project than the developer 
might instinctively desire. However, while 
this could be seen as a negative, greater 
landowner involvement may be a positive 
factor which it is desirable to harness.  
Finding the right balance and expressing 
this in the partnership agreement, is 
what puts the ‘art’ into any successful 
partnership.

colin Lawrie and jim Hillan
Partners
Dundas & Wilson

what arE llpS?
LLPs are corporate entities which combine 
many of the decision-making and tax 
transparent characteristics of traditional 
partnerships with a limited liability status 
more akin to limited companies. as such, 
the adoption of an LLP allows participants 
a greater degree of involvement in a 
project than might otherwise be available, 
while affording them protection from the 
commercial risks of a failed venture.

Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs) are increasingly 
being adopted as alternatives to conventional leasehold 
arrangements for renewable energy sites. colin Lawrie 
and jim Hillan of Dundas & Wilson look at some key 
implications of that choice.

LeGaL eaGLeS FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr LeGaL eaGLeS

nEgotiating nEw 
o&m agrEEmEntS

warranty & liability
the warranty package offered under a new
o&M agreement will be substantially decreased
from the original agreement, however an 
availability warranty will still be included and 
both the owner and the funder will want to 
ensure that the availability percentage and 
the mechanism for calculating liquidated 
damages (and bonus payment, if included), 
is robust, adequate and proportionate.  

similarly limits on liability and caps on liability 
will also need to be considered in detail to 
ensure that the plant is adequately protected.

the skill is obviously to know the market 
and to ensure that the owner negotiates a 
‘market’ position to minimise the comments 
from the funder, which can add further delay, 
but also to get the best position for the 
owner.  

the last thing the owner wants is for the 
wind farm not to be covered due to delays 
in agreeing the new o&M agreement.  

kEy thEmES
ensure…

• you allow adequate time (think in terms  
 of months not weeks) to agree the new  
 operation and maintenance agreement
• you engage with the funder at an  
 early stage and once the owner and  
 the contractor have got to a suitable  
 position in their negotiations, provide  
 the contract package for comment –  
 this need not be the final version
• you engage experienced advisors to  
 minimise delays and to ensure you  
 receive a ‘market’ package

Frazer Peavoy
Director in the renewables, energy & 
resources Group
Walker morris LLP

want to see any material deterioration in 
the services being provided – especially if 
the fee has increased!  Cost, delivery times 
and obligations in respect of ‘additional’ 
services and components will also need to 
be considered.

the owner and funder will want to 
ensure that the ‘standard’ or ‘additional’ 
components provided under the agreement 
are covered by an appropriate defects 
liability period.  the warranty package, as 
part of the turbine supply agreement and/
or the o&M agreement, covers various 
performance related warranties, such as 
power curve, availability and noise. 

Since the UK’s first onshore commercial 
wind farm opened in cornwall in 1991, 
over 5000 wind turbines have been 
constructed in and around the uK, with 
almost 3000 of these constructed in the 
last five years alone.  

It is still common for the original equipment 
Manufacturer (oeM) to provide operation and 
maintenance services along with the initial 
turbine supply, usually running for five years.  

Increasingly a number of turbines are 
coming to the end of the original operation 
and maintenance period but require 
ongoing operation and maintenance.  after 
the initial five year period a further O&M 
agreement will therefore usually be entered 
into (unless the developer maintains the 
turbines himself).  

From our experience, there are a number of 
issues which need to be considered when 
negotiating the new o&M agreements.  
the funders will need to review and 
agree any new agreement which is not 
‘on substantially the same terms’ as the 
original o&M agreement and most will not 
be.  this should be done at an early stage 
as it can take considerable time to put in 
place new direct agreements and any other 
supporting documentation.

ConSidErationS
Key points to consider in the new o&M 
agreement include what are the ‘standard’ 
services under the agreement and what 
components and consumables are 
covered by the ‘standard’ service fee.  
Both the owner and the funder will not 

click to view more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/dundas-wilson/
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wind EnErgy
hEalthiEr & SafEr

In many cases the legislation imposes strict 
liability to achieve the standard of safety 
required. the renewables sector is no 
different from other sectors in this respect, 
but because the application of wind power 
to the generation of electrical power is a 
more recent development than say the 
burning of fossil fuels, the standard of safety 
required evolves as the sector matures.

induStry Standard
What then can be considered to be the 
required industry standard? essential reading 
can be found on both the Hse and the 
renewableUK websites. It is very fortunate 
that the UK wind industry benefits from an 
excellent working relationship between the 
Hse and renewableUK, the leading trade 
and professional body in the UK. 

the Hse, in recognising that the UK has 
the best wind resource in europe, aims to 
develop a supportive regulatory framework 
for the sector and to promote sensible, 
proportionate management and control 
of hazards and risks, stating that it  ‘…
need not act as a brake on the rapid 
and widespread use of emerging energy 
technologies in the UK.’

guidElinES
a number of guidelines have been 
developed in consultation between 
the Hse and renewablesUK. these 
guidelines when correctly and appropriately 
implemented will…

• represent industry good practice for  
 safeguarding employees from the  
 inherent dangers that exist from   
 installed electrical and mechanical   
 equipment in wind turbines 
• assist in the development and   
 application of safe systems of work in a  
 consistent manner 

• Provide a robust approach to  
 demonstrating legal compliance with
 relevant health and safety regulations

rarE oCCurrEnCE
Whilst turbine collapses will always capture 
the headlines, statistically they are rare.  
ensuring that health and safety is at the 
centre of what you do will result in fewer 
incidents and a much greater degree of 
protection from prosecution in the event of 
an incident. 

Further, it will help to show that the option 
of wind energy is healthier and safer than an 
over-reliance on coal, gas and nuclear power.

jeremy Scott
Langleys

On monday 28 October the St jude 
Day Storm battered the southern part 
of the uK with gusts of up to 99mph. 
as well as causing four fatalities, 
killing 10 million trees and causing 
widespread disruption to travel, a 27m 
turbine collapsed in a field at Higher 
rixdale Farm near Teignmouth in 
Devon.

Whilst no one was injured, incidents like 
this, which follows the collapse of a 30m 
endurance e-3120 50kW turbine at 
east ash Farm in Bradworthy, Devon on 
January 27 2013, serve as a stark reminder 
to anyone who designs, manufactures, 
supplies, installs, operates or maintains 
a wind turbine, as well as to planners, 
developers and landowners, that they have 
a duty to ensure that rigorous health and 
safety standards are being met.

riSk Control and liability
anyone who creates a health and safety 
risk has a duty to manage and control that 
risk. Duty holders are therefore obliged to 
ensure, in so far as is reasonably practicable, 
the health and safety not just of their 
workforces but also of anyone else who may 
be affected by their work activities. 

renewable energy Team, with jeremy Scott far right

QuirkS of SCottiSh 
wind EnErgy 
dEVElopmEntS

idEntifiCation
Identifying the relevant crofters can also be difficult as the 
Crofting Commission does not always hold an up-to-date list and 
there are particular procedures to be followed in order to ensure 
that the wind farm developer has made sufficient enquiries in that 
regard. Once identified, there is a court process to be followed to 
temporarily resume the land from crofting tenure.

rightS
rights were also required to oversail the crofters’ land as the vehicle 
transporting the wind turbines required to oversail the croft at each 
bend in the developer’s access track.  the land required for oversail 
was not resumed from crofting tenure and instead an agreement 
was entered into with the crofters, which required to be approved 
by the relevant court, to allow oversailing to take place.  once micro-
siting was complete a turbine was found to oversail land subject 
to an agricultural tenancy through part of its arc.  We were able 
to satisfy funders that sufficient rights existed allowing oversailing 
without potentially difficult resumption and Land Court processes.

SpECialiSt adViCE
Specialist advice will ensure that any site specific quirks are 
identified at an early stage and thereby avoid the delay or moth-
balling of a project when significant expense has already been 
incurred.

Louise johnston
Turcan connell

When it comes to wind energy developments there is no one-
size-fits-all legal template.  Turcan Connell were the legal 
advisers to some of the first landowners involved in onshore 
wind farms in Scotland and have since been instructed 
in hundreds of wind energy projects across Scotland for 
landowners, developers and funders.  We have found that, 
while there are general legal principles which can be applied 
to most wind energy projects, each has its quirks.

rECEnt ExamplE
a recent example involved a proposed wind farm in one of the 
crofting counties of scotland.  With accredited specialists in the 
area of agricultural Law and with huge experience in Crofting 
Law, turcan Connell are regularly asked to advise where there is 
a potential crofting or agricultural interest.  

as crofters have a right to a share in the income of a wind farm 
located on croft land, the first task was to identify whether the 
land required by the developer for the wind farm was indeed 
subject to crofting tenure.  This can be difficult as the present 
register of crofting tenure maintained by the Crofting Commission 
is not plan based, although legislation has recently been passed 
by the scottish Government which aims to establish a plan 
based register in the coming decades.  

click to view more info

        =  click to view video

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/turcan-connell/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6pmMD5I-a0
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towardS 
morE 
flExiblE 
inVEStmEnt 
StratEgiES 
for wind 
projECtS

rESEarCh rESultS
From our research, it can be concluded 
that in case of the relative realised return 
on equity the ‘flexible cautious’ strategy 
in the model is superior over the ‘develop 
and delay’ strategy in any modelled future 
scenario. this means it is, in all scenarios, 
wiser to invest using a piecemeal approach. 

This finding contains an important message 
for project developers, financiers and 
governments alike. By consciously deciding 
to develop a less ambitious initial project 
(a pilot), a developer can learn lessons that 
can be exploited in the next stages of the 
project. this will lead to cost reductions 
due to avoiding mistakes as well as due to 
reductions in manufacturing over time.

flExiblE approaCh
As the success of the project finance 
concept heavily relies on the future 
cash flows of the project, risks affecting 
these cash flows need to be adequately 
anticipated (and mitigated) to prevent the 
project from failing. In a risky environment 
such as the (offshore) wind business, 
following a flexible approach may help 
mitigate risks and uncertainty. this has 
been proven in ‘real option theory’, in which 
the options to expand, contract or delay 
have been investigated, for example. 

also in the power sector, research 
has been done on the added value of 
incorporating flexibility into the investment 
strategies of project developers. the 
prevalent idea in these studies was 
that flexibility in investment strategies is 
equivalent to ‘waiting for better conditions’ 
(also known as ‘develop and delay’). 
Indeed, waiting for better conditions avoids 
risks, but may at the same time prevent 
developers from reaching optimal returns. 
In other words, it is questionable whether 
a ‘develop and delay’ strategy generates 
optimal results (realised return).

onE StEp furthEr
Flexibility in investment strategies can 
be taken one step further than ‘waiting 
for better conditions’ and can be found 
in determining the optimal capacity at 
each stage of the project (this strategy 
could be called ‘flexible cautious’). Royal 
HaskoningDHV – Investment services 
(Karremans and Van der Beek, 2013) 
investigated different investment strategies 
for a varied set of simulated scenarios. 
In a ‘flexible cautious’ strategy, a project 
developer would not only expand the 
project at the moment the expected return 
exceeds the desired return, he would 
also invest in the minimum amount of 
turbines for which the expected relative 
return is highest. this is a break with the 
‘develop and delay’ strategy, which would 
at this point expand the project maximally, 
employing a maximum amount of turbines.

These days, the most commonly 
accepted concept of financing projects 
in the power sector is through project 
finance. In project finance, the cash 
flows resulting of the project can 
be used as repayment for the debt 
financiers and shareholders. The 
ownership structure of such projects 
is established through the creation of a 
so-called special purpose vehicle (SPV) 
in which the investors are not liable if 
the project fails, making project finance 
a form of limited-recourse financing. 

lEading nEgotiationS
Secondly, for financiers this outcome 
can be interesting. If a financier is unsure 
about the viability of the business case of a 
wind farm investment, but not completely 
reluctant to invest, it would be interesting 
to take the lead in the negotiations and 
suggest willingness to finance a pilot 
project. If the development of this pilot 
project would meet certain pre-defined 
requirements, the financier could be 
persuaded to finance a next stage.

improVEd rEturnS
a third party for whom the results are 
relevant is the government. Based on the 
insights provided, the government could 
consider to follow a piecemeal approach, 
by tendering relatively small budgets for 
multiple project developers instead of 
tendering a budget with a high amount 
for only one project developer. If project 
developer, financier and government all use 
an extendedly flexible approach, (financial 
and social) returns for all stakeholders will 
be improved.

Pieter meulendijk-de mol
marco Karremans

Royal HaskoningDHV – Investment 
Services

mOney maTTerS mOney maTTerS

click to view more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/royal-haskoningdhv/
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SmE buSinESSES
Still loSing millionS 
in unClaimEd r&d tax 
CrEditS

r&d tax CrEdit adViCE
r&D tax credit advice forms part of Pera 
technology’s new leap® package of 
business support services, which cover all 
aspects of new product development from 
idea conception, feasibility evaluation and 
securing funding, right through to in-depth 
research and development programmes 
and commercialisation.

Mr Day says that the big issue is that many 
sMes and advisers wrongly believe that 
r&D relief can only be claimed on new 
products. “R&D Tax credits are not only 
confined to light bulb Eureka moments,” 
says Mr Day. “Product improvements, 
new ranges and new production 
processes can also be eligible.”

He continued: “It is important that SMEs 
examine their suitability for reclaiming 
tax and work with an adviser who 
understands how HMRC works. It should 
take HMRC around four weeks to process 
a well-structured claim and this could 
radically alter a company’s year-end 
financial position and help finance further 
research and development work or other 
investment.”

Pera Technology

“There has been a steady increase in 
R&D tax relief claims since the 2000-01 
financial year, when less than 2,000 SMEs 
claimed relief, but there is still a chronic 
lack of awareness amongst the UK’s 
SME base. The result is that hundreds 
of millions of pounds of R&D tax credits 
are going unclaimed which could make a 
significant impact to the ability of an SME 
to fund new product development.”

ClaimS aVailablE
any company or organisation can claim 
R&D Relief whether it is making profits or 

losses, with no 
upper limit on 
the amount of 
the claim. sMes 
are capable 
of deducting 
up to 225% 
of r&D costs, 
which could 
include specific 
costs such 
as staff costs, 
subcontractor 
costs, 
consumable or 
materials, power, 
water, fuel 
and computer 
software that 
is used directly 
in carrying out 
r&D. 

“Many SMEs are involved in R&D and 
the HMRC definition by no means 
restricts the ability to claim to hi-tech or 
pharmaceutical industries. Many SMEs do 
not realise that they have eligible projects, 
worry that the process is too onerous and 
costly or, more commonly ‘package’ the 
R&D tax claims as part of their wider tax 
claim which often limits its potential.”

uK Smes are missing out on 
hundreds of millions of pounds of 
tax credits by not claiming for new 
product research and development 
costs.

the warning, from new product 
development consultancy, Pera technology, 
one of the UK’s leading sMe funding and 
business support consultancies, is driven by 
concerns that sMes are failing to maximise 
their tax efficiency which, in turn, impacts 
on their ability to finance new product 
development programmes.

rECEnt StatiStiCS
the most recent statistics from HM 
revenue & Customs suggest that less than 
10,000 sMes claimed tax relief last year, 
from a UK sMe base of 4.8 million. simon 
Day, an expert in r&D tax credits at Pera 
technology, says that awareness of r&D 
tax relief is improving amongst sMes but 
there is still a long way to go.

mOney maTTerS mOney maTTerS

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/pera-technology/
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a StEp ChangE 
in offShorE wind 
innoVation

taStm offShorE award winnEr for 
SafEty innoVation 2013
Houlder won top honours for innovation 
at the 27th offshore achievement awards 
organised by the society of Petroleum 
engineers (sPe), aberdeen. the judges 
decided that tas clearly demonstrated 
improved safety during personnel transfers, 
and as a result, delivered a resulting increase 
in operability. an increase in working days 
whilst maintaining safety is a key goal for any 
wind farm operator or developer. 

taStm ingEniouSly dampEnS and 
CompEnSatES for VESSEl motionS
tas creates a stable platform for 
offshore transfer via a patented motion 
compensated gangway and bow rollers. 
this combination provides safe and reliable 
access in higher sea states than current 
personnel transfer methods. It does not 
require the vessel to be Dynamically 
Postioned or to be attached to the turbine 
structure in any way.

proVEn CaSE Study
the operational performance of tas was 
proven on turbine transfers’  Cemlyn Bay 
24m workboat operating on rWe’s rhyl 
Flats wind farm. It delivered gangway motions 
below 3% of vessel motions in a maximum 
wave height of 3.0m.  Crew reported a 
stable, safe and comfortable ‘stepping 
off’ experience. the gangway motion 
compensation means the step off point is 
maintained 500mm from the turbine ladder. 
It does this by using motion referencing, 
control and hydraulic systems to significantly 
reduce the impact of vessel motions in three 
planes – actively compensating for pitch, roll 
and surge in real time.
 
“The TAS system is absolutely stable” 
skipper, Cemlyn Bay

Further stability is achieved by replacing 
traditional workboat fendering with a 
dampening roller system that provide a soft 
landing and eliminates the tendency to ‘stick 
and slip’ as the boat pushes against the 
turbine structure. the resulting smoothed 
motions maximise the tas gangways impact. 
they also minimise fender wear and reduce 
the risk of damage to the boat landings. 

The finished gangway was presented in 
2012 and the first unit was deployed spring 
2013 by turbine transfer Limited. the 
system is now in full production with more 
units due for delivery in 2014.

houldEr – a traCk rECord of 
innoVation
the name Houlder has been associated 
with the marine environment since the 
1850s when it began as the Houlder 
Brothers’ shipping Line where it was at the 
forefront of developing trade routes with 
australia and south america. 

rEputation
the company’s reputation for innovation 
the energy sector began in the 1960s when 
it developed a fleet of liquefied gas tankers. 
It soon became renowned for owning and 
operating some of the most ingeniously 
designed equipment in the north sea 
including the Uncle John semi-submersible 
dive support vessel which set records. 
Since becoming independent twenty-five 
years ago, the business has expanded 
its capability and continues to deliver 
innovative solutions across the oil & gas, 
marine and renewables markets. 

 
 Houlder

“In all Houlder’s markets, 
Renewables, Oil & Gas, Marine and 
Gas Ships, customers want the 
same things – trusted partnerships, 
dependable technical support and 
innovative solutions” says Chief 
Executive Officer Rupert Hare. 

Houlder delivers all three, whether 
the requirement is for design and 
build of new vessels, complex project 
management or specialist marine 
equipment. the company does this 
globally for clients at the forefront of 
offshore expansion and innovation.

rECEnt rapid dEVElopmEnt
For the last five years in particular, the 
company’s engineers, naval architects, 
designers and project managers have 
done more than simply offer their 
individual expertise to the offshore wind 
sector. they have combined forces 
to bring clarity to industry challenges, 
present fully thought through solutions 
and balance intellect, experience and 
practical knowhow.

kEy SuCCESS
In this way they have contributed 
innovative installation and mothership 
designs, access solutions and bespoke 
handling equipment to clients looking to 
gain competitive advantage in a rapidly 
growing market place.  one of the key 
successes has been the tas (turbine 
access system) developed with BMt 
nigel Gee to improve the safety, comfort 
and effectiveness of wind turbine 
maintenance personnel.  

taStm dEliVErS SafE aCCESS
a detailed review of each aspect of the 
design, operation and construction has 
been undertaken including comprehensive 
HaZID and HaZoP assessments with wind 
farm operators, developers and regulators.  
operation outside safe working envelope 
is impossible as motion control keeps the 
TAS within its design specifications, safely 
shutting down if required. 

User safety features include traffic light and 
audio operator warning system, two control 
systems, anti-slip gangway and a defined 
safety gap from the turbine ladder.  tastM 
has been designed for existing Wind Farm 
Crew transfer vessels.  the tas has been 
designed to be retro fitted on to workboats 
in excess of 18m with a deck footprint 
available of 3.0.m by 4.5m. the 150 bar 
hydraulic supply can be taken from the 
vessel or a self-contained diesel unit. 

dEVElopmEnt through 
Collaboration
Development started in 2011 and the initial 
concept won the seawork Innovation of the 
year that year. Houlder was accountable for 
the engineering of the gangway – given its 
expertise in marine handling systems and 
deck equipment. BMt nigel Gee brought 
their experience of workboats in support – 
including dampening of vessel motions via 
an integrated bow roller system.

Carbon truSt’S offShorE wind 
aCCElErator (owa) aCCESS 
CompEtition
tas received further development as 
part of the Carbon trust’s offshore Wind 
accelerator (oWa) access competition. 
Judged by nine major wind farm 
developers in a joint industry project, the 
competition has the aim of reducing the 
cost of offshore wind by 10% by 2015.  

InnOVaTIOn  FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr InnOVaTIOn

click to view more info

        =  click to view video 1

        =  click to view video 2

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/houlder/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8X5IxkQhcHs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JEOkFm45NxQ
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“wE ought to Call ourSElVES homo ClamoranS
– noiSEmaking man”

manufactures the innovative PaMBuoy™ 
which is a cutting edge autonomous noise 
level and marine mammal detection passive 
acoustic monitoring system.  Using real 
time communications and data reduction, it 
sends processed data to users, decreasing 
the risk of data loss, whilst saving time, 
increasing cost effectiveness and ultimately 
client confidence.

another PaM tool is the CPoD, which is a 
hydrophone device that records bio-sonar 
or echolocation clicks, of marine mammals 
– performing best for detecting harbour 

porpoises.  the data collected from this 
device allows for the indication of presence 
and habitat use.

the sM2M Marine recorder is another 
hydrophone device which provides long-
term monitoring for anthropogenic and 
multiple species’ acoustics from 2Hz up 
to the ultrasonic frequency of 192 kHz.  
these can be set up to detect for porpoise, 
dolphins and vessels.

moVing forward
With the recent results from the latest 
International Programme on the state 
of the ocean review of science on 
anthropogenic stressors on the ocean, 
mitigating these stressors will become 
more of a priority.  as such, developers 
must ensure environmental compliance 
does not take a backseat to expansion. 

Smru marine Limited/St andrews 
Instrumentation Limited

prediction of the potential impacts of 
noise from construction, operation and 
decommissioning activities, not only for 
individual animals, but also looking at 
how effects on individuals translate at the 
population level.  

the european Commission’s Marine 
strategy Framework Directive aims to 
achieve a good environmental status (Ges) 
by 2020.  Ges allows for different uses of 
the marine resources to be conducted at a 
sustainable level, guaranteeing their survival 
for future generations. 

the Marine Directive’s Descriptor 11 
aims to ensure the introduction of energy 
(including underwater noise) does not 
have an adverse effect on the ecosystem.  
Measuring underwater energy for activities 
such as harbour development, dredging 
and oil rig decommissioning requires an 
environmental Impact assessment (eIa).  

as part of the eIa process, noise levels 
(and marine mammal detections) are 
recorded before and during construction 
or decommissioning begins in order to 
establish a baseline. once a baseline has 
been established, sMrU Marine is involved 
in the data collection analysis to ascertain 
if there is any impact on the environment.  
If an impact has been determined, we 
can then develop appropriate mitigation 
strategies to reduce the impacts noise 
would have on the local population.

paSSiVE aCouStiC montioring 
(pam) toolS
In order to monitor for underwater noise, 
sMrU Marine utilises many different passive 
acoustic monitoring tools. Its sister company 
st andrews Instrumentation Limited (saIL) 

In usual Terry Prachett style, he 
cleverly makes his point.  When we 
build new man-made structures such 
as bridges, wind farms, and harbours, 
we make a lot of clamour pounding 
and digging our way into the sub-sea 
sediment. 

undErwatEr noiSE
Underwater noise travels four times faster 
and up to 100 times further than in open 
air.  this noise can cause huge disruption 
to marine mammals which rely heavily 
on sound to navigate and detect prey. 
Innovative tools exist to measure both 
the noise which is disturbing the animals 
and detect the vocalisations made by the 
animals themselves, allowing mitigation and 
monitoring of the marine mammals in the 
area of noisy working. 
   
thE powEr of noiSE
Mammals exposed to increased 
noise levels ultimately have increased 
levels of stress.  this stress can cause 
disorientation, erratic behaviour, avoidance 
of food and migration routes, disruption 
of breeding and can even lead to death.  
acoustic noise can range from very quiet 
and persistent noise to exceptionally 
loud. the latter has been known to cause 
permanent hearing damage or erratic 
behaviour that could lead to death.  

We’ve seen recent evidence of this in the 
news lately. the International Whaling 
Commission’s September findings on 
the 2008 stranding of 100 melon-headed 
whales in Madagascar concluded that loud 
sonar ‘pings’ was the most likely trigger for 
their behaviour.
another example may be seen in the 
case of the Blainville’s beaked whales in 
the Bahamas.  When exposed to mid-
frequency active military sonar the whales 
appeared to display erratic behaviour 
leading to potential decompression 
sickness (or the bends), which 
subsequently could result in stranding. 

mitigating thE impaCt
Mitigating the impact of anthropogenic 
activities on the marine environment 
requires a method of mammal detection. 
to help with this, sMrU Marine Limited, 
a global leader in marine mammal 
consultancy, which is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of the University of st 
andrews, scotland, provides advice on 
the acoustic biology, hearing capabilities 
and behaviour of marine mammals.  
additionally, advice can be given on the 

major dEVElopmEntS in 
ropE aCCESS
uK’s specialist height safety manufacturer heightec has 
announced the launch of three new products for the rope 
access industry. 

Quantum
the Quantum back-up device is a new, unique design, achieved 
through extensive research, continuous development and rigorous 
testing.  It controls slippage with no rope damage, works on new 
or used rope, is suitable for two-person rescue and cannot be 
dropped.  It is a step forwards in simplicity, strength, durability and 
performance and a significant advancement in safety for users.

priSm
the Prism descender has involved years of development and 
refinement, resulting in a device that is not only multi-functional 
but offers a high load rating, with patented variable friction modes 
which can be switched between configurations under load and a 
double braking mechanism.  

thE x-Cam pro
the X-Cam Pro is a new range of ascender devices which are 
a considerable improvement over ‘traditional’ sharp toothed 
cams, have exceptional grip on varying conditions of rope whilst 
minimising rope damage. the X-Cam Pro range includes the 
Pulsar handled ascender and twist chest ascender for rope 
access.  

diStinCtiVE innoVation
each product brings its own distinctive innovation with new 
functionality and ergonomic design. the new heightec range has 
been tested to loads exceeding industry standards and offers 
users major benefits without the need to change their existing 
work practices.

“Rope access is a major industry in the UK and overseas. With 
the number of man hours on the ropes increasing each year, 
safety remains high on everyone’s agenda. It is essential that 
manufacturers push forward safety innovations to ensure the 
risks involved with working at height are continually kept to an 
absolute minimum”, said Keith Jones, Managing Director. 

Heightec
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innoVatiVE unmannEd aErial VEhiClES (uaVS) land SurVEyS 
proVidE SignifiCant bEnEfitS to wind farm dEVElopErS

would be the most efficient way to survey 
the site.  Decisive factors included time 
saved, the reduced risk to subcontractors 
and the quality of data produced by the 
UaV methodology.

the purpose of the survey was to provide 
data to assist with the planning, design and 
construction of the site, which covered over 
400 hectares of moorland and bog with 
limited access. the aerial survey meant 
risks were reduced with minimal access 
and time on site required by staff. 

dEliVErablES
the deliverables from the survey were 
highly detailed geo-referenced orthophotos 
and an accurate Digital elevation Model 
(DeM). In addition to the information 
acquired from the air, the team added 
some ground survey information such as 
culvert levels using GPs equipment.  

the detailed orthophotos revealed previously 
hidden detail, including a watercourse 
that was not shown on ordnance survey 
mapping and was previously unknown 
to the client. the combination of detailed 

topographic information together with 
vertical and oblique photography of a 
proposed site provides windfarm developers 
and the renewables industry with enhanced 
data to allow improved decision-making on 
their sites in a cost, time, and safety-efficient 
way.

cyberhawk

inCrEaSEd SurVEy arEa
the company uses UaVs to survey more 
than 100 hectares in a single day and 
acquire thousands of high-definition geo-
referenced aerial photographs. the images 
are processed with ground control markers 
to provide highly detailed aerial mapping 
and topographic surveys (Digital elevation 
Model and orthophotos – see note 1).  

By contrast, a traditional land-based 
topographical survey might cover only 
10% of the area of a UaV survey in the 
same timespan, but without the added 
benefit of high-definition images of the 
site.  other advantages over traditional 
surveying methods include dramatic cost 
savings, step improvement in safety, faster 
turnaround and improved site information 
to aid decision-making

CaSE Study
In a recent project in south-West scotland, 
the wind farm developer had considered 
alternative survey methods such as 
traditional land-based surveys and manned 
aerial LiDar (see note 2) surveys, but 
concluded that the technique using UaVs 

Specialist aerial inspection and land survey company cyberhawk has been working with wind farm developers to survey 
sites more quickly and more safely than traditional survey methods. Cyberhawk is the first company in the UK to offer 
professional land surveying services using a combination of fixed-wing and multi-rotor UAVs, operated by its accredited 
pilots under the direction of its qualified and experienced land surveyors.

notE 1
an orthophoto is an aerial photo 
geometrically corrected so that the 
scale is uniform.  The photo has the 
same lack of distortion as a map.  
This is different from an uncorrected 
aerial photograph where perspective 
distorts the spatial relationships 
between points.

notE 2
LiDar is a detection system that 
works in a way that is analogous to 
radar, but uses laser light instead of 
radio waves.

how innoVation in EnErgy StoragE Can 
hElp attraCt rEnEwablES funding 

ChangE in poliCy?
one way to solve this would be for a 
change in policy to make electricity 
storage a separate market category from 
generation, transmission, distribution and 
supply.  Fortunately, the Department of 
energy and Climate Change (DeCC) has 
called upon s&C and other organisations 
in our space to help to determine 
electricity storage’s value to the UK 
thereby encouraging this market category 
distinction and pre-empting concerns from 
utilities about the risk of unproven options 
and a lack of financial incentives.

such barriers are not unique to energy 
storage; however we are confident that 
with the technology becoming more 
mature, cheaper and being increasingly 
adopted around the world, adoption will 
advance.

andrew jones
managing Director
S&c electric europe Ltd.

Furthermore, a raft of studies have 
highlighted the benefits of energy storage 
at different price levels for different energy 
mixes and growth. For example, an Imperial 
College energy storage report found that 
the UK could make system savings of more 
than £10 billion per year by 2015, if it can 
develop 15GW worth of storage by then. 

ChallEngES and thE futurE 
It is clear that at a grid level, energy storage 
can deliver a number of opportunities and 
benefits.  Yet, one of the main problems 
holding back investment in storage is a lack 
of knowledge sharing between the four 
key stakeholders: generators, transmission 
system operators, distributors, and supply 
companies.  With each part of the chain 
only responsible for a narrow segment, it’s 
hard to put a ‘value’ on efficiency as the 
efficiency gains are split four ways.  

amid the varying energy policies and 
mixes across governments around 
the world, it’s broadly accepted that 
renewable energies such as wind 
are a medium-term, low-carbon and 
potentially cost-effective alternative 
energy source. 

However, when projects are implemented 
in isolation from storage, the old barriers 
of renewables intermittency prevail. Unlike 
a power plant, you cannot simply turn on 
a wind turbine when there are peaks in 
energy demand. In the absence of energy 
storage, wind energy captured but unused 
at that moment in time is effectively wasted. 

Solution
The solution to this inefficient system is 
energy storage, which can store energy 
when the wind is blowing and release it 
when it is not, as well as manage the flow 
of energy during periods of peak demand.  
additionally, by investing in storage we 
can defer spending on power stations, 
upgrading cabling and infrastructure and 
put an end to situations, in scotland for 
example, where wind energy operators are 
asked to power down their turbines when 
generating more power than the system 
can handle.

thE opportunity 
traditionally the cost of energy storage 
technology was inhibitive for mass 
implementation and the technology itself 
was still in its infancy. However in recent 
years, thanks to bodies like the UK Low 
Carbon network Fund, British companies 
are being given the opportunity to 
demonstrate their technology innovations, 
consequently, we have seen the cost of 
storage technology reduce as it matures. 
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The 3 Ts 
Terrific
Training in 
Teams

‘diSpoSition and attitudE’ lEVEl 
the highest level of learning is the 
‘Disposition and attitude’ level. Whilst 
we might really like to get certain people 
to completely change their attitude on 
something or maybe convert a pessimist to 
being an optimist – it could take us a whole 
lifetime! 

It is, however, both meaningful and 
reasonable to ask people to ‘adopt’ a 
particular attitude in the workplace. I 
recommend that if a particular attitude is 
a requirement then we should write it into 
a person’s job description. For example 
we might state that a ‘positive attitude to 
health and safety’ is essential in the job. We 
might also require people to have a ‘friendly 
disposition’ towards other people including 
colleagues, customers and officials. 

SupErViSorS and trainErS do not 
haVE to worry about Changing 
attitudES
With this requirement pre-requisite in place 
– supervisors and trainers do not have to 
worry about changing attitudes; we can 
confine ourselves to the relevant actions 
and observable behaviour that constitute 
friendliness towards others. For example 
– being polite, offering help, encouraging 
people and so on.   
 
this is so important because whenever I 
ask employers which level of learning is the 
most important to them after an employee 
has been working for six months – the 
response is always the same. It is level 
three - disposition and attitude. 

thE CommitmEnt to doing thingS 
bEttEr Can bE SECurEd
For this type of training - once we have the 
appropriate learning objectives in place 
and team members have had the chance 
to get their feelings off their chest then the 
training becomes more meaningful and the 
commitment to doing things better can be 
secured.  

Perhaps we all need to remember that 
training does not have to be something 
that one person ‘does’ to another. It can 
and should be a partnership between 
supervisor or trainer and learner. It is for 
me a sobering thought that supervisors 
or trainers are always judged by the 
answers to simple questions like: ‘Were the 
employer’s requirements met?’. ‘Were the 
trainee’s learning objectives met?

Good luck with the training you give and 
get in the workplace. 

Frank newberry 
www.franknewberry.com

remembering facts can be important but 
most vocational or ‘on-the-job’ training is 
about learning how to do something safely. 
after the learner has done it safely once we 
need the person to do the newly learned 
task over and over again until we can 
eventually look and see that the person is 
skilled at performing that task.

In Part 2 of this article (the 3 t’s) I want 
to review the three levels of learning and 
consider how all three need to be engaged 
if any investment in training is to be 
worthwhile and meaningful. 

‘knowlEdgE and awarEnESS’ 
lEVEl 
the lowest learning level is the ‘Knowledge 
and awareness’ level. to teach someone 
to be able to recognise the most suitable 
tool for a particular task can take just 
seconds or maybe a minute or two. Just 
about any experienced member of the 
work team can train people at this level of 
learning. Junior members of the team might 
find it meaningful if supervisors were to 
delegate training at this level to them.

‘SkillS and ability’ lEVEl 
the second highest learning level is the 
‘skills and ability’ level. to teach someone 
to be able to identify correctly a tricky health 
and safety situation (and recommend a 
remedy) or operate a particular machine 
can take longer than a few minutes. It 
might take an hour, a day or even longer 
depending on the level of skill we want the 
learner to achieve. 

If training is to be seen as relevant and 
meaningful to the learner it is vital, at the 
start of any training activity, that the learner 
is absolutely clear what his or her learning 
objectives are.  Is the objective to just 
raise awareness (level one) or is it to see 
the learner skilfully operate a complex and 
valuable machine (level two)?

 
thiS iS an ESSEntial prE-rEQuiSitE 
to SuCCESSful training
this type of on-site training works best 
when employees at all levels feel that they 
are being taken seriously. It also means 
that team members have to feel that it is 
relevant and appropriate to express their 
concerns openly. In my experience this 
is an essential pre-requisite to successful 
training especially at level three (disposition 
and attitude).

Getting team members to feel comfortable 
about speaking openly has been so difficult 
to achieve in the past that I have been 
forced to: (i) turn up unannounced, (ii) do a 
tour of the premises with team members, 
one at a time, and (iii) ask supervisors to 
leave the room so that team members can 
speak openly about their feelings.

In my experience it takes a lot to get 
some people to talk about their feelings. 
once they feel it is safe to do so then the 
strongest feelings and opinions emerge! 
these are usually but not exclusively about 
the allocation of work, how they are being 
treated by other team members and how 
they rate the employer and those people 
currently in management and supervision.

In the second of two articles on the 
training we give (and get) at work 
- Trainer and motivational Speaker 
Frank newberry looks at some of 
the pre-requisites to making the 
training we give (and get) more 
meaningful.

In Part 1, we looked at how we can do 
a better job of recalling essential facts 
for vocational tests and examinations. I 
know that even those of us who believe 
we have poor memories will taste 
success if we make the effort to commit 
things to memory. our memories are 
perfect – it is our recall systems that are 
imperfect. The five recall reminders from 
Part 1 were:
 
1  no note taking, no reliable recall
2  no reviewing of notes taken, no   
 reliable recall
3  no tidy organisation of notes and   
 study materials, no reliable recall
4  no context or understanding of how  
 the learning is applied, no reliable   
 recall
5  no effort and no energy, no reliable  
 recall.

itS impaCt on indiVidualS and 
tEamS iS truly tErrifiC
It has long been my experience that the 
impact and meaning of training both in the 
short term and in the long term is magnified 
when it is done locally, in the workplace 
and in work teams. 

In the workplace training takes on a mantle 
of significance that I cannot re-create in 
the classroom. When training has this 
significance and importance its impact on 
individuals and teams is truly terrific.

this is in no small part due to the fact 
that we can work together in familiar 
surroundings on workplace problems. this 
is particularly true when team members are 
working for the very first time on key issues 
that really bug them - like communication, 
teamwork, individual and team morale 
and other key factors affecting their 
performance.
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EmErgEnCy
rESponSE tEamS 
(erts) 

all in a day’S work
thE Ert CrEwIn particular, Hsse has fostered a keen 

interest in developing safer working 
methods; the result of this has been the 
introduction of the emergency response 
team service. Despite managing numerous 
high profile projects and providing diving, 
roped-access, confined space and ERT 
works, the company maintains a small staff 
and friendly atmosphere which extends to 
employees and clients alike. 

thE futurE
the future aims and objectives of Hsse are 
manifold: the company wishes to maintain 
its growth and strong reputation in the 
renewable energy sector. It also continues 
to provide a high quality service and sharpen 
safe working practices. With their sights 
set on north sea expansion, there could 
soon be several other HSSE offices at work 
across the UK. It seems that in our growing 
industry – with many years of life ahead – 
Hughes sub-surface is a key player which is 
here to stay.

not for thE faint hEartEd
It’s not an easy life working in an ert; 
each member is constantly put through 
their paces in a rigorous training regime, 
covering all types of rescue. they taste the 
full spectrum of offshore life, climbing as high 
as the highest turbine engineers and often 
getting as wet as any diver on the ocean 
floor – through long 12 hour shifts and 
relentless working conditions in bad weather 
systems (if an emergency requires it), the 
ert is always at the forefront of the medical 
response in the field, and often picks up 
smaller essential duties. 

Company growth
Hughes sub surface engineering has grown 
rapidly since its inception in 2005. Based 
in Bootle, Liverpool in the north-West of 
england, the company is in a prime location 
for the offshore wind sector. originally 
working from just one tiny unit on local civil 
engineering works (canals and docks), the 
company acquired several nationwide civils 
contracts and began to move into work on 
power stations and outages, offering both 
diving and confined space services. 

wind induStry
Hsse is now hard at work in the renewables 
sector, specialising in wind farms and 
enjoying a position as an industry leader. the 
company is passionate about supporting the 
development of the renewables industry as 
a viable energy alternative, and takes great 
pride in providing high quality services to the 
sector. 

We have been featuring Hughes Sub 
Surface engineering within our pages 
for a number of years now and the 
company has grown considerably over 
that period.

offshore medical provision is an extremely 
important part of the offshore support 
structure and the company has grown this 
side of the business to meet the needs of 
the wind energy industry.

round thE CloCk rESponSE
Since deciding to branch out into the field of 
offshore medical provision, there has been 
five hardworking teams (of three men each) 
working twenty four hours around the clock 
in response to any emergencies at Gwynt y 
Mor windfarm in north Wales. 

regardless of complexity or distance, the 
erts can always be relied upon to reach 
the site of an incident as quickly as possible 
to provide first aid and assistance in an 
emergency. 

to gEt a bit morE 
information about thE rEal 
world of working within an 
Ert CrEw wE follow onE of 
hSSE’S CrEw mEmbErS…

name:	 
Phil Keating

comPany:	
Hughes Sub Surface engineering 

Position:
Project manager/crew Team Leader

prEparation, prEparation, 
prEparation
It was the day after the night before - severe 
storms had been battering the south of 
england, and in the aftermath I caught 
up with Phil Keating, Crew team Leader 
of Hughes subsurface engineering’s 
emergency response team (ert).  

aftErmath
In the rough seas following the storm, 
Phil and his crew were ‘weathered out’. 
they wait patiently for an improvement in 
conditions before making the two hour 
journey offshore to the Gwynt y Mor 
windfarm; these periods of downtime 
provide opportune moments to undertake 
thorough equipment checks and run 
through medical training exercises and drills. 

each member of the team has a 
background in either military, fire service 
or coastguard experience, and each has 
high level medical qualifications. They have 
undertaken intensive training, from rope 
rescue and confined space training to swift 
water rescue and co-ordination of helicopter 
evacuation, and should the occasion arise 
the team is prepared for any eventuality.

the teams undertake a variety of duties 
in addition to their medical rescue. 
Depending on the log and scope of 
work for each shift, these range from 
refuelling generators and clearing guano 
to changing bulbs for the navigation aids. 
each of these tasks is essential to ensure 
the 160 turbines avoid downtime and are 
continually operational.  

rEfuElling
assets often require refuelling - not 
the easiest of tasks considering the 
environment! once reaching the turbine, 
the team climbs 80 ft to the top of the 
transition Piece, ropes the fuel hose to 

the structure up to the 
platform, and refuels the 
generator; on a good day 
(weather-permitting) up to 
1200 litres of fuel can be 
delivered to each turbine, 
with a maximum of 10 
turbines per day.

lESS glamorouS
one of the less 
glamorous duties Hsse 
perform is the cleaning of 
guano from the nacelles 
and structures, an 
essential (if overlooked) 

task. the biggest culprits of spreading 
guano are seagulls and cormorants; 
their deposits are extremely destructive 
and corrosive to the turbines, and high 
pressure hoses and full mask and 
protective clothing are required during 
the cleansing of the area.  It is often 
necessary to undertake guano cleaning 
prior to installation of turbines too.

this is just a brief snap shot of the duties 
the ert perform; when speaking to 
Phil his sense of humour, modesty and 
dedication are abundant. I imagine these 
to be common traits throughout his crew 
- all necessary to manage their high risk 
responsibilities and take everything in their 
stride

 Fliss chaffer
 Interviewer
 Wind energy network

24 hour CoVEr
the company provides 24 hour cover for 
the 160 turbines and working vessels, and 
guarantee that at any given time an ert 
crew will be no more than 4 miles from the 
windfarm. Personnel can be safe in the 
knowledge that, should an emergency arise, 
an emergency medical crew can be on the 
scene in moments (there is roughly 1 team 
for every 60 personnel at full capacity).

a typiCal day…
if thErE iS SuCh a thing!

to ensures continual cover, shift
patterns are:
• 0600 hours - 1800 hours
• 0900 hours - 2100 hours
• 1200 hours - 2400 hours

at the start of the shift each team has a 
handover, consults the logbook, checks 
work permits and completes another series 
of exhaustive and essential checks on 
equipment. 

thE CrEw
each crew comprises a team leader, 2 
medical technicians, the transfer vessel 
skipper and a deck hand. Health & safety 
of personnel is of the utmost importance, 
and whilst offshore all personnel are tracked 
via a database maintained by the Marine 
Controller, in addition to the aIs GPs 
system. 

click to view more info

        =  click to view video

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/hughes-sub-surface/
http://www.hsse.co.uk/media-centre/video-gallery/
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SErViCing thE 
nEEdS of thE wind 
EnErgy induStry 

jamES fiShEr and SonS plC
James Fisher and sons plc, the UK’s 
leading marine services provider, supports 
customers in the development, deployment 
and operation of offshore tidal arrays. 
strainstall, a part of James Fisher and 
sons plc, is recognised as a world leader 
in innovative load measurement and 
monitoring solutions and has provided 
extensive services to the offshore 
renewables industry.

Strainstall

Built from robust technology used within the 
harsh marine environment, oWMs™ is a 
comprehensive, web accessible monitoring 
and control architecture that covers a full 
range of transfer vessel activities. these 
activities include crew and vessel tracking, 
fuel consumption monitoring, real-time 
integration of meteorological and wave data, 
vessel performance monitoring and CCtV. 

the oWMs™ supports operator decision 
making by providing real-time data from 
various sources, infield and interfield, to 
enable interactive, responsive and safe 
assessments to be made. overall, to 
ensure that we meet the continued and 
relentless drive to reduce costs whilst 
retaining value over the lifetime of the asset, 
we need systems that support practical 
and pragmatic evaluation of options 
selected on a real time basis, which is 
exactly what the oWMs™ delivers.

The offshore wind industry has a core 
requirement to improve reliability, 
safety and efficiency in wind farm 
operations whilst reducing costs and 
delivering value. 

Furthermore, specific challenges facing 
crew vessel managers and offshore 
decision makers include the need to 
enhance safety during vessel transfers, 
effective planning and monitoring of vessels 
and personnel and the management 
of technicians, crews, major tools and 
strategic spares. 

offShorE wind managEmEnt 
SyStEm
In response to these industry needs and 
challenges, strainstall has introduced an 
integrated marine management system 
covering a broad range of wind farm 
activities, enabling the effective monitoring 
and management of tool, vessel and 
personnel performance whilst ensuring 
more cost effective and safe operations. 

agE old Company offErS 
full SErViCE Support to 
humbEr’S nEwESt induStry

the tank was installed to accommodate a growth in boats serving 
the offshore industry from the port, which is used by siemens and 
Centrica. Maritime Bunkering’s barges are also being called upon 
to refuel more vessels associated with the wind farm industry in 
the Humber. 

“The offshore industry is presenting us with a variety of 
opportunities across our business,” Mr Doyle said. “Whether that 
is shipping, storage or fuel our intention is to unlock the potential 
within the sector by bringing to it all the skills and services that 
have made this company a success for the past 140 years.”

rix Shipping

as the Humber’s renewable energy sector gathers pace, an 
age old Hull company is gearing up to take full advantage of 
the estuary’s revival.

holiStiC approaCh
While some firms have invested in wind farm support vessels, Rix 
shipping – which can trace its roots on the Humber back 140 
years – is taking a more holistic approach to wind farm support 
services.

In october last year the company launched rix sea shuttle, the 
latest company in the J.r. rix & sons group, on the back of a 
£7.5m order for five crew support vessels to work along the east 
coast and in europe.

alExandra doCk
But the firm’s services in Hull extend far beyond that, taking in 
fuel provision to port management and storage and warehousing 
facilities on land close to alexandra Dock – an area earmarked for 
redevelopment for businesses in the renewables industry.

ComplEtE rangE
“Our intention has always been to develop a complete range of 
on and offshore support services,” said James Doyle, Managing 
Director of rix shipping.

“We have a long heritage of operating ships and barges on the 
Humber, it has been a core service of the Rix Group for more 
than a century, so it was a natural step for us to enter the wind 
farm vessel sector too.

“J.R. & Sons is a diverse business so we felt there were other 
things we could bring to the industry. As the offshore industry 
attracts more companies to the Humber we have created 
warehousing facilities for those companies. If they need 
temperature controlled storage, we can supply it. If they need 
workshops to service or develop technical equipment, again, we 
can supply it. 

“It is about offering support that starts onshore at the port and 
goes right the way through to when the engineers step off the 
boat to work on the turbines.”

wind farm Support VESSElS dEliVEry
Currently rix sea shuttle has taken delivery of three wind farm 
support vessels – the rix Cheetah, rix Panther and the rix tiger – 
with a further two to be delivered next year.

each aluminium vessel is crewed and operated by rix, can carry 
up to 12 technicians and is capable of reaching speeds of up 
to 30 knots.  But it is not just in shipping that rix is looking to 
conquer the renewables industry.  the other major aspect of the 
business is fuel – ranging from residential heating oil to marine gas 
oil to commercial diesel and lubricants – and that makes up an 
important part of the company’s service provision too.

inVEStmEnt
Recently Maritime Bunkering Ltd – another Rix firm – invested 
£100,000 in installing a second double-skinned 100 m3 fuel tank on 
the Port of Grimsby east, in a joint venture with Grimsby Fish Dock 
enterprises.

click to view more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/rix/
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aChiEVing So muCh
in SuCh a Short timE

‘seajacks scylla’, due for delivery 2014 and 
2015 respectively. 

CurrEnt projECt 
Currently, seajacks is acting as Main 
Installation Contractor for WindMW’s 

Meerwind offshore Wind Park in the 
German Bight, supplying seajacks Leviathan 
and seajacks Zaratan to work together in 
tandem installing all 80 monopiles, transition 
pieces and WtGs at the site. 

Since 2009, Seajacks vessels have 
installed more than 260 wind turbine 
generators, which provides more than 
800mW to the grid, and in that time they 
have developed experienced offshore 
marine crews and engineering teams. 

5 VESSElS by 2015
seajacks currently owns and operates 3 
self-propelled jack-up vessels, ‘seajacks 
Kraken’, ‘seajacks Leviathan’ and ‘seajacks 
Zaratan’ and have commissioned two 
additional vessels, ‘seajacks Hydra’ and 

partnErShipS
seajacks has also partnered with other 
industry leaders to provide a range of end-
to-end services to its client, including the 
installation of scour protection and noise 
mitigation measures. these measures 
ensured the company could install the 
components efficiently with the least impact 
on the local marine environment. 

lifting SErViCES
an all-encompassing strategy of lifting 
services throughout the project was delivered. 
this strategy included the production of 
lift plans, onsite management for lifting 
operations, project guidance and advice 
at the pre-engineering, engineering and 
execution stages, project method statements 
and procedures, risk assessment for all types 
of lifting and project operations, onshore and 
offshore site audits and report.

Vital ExpEriEnCE
Working at Meerwind has provided the 
company with vital experience for technically 
challenging future projects. With an 
expected completion date of February 2014, 
this eighty 3.6MW siemens turbine project is 
well on track.

Using this experience, seajacks is dedicated 
to becoming the leading service provider 
for the installation, maintenance, repair, 
hook-up and commissioning of offshore 
wind farms in europe.  

Seajacks

nEw SurVEy VESSEl for oSiriS projECtS
Specialist seabed mapping company 
Osiris Projects recently launched the 
5th vessel in their fleet, the 14.0m GRP 
catamaran mV Proteus. 
 
SpECifiCation
Designed to provide an excellent working 
platform for coastal survey operations, MV 
Proteus can work up to 60 miles from a 
safe haven under MCa Category 2 and has 
a maximum speed of 24 knots. the vessel 
benefits from a shallow draft of just 1.0m 
making her ideal for inshore operations, 
while the hull design ensures exceptional 
manoeuvrability at both low and high 
speeds and incorporates a low drag profile 
providing excellent fuel economy.
 

EQuipmEnt
the vessel is equipped with high grade 
positioning systems including an Inertial 
navigation system (Ins) and acoustic Ultra 
short Baseline (UsBL) acoustic positioning 
system for towfish tracking. The large back 
deck features a moon pool fitted with a 
hydraulic retractable hydrodynamic gondola 
designed to house a high grade multibeam 
echo sounder systems. 

Proteus is permanently mobilised with an 
aGo-CsW7 electric sonar winch which 
when combined with the hydraulic a-Frame, 
allows for the safe launch and recovery of 
geophysical equipment including side scan 
sonar, sub bottom profilers and marine 
magnetometers. 

lifting winCh
a separate hydraulic lifting winch enables 
oceanographic and benthic survey equipment 
to be launched and recovered from the 
vessel including small inspection class roV/
drop down camera, various grab sampling 
equipment and benthic trawls. additional 
custom designed over side mounts and davits 
allows for the vessel to be configured for a 
range of client requirements. this capability 
optimises consistency between datasets 
acquired by Proteus and osiris Projects’ 
24hr vessels; 27.5m DP1 flagship ‘MV Bibby 
tethra’ and 26.5m ‘MV Chartwell’.
 
SiStEr VESSElS
Proteus is the 4th custom build project 
undertaken by osiris Projects, following 
the launch of 12.0m ‘MV Freja’ in 2002, 

15.3m catamaran ‘MV Lia’ in 2004, and the 
aforementioned ‘MV Bibby tethra’ in 2011. 

the success of Bibby tethra, particularly 
in challenging sea conditions, has led the 
company to pursue the build of a sister 
ship to be built to the same fundamental 
design with a number of minimal alterations 
scheduled for launch in January 2015. 

Both Lia and Freja have also proven highly 
effective in coastal environments, and 
have completed over 200 marine survey 
contracts for marine renewables and oil and 
gas clients alone.

Osiris Projects

approaChing 20 yEarS of wind 
turbinE oil ChangES

the whole process is carried out in a closed 
loop system, which allows the company to 
guarantee their work is meeting the DIn Iso 
4406 standard for oil cleanliness at point of 
fill regardless of oil type or manufacturer.

world firSt
In early august Peter Lonsdorfer became 
the first company worldwide to complete 
this offshore wind turbine combined gear 
and hydraulic oil change, and since then 
they have continued to do so day on day 
and will be working right through the winter 
months for their customers moving on one 
offshore wind farm site after another to 
ensure a safe, clean and the time critical 
service process is met. 

VErSatility
the company’s modular fully enclosed 
and bunded offshore oil change units can 
be fitted to any vessel, and can be used 
for single day trips from port to turbine for 
complete oil changes, or are also able to 
facilitate 24 hour operations on a 12 hour 
shift rota for as much as four weeks at a 
time at sea without the need for the vessel to 
return to port to be replenished with new oil.

they see this process now being 
demanded by most wind turbine 
manufacturers and owners, and will be an 
essential part of the offshore wind industry 
for years to come.

Peter Lonsdorfer

hugE induStry bEnEfit
this self-contained method will prove to be 
of huge benefit to the industry as the system 
has been proven to be much safer and less 
time consuming than the traditional method, 
as there is no longer any need for winching 
20 litre drums up and down from a vessel to 

the turbine nacelle to drain 
and fill gear and hydraulic 
systems by hand, as 
well as eliminating the 
chances of contamination 
by carrying out the oil 
exchanges in a closed 
loop system from vessel 
to turbine.

timE SaVingS
While in many cases on 
the larger offshore wind 
turbines the gear oil 
changing process alone 
can take up to three days 
by hand, the company’s 
average completion time 
on these same large 
offshore wind turbines 
is less than eight hours 
for the combined gear 
and hydraulic system oil 
changes. 

Unlike the traditional method, their unique 
pumping system allows them to offline 
preheat and filter the new oil in their purpose 
built stainless steel tanks, which prevents 
it being damaged or degraded in any way. 

As the first company in the world to 
carry out wind turbine oil changes 
over 19 years ago via their specialised 
truck mounted oil pumping system and 
now europe’s leading provider of on-
shore wind turbine oil changes, Peter 
Lonsdorfer are delighted to be at the 

forefront of the wind industry yet again 
by being the first company to carry out 
a vessel mounted combined gear and 
hydraulic oil change on an offshore 
wind turbine, using their specialised 
vessel mounted pumping system.

click to view more info

click to view more info

        =  click to view video

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/osiris-projects/
http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/peter-lonsdorfer/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UBNV2lub_VQ
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bESpokE EQuipmEnt
for offShorE projECtS 

tWM has an extensive range of equipment 
to support the activities in the offshore 
Industry and has available for hire the 
modular pushing tug system, stand- off 
pontoons and a variety of fenders.   

over recent months there has been an 
increase in offshore support services 
resulting in extending their range of 
equipment to serve the needs of the industry 
and have recently transported equipment to 
the river tees and Blyth.

Tyne and Wear marine

Because the MPPts is completely road 
transportable it can be taken almost 
anywhere without the need for a good 
weather window.  

rECEnt projECtS inCludE… 
• transporting a 96 ton Liebherr Crane –  
 this 96 ton crane was transported from 
 the Liebherr factory in sunderland,   
 Deptford area to Corporation Quay to  
 continue its journey by ship to Hartlepool  
 for delivery to a gas platform for the   
 Cygnus Project.

the limited water depth of the river Wear 
which is due to lack of dredging because 
of the declining ship industry, makes the 
shallow draft of tWM’s modular pontoon 
system ideal for projects of this nature.  
4 of these large cranes are currently 
programmed in for the immediate future and 
require transporting, resulting in savings in 
time and costs.

• transporting two 43 ton Cable   
 spooling Manipulators – these Cable  
 spooling Manipulators were transported  
 from a & P tyne in Hebburn, where they 
 were constructed, to shepherds   
 offshore technology Park for Duco   
 in Wallsend tyne and Wear once again,  
 savings in time and costs.

Tyne and Wear marine ltd (TWm) is a 
north east of england based business 
and has been involved in supporting 
the offshore sector by utilising a range 
of bespoke equipment which they have 
designed having anticipated the need of 
clients operating in the offshore industry.

modular pontoon puShing tug 
SyStEm (mpptS)
tWM’s MPPts consisting of 8 pontoons 
with a unique dovetail locking system, and 
twin engines of 180hp, enables moving large 
pieces of equipment with more ease and 
cost effectiveness.

The benefits of using this equipment for 
clients are (a) it enables large pieces of 
equipment to be moved in one piece and 
(b) the equipment can be transported 
by water.  this removes the need and 
associated costs in these types of projects 
in having to dismantle the equipment after 
building in order to transport it by road, then 
rebuilding and testing it once it has reached 
its destination.

triplE VESSEl 
ContraCt SuCCESS

will go straight to work when she arrives 
in the UK next year.”

and concluded, “The majority of offshore 
wind farm operators have a 50 year 
licence from the Crown Estate, so daily 
routine maintenance is going to play 
a huge role in the output efficiency of 
all offshore wind farms. Transporting 
technicians to the wind farms to 
undertake that work will therefore create a 
high demand for safe, reliable vessels for 
many years to come.”

Tidal Transit

enabled this young north norfolk company 
to commission the construction of a fourth 
vessel with spanish boat builder Mercurio 
Plastics.

kitty pEtra
Kitty Petra will be constructed to the same 
specification as her three sister vessels, 
and she is expected to arrive in the UK in 
early spring 2014.

In confirming this latest vessel construction 
contract, Leo commented, “Activity 
associated with offshore wind farms in 
the waters surrounding the UK is frenetic. 
A number of wind farms are already in 
operation and we are delighted that Tidal 
Transit’s existing fleet of three rugged, high 
specification PTVs has been chosen to 
provide daily 12-hour charter transport for 
the turbine technicians who maintain the 
Sheringham Shoal Offshore Wind Farm.”

linColnShirE and EaSt anglia
Leo continued, “Construction is 
scheduled to commence on at least 
five other major offshore wind energy 
power plants off the coast of Lincolnshire 
and East Anglia over the next 18/24 
months, and there is already a demand 
for suitable vessels to support these 
projects for tasks including seabed 
surveys and met-mast installation and 
maintenance. I have every confidence 
that, like her sister vessels, Kitty Petra 

Tidal Transit has announced that the 
company have been awarded its third 
18-month vessel charter contract by 
Scira Offshore energy Limited. This will 
see the eden rose working alongside 
its sister vessels Ginny Louise and 
Tia elizabeth transporting turbine 
technicians from the Outer Harbour in 
Wells-next-the-Sea to the Sheringham 
Shoal Offshore Wind Farm to carry out 
planned maintenance.

long tErm buSinESS rElationShip
Leo Hambro, tidal transit’s Commercial 
Director said, “We are delighted with this 
latest contract. Our vessels are supremely 
suited to the job they do in the sometimes 
unreliable conditions of the North Sea. We 
were part of Scira’s operation during the 
building stage, and it is a huge testament 
to the vessels and to the company, that 
now, with all three vessels under contract, 
we are playing an even greater role in the 
planned operation and maintenance of the 
Sheringham Shoal Offshore Wind Farm.”

furthEr inVEStmEnt – VESSEl 
numbEr 4
the company has also made a further 
investment in expanding its offshore wind 
farm personnel vessel fleet.  

the charter demand for the latest generation 
of offshore wind farm Personnel transport 
Vessels [PtVs] from tidal transit Limited has 

click to view more info

click to view more info

        =  click to view video 1

        =  click to view video 2

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/tidal-transit/
http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/tyne-wear-marine/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vh4ybjhsA24
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RthH9tKFFCw
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Quo VadiS
ConfErEnCE
bErlin 2013

ConfErEnCE and SpEakErS
Kevin Donovan used this platform to 
announce a major change to his company 
Windpower renewable solutions (Wrs): 
This event was to be the official launch of 
the new venture GWa supplies with Wrs 
becoming fully integrated into the new 
company. Kevin also introduced his partner 
in GWa supplies, Clifford Mcspadden.

The conference was then officially opened 
by Daniel rutstein, Director General of UK 
trade & Investment based in Berlin.
this was followed by a number of 
professional presentations from leaders in 
their field and from executives of the major 
utility companies…

• Paul Meaney, sKF – Upgrading Versus  
 replacing
• thomas stalin, Vattenfall – Converter  
 Failures
• Chis smith, res – adding Value to Wind  
 o&M
• Brian Darnell, GL Garrad Hassan –   
 Performance Monitoring
• olivier Gaget, offshore Wind Power  
 Consulting – From offshore Wind Farm  
 Construction to o&M
• stephan Diedrich, KK electronics – How  
 to Increase the energy output of older  
 Wind turbines 

worth their while. This year we have set a 
new milestone with 3 delegates travelling 
all the way from New Zealand. We are 
fortunate that our loyal sponsors and new 
ones help us to finance the event as this is 
and will always be for invited guests only.”

Global Wind alliance

thE prE EVEnt dinnEr goES
Sky high
Quo Vadis is so much more than just a 
conference. the two day event began with 
a tour of Berlin with a very knowledgeable, 
enthusiastic and amusing tour guide. For 
the evening meal everybody had high 
expectations, even more so as they were 
dining 207m above the Berlin skyline in 
the rotating restaurant of the 220m high 
tV tower. this all provided a relaxed 
environment to network within the group. so 
by the time the conference started on day 
two, there was already a strong sense of 
community.

nEtworking and Exhibition
Quo Vadis followed again the successful 
format of previous years with short 
presentations and Q&a sessions and long 
breaks for networking in the adjoining 
exhibition area where the host (GWa 
supplies) and co-host (sKF) as well as the 
other main sponsors showed their products 
and services: GL Garrad Hassan (now DnV 
GL), GastoPs Canada, Hove a/s, KK 
electronics, Morgan a&M, Winergy, and 
ZF. David Morgan, Business Manager Wind 
service from ZF services UK Ltd was again 
very pleased with Quo Vadis and voiced his 
opinion: “It is a fantastic opportunity for us 
to meet our customers, some of whom 
we haven’t seen in a while. As mentioned 
before ZF Services think this is a very 
worthwhile conference and we will continue 
to support it through sponsorship in 2014.”

Summary
Feedback has been excellent with many 
delegates choosing Quo Vadis Conference 
as their number one event in the year. Kevin 
Donovan commented: “As always, we have 
tried to make everything as interesting 
and special as we can. This industry is 
unique and the people involved are equally 
unique. As more and more people come 
and spend two days of their precious time 
with us we have to deliver and make it 

With many of the delegates being regular 
attendees at Quo Vadis this has created 
a real feeling of community at the annual 
gatherings. This reflects the nature of our 
industry which is young and closely knit. 
Indeed, the presentation from Chris smith 
(res) highlighted the development that 
our industry is undergoing – from its early 
pioneering, non-conformist beginnings, to 
an industry that is maturing with improved 
capabilities but also increasing challenges 
to incorporate professional standards and 
practices into everyday business. 

thE 

offiCial 
ConfErEnCE 
hall of famE
the sense of 
community was 
reinforced with 
the introduction of the ‘Hall of Fame’. sigrid 
Donovan inducted three people into this 
place of honour for having attended every 
one of the 7 Quo Vadis Conferences. they 
are Huw smallwood (tegni), Jon Beresford 
(e.on), and steve Higman (reG). as well 
as getting their faces up on the screen – for 
which they will or will not be eternally grateful 
– they received a silver plated model wind 
turbine. Michael Bermingham (esB) and 
steve Clarke (devCo) were appointed to the 
anteroom of Fame for participating in 6 of 
the 7 Quo Vadis Conferences.

QuO VaDIS cOnFerence QuO VaDIS cOnFerence

Quo VadiS ConfErEnCE, thE 
annual ConVEntion for wind 
farm ownErS and opEratorS 
hoStEd by kEVin and Sigrid 
donoVan of gwa SuppliES, waS 
hEld in bErlin thiS yEar. 

by inVitation only ConfErEnCE
now in its 7th year, this by-invitation-only 
conference has grown to become a key 
event for the industry and an attraction for 
regular attendees. 86 delegates came to 
Berlin, including some 40 representatives 
from 23 utility companies. GWa supplies 
are members of the Global Wind alliance 
which was well represented with 7 
member companies attending, and with 
Clifford Mcspadden who is Chairman of 
the GWa, moderating the conference as 
he has done for the past few years.

chairman clifford mcSpadden ensures 
the conference delegates are awake!
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thE inSidE 
Story

and finally...
During our conversation it is abundantly 
clear that Philip and his team have the 
energy, drive, enthusiasm and dynamism 
to grow and succeed in this innovative 
and fast moving industry. the company 
certainly does seem to have ‘the bit 
between their teeth.’

the companies ingrained ethics, morals, 
integrity, fairness and honesty, I found 
simply astonishing and incredibly refreshing 
and Wind energy network wish subsea 
energy solutions every success for the 
future.

Fliss chaffer
Interviewer
Wind energy network

Control of your own dEStiny
the ethos behind subsea energy solutions 
was simply to be in control of their own 
destiny. the company is thankful for all past 
experiences good & bad that have let to 
the creation of subsea energy solutions. 
the company Director’s have long 

desired to take client service to another 
level, beyond they feel the reach of most 
companies. Collectively, Philip, the partners 
and employees have well over 100 years 
experience and shall bring every year of 
experience to bear.

employing 15 plus personnel, the company 
contains skill sets of design, project 
management, documentation, machining, 
welding, fabrication and polyurethane 
processing coupled with highly trained 
Lloyds registered coded welders also 
providing aluminium welding.

already acquiring a plethora of blue chip 
clients the Directors pledge to maintain this 
vein with a ‘can always do attitude’ and 
insist in continuing the direct impact within 
the industry.

a tranSparEnt and praCtiCal 
approaCh
Philip likens their mantra to ‘the company 
does what it says on the tin’ providing 
solutions to very challenging situations!

another such project they completed was 
for another offshore wind farm requiring 
the creation of equipment at the base of 
the monopile. at times the glacier sea bed 
makes piling challenging and difficult to drill, 
this is known as ‘piling refusal’.

In such circumstances the jack hammer 
has to be removed and a very large drill 
dropped inserted within the centre of the 
monopile. the challenge was to seal the
45 degree elliptical cable entry hole. 
Divers oversaw the procedure to ensure 
the resulting seabed slush and sediment 
escaping was effectively controlled 
and thus pumped away in the correct 
environmental manner.

Various design of sealing units were 
required by the project and divers to suit 
various project parameters. again, this 
demonstrates pure bespoke solutions and 
delivering on a strict schedule.

the company offered the client design, 
testing, 3D animations and technical / 
installation specifications informing divers 
what to do using a step-by-step guide 
followed to the letter. The first unit took only 
45 minutes to install and was considered a 
text book operation.

With all enquiries subsea energy solutions 
ensure a 24 hour response.

SubflEx™ 
Philip goes on to say their unique cable 
protection system sUBFLeX™ is now going 
from strength to strength offering clients 
not only extremely cost effective, enhanced 
cable protection, rapid installation but also 
fully eliminating maintenance requirements.  
sUBFLeX™ is likened to a human spine, 
the central cable is protected by a sheath 
of flexible polyurethane which enhances 
strength and extends the design life of array 
& export cables.

thE futurE
Contracts have now been signed to 
relocate to a brand new factory and 
consolidate the project office and all 
manufacturing facilities allowing for even 
increased efficiencies and to maintain and 
secure more major offshore contracts.

When Fliss, our intrepid interviewer, arrived 
back in the office from her latest assignment 
she suggested that due to the nature of her 
meeting with Philip stanyon from subsea 
energy solutions she highly recommended 
that we introduce a new feature, so here is 
the very first ‘Inside Story’.

Please feel free to contact us if you 
would like to be featured in a future 
edition and we will do the rest.

nEw bEginningS
as subsea energy solutions has 
only been established since March 
2012 as a direct consequence 
to industry demand, it is worthy 
of a massive pat on the back to 
those involved for having gained 
such a reliable, trustworthy and 
dependable reputation in such a 
short space of time.

However, complacency certainly 
does not feature in sales Director 
Philip stanyon’s vocabulary 
‘dynamic not static’ ever evolving to 
meet the consistently altering demands and 
requirements of their customers to provide 
an ongoing professional, competitive, 
cost-effective, fully bespoke and most 
importantly a personal service.

offering design, manufacture, testing and 
supply of cable protection solutions and 
subsea equipment to Iso 9001:2008 
standards for the offshore sector; 
renewable and oil and gas, I was certainly 
keen to find out a lot more about this highly 
dynamic multi-million pound turnover 
company.

The project office, processing plant and 
fabrication facilities are based around 
Richmond, North Yorkshire, which benefit 
from electricity generated from its own 
turbine, biomass heating and to boot a 
‘right rural’ view of a large lake!

CablE protECtion SolutionS
subsea energy solution provide a full suite 
of solutions for subsea cable protection 
and have on many occasions been at 
the drawing board producing prototypes, 
performing system integration trials, 
producing pre-production units, performing 
factory acceptance trails (also liaising with 
university’s and testing innovative ideas) 
leading to full-scale production units.

since the company’s inception I’m 
personally aware the Directors have 
developed very strong relationships with 
all their clients and have undertaken 
bespoke design work right through to the 
manufacture and installation of numerous 
projects.

other bespoke solutions have now also 
been installed on rWe npower offshore 
wind farms, e.on offshore wind farms and 
Vattenfall offshore wind farms. all projects 
have represented ‘pure & bespoke design’, 
i.e. never ever having been undertaken 
before within the industry.

Philip continues that in many instances 
companies come to them simply out of 
delivery schedule necessity, ‘a don’t know 
where to turn next’ scenario, which is just 
the challenge the highly flexible company 
relishes and thrives upon.

CaSE Study
one of their clients came to them with one 
such challenge for an offshore wind farm, 
needing to be mobilised and within two and 
half weeks. the requirement was to replace 
and protect an export cable. subsea 
energy solutions set to and sketched a 
design which was approved and custom-
made. an extremely high risk project, 
however clarification was received from 
offshore that the project was seamless, 
setting a precedent within the industry.

When we speak to business leaders on our travels to conferences and exhibitions 
we often discuss their success in growing their companies. The dynamic nature 
of the industry lends itself very well to small start-up companies which become 
Sme’s within sometimes an astonishingly short period of time.

click to view more info

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/subsea-energy-solutions/
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tEkmar winS dong EnErgy’S 
wEStErmoSt rough ContraCt

not require a j-tube and utilises a remote 
installation method. this provides enhanced 
cable life and resilience – reducing the 
risk of damage and requirement for 

maintenance and 
cost saving on 
foundation. 

triEd and 
tEStEd
Over the past five 
years tekmar 
has installed 
more than 2,000 
cable protection 
systems and 
has a further 
1,000 in design 
or manufacture 
for the 26 
windfarms it has 
been involved in 
across europe.

Founded in 
1985, the firm initially specialised in oil and 
gas before moving into the expanding 
offshore renewables industry when it 
developed bespoke cable protection 
systems for cables connecting wind 
turbines.

tekmar is fully QHse compliant and has 
obtained Iso 9001, 14001 and 18001 
accreditations.

Tekmar

“This is a significant project for us to be 
involved in and the fifth time we have 
worked with DONG Energy. We will 
be supplying Westermost Rough OWF 
with our Teklink cable protection system 
which brings a range of benefits when 
compared to more traditional cable, 
installation and protection.” 

no j-tubE rEQuirEmEnt
In comparison with other subsea cable 
installations, tekmar’s teklink system does 

The world’s leading cable protection 
company for the offshore wind 
industry, Tekmar energy, has been 
awarded a cable protection contract 
by DOnG energy for the Westermost 
rough Offshore Wind Farm.

situated eight kilometres off the coast of 
Hull, Westermost rough windfarm will 
cover an area of 35 sq km, generating 
210MW of electricity – enough to supply 
200,000 homes. the scheme is part of the 
UK’s round 2 of wind farm projects. once 
complete, the Westermost rough oWF will 
be the first wind farm in the world to use 
siemens 6MW turbines on a commercial 
scale.

bESpokE CablE CoVEringS
tekmar energy, headquartered in newton 
aycliffe, County Durham, will provide bespoke 
coverings to protect the infield and export 
cables from exposure to loads, deformations 
and fatigue during installation and over the 
35-turbine windfarm’s service life.

Chief executive James richie said: “The 
Westermost Rough project will play an 
important role in reducing CO2 emissions 
and contribute towards the UK achieving 
its targets of electricity generation from 
renewable energy schemes. 

cabLe PrOTecTIOn  FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr cabLe PrOTecTIOn 

prEVEntiVE and prEdiCtiVE 
maintEnanCE programmES

partnErShip bEnEfitS
Ges Group Managing Director, David 
Moore, said, “In the past, prior to our 
partnership with Avex Cable Jointing, test 
procedures were systematic, timely and 
expensive due to the traditional methods 
and technology used by the industry as 
standard. Now we can pin-point cable 
failures of various categories and lengths 
within a few hours of arriving on site. This 
is a major step forward for GES and for 
the industry. Down-time results in major 
costs and losses of revenue so we are 
very pleased that technological investment 
and our partnership will play a major 
proactive role in preventative trend analysis 
to many network owners, while providing 
confidence that we are available to react 
should the unfortunate occurrence of 
cable failures exist.”

Grants electrical Services Ltd

frequency of the output can also be reduced 
allowing even larger capacitance loads 
to be tested. at 0.02Hz, approx. 50,000 
ft./15,000m of cable can be tested. 

inVEStmEnt
the recent £40,000 investment also 
included the purchase of the MFM10 sheath 
tester and Fault Locator. Cable sheath 
testing is vital in preventative maintenance 
of electricity supply to low and high voltage 
cable networks. 

the MFM10 incorporates pre-location 
to speed-up fault location on large cable 
runs. an intact polymeric cable sheath is a 
prerequisite for 
the avoidance 
of water ingress 
and subsequent 
cable faults in low 
and high voltage 
cable networks 
the pre-location 
and pinpointing 
of cable sheath 
faults prevent 
ageing, faults and 
stresses that are 
a consequence 
of water ingress.

northern Ireland based electrical and 
mechanical engineering company 
makes a considerable investment in 
new and innovative testing technology. 
Grants electrical Services Ltd (GeS 
Group) aims to provide the best in 
preventive and predictive maintenance 
programmes by building powerful 
partnerships with their clients 
through investment, innovation and 
collaboration with their key strategic 
partners. Working closely with their 
HV cable jointing partner, avex cable 
Jointing Ltd, the company are the first 
in northern Ireland to use some of 
the most advanced HV test systems 
available on the market.

Vlf tESting
Ges Group and avex provide VLF testing on 
newly installed high voltage cables on wind 
turbines and solar farms using the HVa60 
VLF test set - the lightest, most compact 
instrument of its type on the market that 
has the highest power to weight ratio of any 
comparable device. 

SpECifiCationS
the HVa60 is capable of testing capacitive 
loads up to 1µF (approx.10,000 ft. / 3000m 
of cable) at 0.1Hz and 60kV peak and the 

Ea tEChnology unVEilS 
nEw SyStEm to idEntify 
partial diSChargE in 
liVE CablES

“The CableData Collector 
provides a solution to the 
damaging potential issue of 
power outage resulting from 
PD and is a non-intrusive 
and low-cost way to maintain 
assets.”

CablEdata analySiS 
Studio SoftwarE
the CableData Collector is able 
to record PD activity through the 
use of the CableData analysis 
studio. sold separately, the 
software produces reports 
showing the severity of PD 
activity and supplies information 
on the condition of assets 
on which to base failure risk 
assessment and decisions on 
remedial action or replacement.

ea Technology

EaSiEr and morE CoSt EffiCiEnt
siôn Hughes, Development engineer 
at ea technology, said: “For Network 
Operators, it is of the utmost importance 
to keep any power outages on their 
network to an absolute minimum; with 

insulated cables 
up to several miles 
by detecting high 
frequency pulses 
generated by PD 
events within the 
cable.

Portable, robust 
and lightweight, 
the CableData Collector detects and 
records PD activity. through CableData 
analysis studio software, a report can 
be produced to assess the condition of 
cables and the likelihood of failure and 
outages in power lines.

the introduction of the 
CableData Collector, 
testing for PD in cables 
becomes far easier and 
more cost efficient.

“PD can be a major factor 
in substation failures 
and is caused by a 
number of cable defects, 
including insulation 
deterioration, faulty joints, 
poor terminations and 
mechanical damage. 
Detecting PD early can 
help achieve major savings 
for Network Operators by 
enabling them to make 
more informed decisions 
about managing their 
assets, whether through 
replacement or smarter 
maintenance.

cableData collector supplies 
intelligence without disrupting supply

an innovative new piece of equipment to 
detect Partial Discharge (PD) in live electrical 
cables before they fail has been unveiled by 
power engineering specialist ea technology.

Developed by the North West-based firm, 
the CableData Collector will enable electrical 
engineers to identify PD in cables that are 
online, avoiding potential disruption.

pionEEring nEw EQuipmEnt
the pioneering new equipment can 
identify potential issues in most types of 
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CablE protECtion 
SyStEmS and 
thEir importanCE 
for offShorE 
inStallationS

joinEd-up thinking
the offshore wind supply chain is still relatively immature but by 
working closer, with joined-up thinking, will assist in reducing 
costs and the industry becoming more competitive. the criticality 
of cables and their integrity has often been underestimated, but 
recently there appears to be a growing desire to engineer out-risk 
at an early stage in the life cycle of projects.

bPP cables

Tekmar

cable Protection systems may only be a small portion of 
the caPex of an Offshore Wind Farm. However, it provides 
a critical element in ensuring the reliability of all important 
cable which transmits the generated power back to land. 

bpp CablES and tEkmar Collaboration
BPP Cables have supported tekmar, a leading manufacturer 
of cable protection systems for a number of years, by providing 
reliable engineering analysis on their market-leading teklink 
system. This value-adding verification provides reassurance to 
clients – usually developers and installation contractors – that the 
cable protection solution selected will provide reliable service for 
the expected life of the wind farm.

ConSidErationS
amongst the many factors to be considered when selecting a 
cable protection system are the existing environment and the 
potential changes over time, such as scour. Vibration and the 
inevitable marine growth also need to be considered. It is common 
within a windfarm array for there to be considerable variation of 
operating depths and a “one-size-fits-all” product is rarely the 
answer. 

ExpEriEnCE
With an extensive track record of manufacturing and installing 
cable protection systems, tekmar is ideally placed to build on their 
success and have an investment r&D programme lead the market 
in product innovation. 

BPP Cables, a subsidiary of BPP-teCH, a long-established 
energy sector engineering consultancy, provides high quality 
support to cables-related engineering. this ranges from our 
proprietary HV dynamic cable designs, through analysis and 
product development, to forensic analysis. through the close 
working relationship between BPP Cables and tekmar the team 
understands the technical requirements of the developers and full 
range of challenges new projects serve up. 

CombinEd StrEngthS
the cooperation draws from the combined strengths to deliver 
a well-designed, quality manufactured and executed CPs – is of 
greater value than the sum of the parts.  

Clients are better informed of the challenges that cables face when 
installed offshore and the value of well designed cable protection 
systems. this often means cable protection engineers are engaged 
at an early stage to address the specific areas of risk. 

through strong collaboration, BPP Cables and tekmar are well 
placed to address the major industry concerns, with practical 
engineering analysis e.g. cable vibration in a monopile. this 
pioneering analysis by BPP Cables almost two years ago 
enabled specific vibration studies for a number of clients, all of 
whom have benefited from the results – based upon very robust 
methodologies – which BPP Cables delivered.

SubSEa trEnChing 
thE right toolS 
for thE job

dEliVEring grEat thingS
robbie continues, “We care a lot about 
our culture at OP, about creating an 
environment where engineers are 
empowered to deliver great things. We 
maintain an open, communicative and 
mutually supportive environment where 
our engineers operate to lean systems 
and processes and without demarcated 
departments, allowing us to meet our 
clients commercial requirements without 
compromising our industry leading safety 
standards. 

“This flexible structure allows us to 
move fast and respond dynamically to 
customers’ evolving requirements, whilst 
at all times maintaining engineering 
rigour and control of quality. Engineering, 
particularly offshore engineering, is a 
creative and highly rewarding vocation 
and we encourage passion for what we 
do throughout the team; I believe that this 
passion and pride comes through in all the 
projects we deliver.”

OP continues to deliver modification and 
upgrade projects to a range of clients, 
with the winter period being a traditionally 
busy time preparing assets for the coming 
installation season.

OSbIT Power

much of what are now industry standard 
means of burying cables and launching 
and recovering trenching assets.

“Trenching jobs are by their nature rather 
diverse, as soil conditions, water depths, 
products, sea conditions, vessels and 
environmental constraints all vary from 
project to project. Contractors need to be 
increasingly flexible to be able to bid for 
and carry out a wide variety of potential 
jobs. Often projects call for subtle 
modifications to clients’ assets to handle 
and bury a specific cable at a specific site 
more effectively.

“At OP we have a uniquely broad 
experience base covering many existing 
trenching assets, be these ploughs, jetting 
ROVs or mechanical trenchers. Because 
of this we are able to quickly understand 
client requirements and develop these 
into elegant, efficient and robust solutions 
often in very short time frames (typically 
16 weeks down to days).”

projECtS
oP’s trenching projects, like their clients, 
span both offshore wind, oil and gas and 
subsea telecoms developments. over 
the past two years oP has completed 12 
trenching related design and modification 
projects for clients such as technip, 
Deepocean, Canyon and Modus.

effective cable installation and 
protection for offshore wind projects 
remains a challenge and is one of the 
key risks in constructing a project. The 
suitability of a project’s burial tools, 
deployment means and cable handling 
operations to the particular product 
and site, is vital in order to ensure an 
export or inter array cable installation 
project is successful. 

rEputation
north east based engineering specialist 
osBIt Power, well known for its MaXccess 
offshore access systems, has developed a 
reputation for fast and effective equipment 
upgrade and modification projects to 
enable the industries trenching contractors 
to complete their projects on spec, budget 
and in time.

hEritagE
robbie Blakeman, oP Director, comments 
on the company’s trenching heritage and 
the needs of their clients, “OP’s Engineers 
and Directors have long and successful 
track records in the offshore industry, with 
many having been instrumental in creating 

click to view more info

click to view more info

        =  click to view video

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/bpp-cables/
http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/osbit-power-ltd/
http://www.youtube.com/user/BPPCables
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daVE moSS
Dave Moss has been with Moventas for 
the last 5 years, based at the head office in 
Finland. over those years it became clear for 
the need to have a presence in the UK. 

Previously, clients from Germany, spain;, 
Portugal and Italy were being serviced from 
Finland, which as a ‘green industry’ was 
somewhat of a paradox, logistically and 
restraining time-wise.

In the meantime they continued to look into 
several other companies, but there was to 
be no signing on the dotted line.  alas, in 
2011 Moventas oy went into bankruptcy, 
although the Industrial Gear, Wind Gear 
and service Business’ continued to operate 
succesfully.  this is when Clyde Blowers 
threw a life line, a leviathan within the 
engineering world who acquired Moventas, 
with the entrepreneurial Jim McColl at the 
helm bringing with it huge weight within the 
industry.  

Working closely together, and having 
mutual customers and with a combined 
expertise and experience, Moventas 
having over 70 years of experience and in 
particular over 30 years in the wind industry 
and David Brown an 150 years heritage it 
was a foregone conclusion that this would 
be a successful union. 

now that it is in the public domain the happy 
union of Moventas acquiring David Brown 
Wind gearbox business, I met with two men 
in the know, to find out in more detail what 
this means for the future and how it will 
benefit and impact on the wind industry.

Dave Moss, service sales Manager of 
Moventas and James Clegg, now service 
sales Manager of DB Wind UK formerly of 
David Brown Gears, educated me further...

thE SamE ViSion
From meeting these two gentlemen it 
was abundantly clear that they both had 
the ferocious enthusiasm and passion for 
what their now joined forces can offer the 
industry, it was like having a
conversation in Dolby stereo! 

two peas from the same pod with the 
same vision!  Collectively this means 
that the newly christened DB Wind UK 
will become a formidable global offshore 
wind drivetrain force within engineering, 
manufacturing and the supply chain.

buSinESS hiStory
Historically Moventas and David Brown 
Gears have always enjoyed a healthy and 
competitive business relationship. Dave 
Moss mentions that for 3 years Moventas 
were looking for suitable partner companies 
for wind gearbox service in the UK, of 
which David Brown was initially a serious 
contender. However, at that time it was 
thought their businesses models were too 
close and too competitive.

Db Wind uK (a moventas Group 
Company) – Fliss Chaffer our intrepid 
interviewer caught up with two of the 
company’s movers and shakers… 

cOmPany PrOFILe cOmPany PrOFILe
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logiStiCS and SErViCing
I was intrigued to learn the process 
undertaken when the gearboxes arrive for 
service and repair and was duly educated. 
the gearbox is stripped, inspected and 
initial reports are made in one area. Further 
more detailed inspection of components 
is carried out in an inspection bay. re-
assembly of the gearboxes takes place in a 
clean build area. 

access to the clean build area is through a 
double door system and air lock somewhat 
star treK style. Currently re-assembled 
gears are spin tested and the oil during 
the spin test is continuously filtered and 
monitored. The oil filtration is carried out to 
Iso4406 15-12 standard this ensures all 
serviced gearboxes fully flushed and their 
internal components cleaned.

what doES thE futurE hold?
there are currently thousands of turbines 
installed already in the UK and Ireland plus 
other exciting projects nearing fruition. 
the future looks positive, both for new 
build gearbox projects and service to the 
installed base. Being pro-active, innovative 
and working in ever closer cooperation 
with their customers they strive to operate 
and evolve in an efficient cohesive manner. 
Complacency is not an option for Dave and 
James as they continue their drive to be at 
the forefront of a formidable industry leader.

as the companies have joined forces they 
continue with the 7MW offshore turbine 
drivetrain development with samsung 
Heavy Industries, the first of which will be 
going live in December 2013 in scotland. 
the new company will be manufacturing 
the 7MW gearboxes for samsung, from the 
UK with support from Finland. 

Moventas has existing offshore gearbox 
technology for areva with their 5MW turbine 
and the FusionDrive gear and generator 
combination for DeWind Developed and 
successfully tested in cooperation with the 
switch another Finnish company.

James mentioned H.a.L.t (Highly 
accelerated Lifetime tests) which will be 
facilitated/ implemented at narec where the 
full drive train (nacelle) can undergo testing.
Dave also mentioned, for their existing 
customer areVa, who have had a 
Moventas 5MW gearbox in the nacelle for 
over a year, this has proven to be the one 
of the most successful tests ever, with no 
design changes required - which is a major 
coup and no mean feat!

uk, irEland & EuropE 
When asked what they would be 
focusing on over the coming months, 
both gentlemen were keen to implement 
guarantees and unsurpassed service to 
their customers. 

though not there yet the goal is a service 
guarantee to be in place in 2014 which 
is to undertake to complete any servicing 
in less than 6 weeks, to respond to the 
customer within 8 hours and a technician 
on site within 24 hours and also to assess 
the situation, components/replacements 
gearbox within 72 hours

now in a position with the UK facility 
to store gearboxes, which is salient to 
strategic planning, they can now be 
waiting in abeyance, thus reducing down 
time for customers during servicing and 
maintenance.
 
ConCluSion
James and Dave concluded, “This union 
gives us the ability to be able to support 
the OEM more than ever before and 
where the opportunity exists the major 
utilities and turbine owners– making us 
the strongest leader in this industry.”

In all, this is a healthy professional 
relationship and one with a very optimistic 
exciting future. 

moventas

Co-opEration/Collaboration
Marko sormunen, from Moventas in 
Finland has already spent six months 
in the Huddersfield service centre now 
providing technical support, working with 
the existing David Brown team, establishing 
and fine tuning workshop processes and 
procedures to bring them in line with other 
Moventas service Centres around the 
world. the initial process was to provide 
Moventas with a trusted partner in the UK 
that was certified as a service partner for 
Moventas products and to support them. 

the object of that exercise was better 
support for the customer base in the UK 
and Ireland. now that David Brown Wind 
are a Moventas Group Company Marko 
will return to Huddersfield for a further 12 
months to continue the excellent work 
already done, build on the success so far 
and strengthen the Huddersfield team. 

It is Moventas’ concept to continue to 
provide a global service and to standardise 
all the processes, which will allow for far 
greater flexibility in the service offering for 
their european customers.

This localised service provision and flexibility 
now allows the team to perform more 
extensive ‘up-tower’ work, changing shafts/
bearing and in some cases the complete 
helical stage for gearboxes up to 2 MW. 
this union also provides the opportunity 
for cross fertilisation of innovative ideas in 

Craneage capacity in the service 
workshops is up to 40 tonne capable 
of handling multi MW class gears of all 
design and manufacture. the installation 
of the new gear wash tank which has the 
ability to accommodate a complete 3 MW 
gearbox within its 3 metre cube capacity 
or major components from the 7MW off-
shore wind turbine gearbox for samsung, 
manufactured in Huddersfield is another 
major investment and step forward. It is 
believed this is the largest wash facility of its 
kind used for wind gears in the UK.

dynamiC duo
not surprisingly it is a frenetic time and 
with this collaboration the ‘dynamic duo’ of 
Dave Moss and James Clegg plan to meet 
with and cooperate with existing customers 
to explain the situation and establish future 
infrastructure.

uk tEam
James Clegg goes on to say that the team at 
the Huddersfield site viewed this acquisition 
initially with some trepidation, which has 
rapidly changed and developed into 
enthusiasm and excitement for the future.  

a team of Hr professionals from the 
Moventas office in Germany have been 
over to meet with the personnel and 
spoken with them all individually to ensure 
all know what is planned and to allay any 
concerns they may have had. this now 
means that responsibilities can be divided 
for the UK service market. 

the design and implementation of their own 
tooling used in up-tower processes not 
previously thought possible.

James Clegg states “With the acquisition 
of DB Wind UK the process continues – 
ever increasing the quality and services 
offered.”  

tESt rig
there will be a major impact in 2014 with 
the installation of the 3.6 MW test rig in the 
Huddersfield service centre, which is the 
only test rig of its kind in the UK – capable 
of providing full load test for serviced gears. 
this is of particular importance for MW 
class gears and is quite a coup. James 
goes on to discuss the site in Huddersfield 
which in total is 17 acres, 6 acres of which 
is dedicated to the wind business. 

cOmPany PrOFILe cOmPany PrOFILe

Dave moss

james clegg

click to view more info
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        =  click to view video 2

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/moventas/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Khnn9llthEc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4nTP_hVH6U
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monitoring 
wind turbinE 
pErformanCE 
through uSEd
oil analySiS

It is critical to ensure consistency that oil samples should always 
be taken in the same manner and from the same sampling point. 
there are various system points where oil samples can be taken. 
Fixed sample points such as on filter units (prior to filtration) are 
common.  If no sample points exist then consider fitting a sampling 
point.  oil samples can also be taken using a vacuum pump and 
tubing but take care to use the same length of tubing so that the 
oil ample is drawn from the same depth each time, which should 
be approximately midway of the oil level.  the tubing is disregarded 
each time it has been used.

to identify the most appropriate sample point, it is imperative to 
consult with your oil analysis provider and machine manufacturer for 
application-specific advice. Once the location has been identified, it 
should be noted in the maintenance records so samples can always 
be taken from the same place. 

also, do not sample a turbine immediately after an oil change or 
after a large amount of make-up oil has been recently added unless 
the purpose is to just to confirm the oil cleanliness, which can 
indicate if the oil change has been carried out in a clean manner. 
  
putting oil to thE tESt
For many years exxonMobil has been tracking their advanced 
synthetic gear oil in the main gearboxes of a wide variety of wind 
turbines, including different models, sizes and those exposed to 
many different challenging environments.  From January 2000 
to august 2013 data on approximately 46,700 oil samples was 
reviewed. When characterising the performance of the lubricant, 
an in-depth test slate is usually run. However, in this review the 
focus was on system wear, oil oxidation stability, viscosity retention 
and water contamination – the most relevant tests for determining 
proper gearbox operation. the used oil tests listed below trace the 
results of using exxonMobil’s advanced synthetic gear oil, Mobilgear 
sHC™ XMP 320, in the main wind turbine gearbox.  

wEar aS indiCatEd by thE prESEnCE of iron and othEr 
mEtalS 
Inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy is used to determine the 
presence and concentration of wear metals in oil. Iron, copper, 
chrome, aluminium, lead and tin define this category, with iron 
the predominant wear metal in wind turbine reducers. as shown 
in Figure 1, exxonMobil examined the iron content of 32,000* 
samples, showing no trend for iron content increase with the used 
age of the oil, thus verifying the excellent long-term wear protection 
provided by the lubricant.

Figure 1 – Iron Content Vs Oil Age

SErViCE watEr lEVElS and wEar potEntial
Water as a contaminant is most relevant as its presence may cause 
additive depletion, viscosity drop and corrosion of components. 
Figure 4 shows the water concentration in the oil over time, with 
exceedingly low levels of water in the oil, ensuring no free water 
and thus protecting against potential corrosive wear. this indicates 
that certain high performance synthetic lubricants can help reduce 
downtime and help prolong service performance.

Figure 4 – Water Concentration Over Time

long-tErm SuCCESS
By following the recommendations and some of the key in-service 
oil analysis tests detailed in this article, maintenance professionals 
can benefit from optimised equipment performance, minimised 
maintenance and improve turbine availability. selecting an oil 
analysis provider that has application-specific expertise, intimate 
relationships with oeMs and a comprehensive online oil analysis 
offering will also help maintenance professionals achieve their 
company’s productivity goals as well as their own.  

* 32,000 samples with stated running hours 

robert Pears
Wind energy Sector Specialist
exxonmobil Fuels & Lubricants

modern offshore wind turbines are sophisticated machines, 
operating in demanding environments. unscheduled 
downtime caused by equipment failure can have a significant 
impact on the operator’s bottom line and, in more severe 
climates where ambient temperatures can reach as low as 
-40°c, result in substantial delays to restarts.  In order to 
keep wind turbines operating at full capacity, and to avoid 
the expense of unplanned maintenance, it is important to 
select the right lubricant. 

innoVatiVE tESting
By using innovative tests to monitor the in-service performance 
of selected lubricants, maintenance professionals will gain the 
insight needed to optimise wind turbine operation and minimise 
unscheduled downtime. this article explores how a sophisticated oil 
analysis program can help address the challenges in wind turbine 
lubrication, looking specifically at the use of advanced synthetic gear 
oils in the main wind turbine gearbox.  

uSEd oil analySiS
one of the most popular maintenance programmes being 
implemented is Used oil analysis, a series of laboratory tests that 
can determine the condition of equipment components and the 
condition of the in-service lubricant. alongside the use of high quality 
lubricants, oil analysis helps maintenance professionals extend 
equipment component and lubricant life, provide early warning signs 
of contamination, and minimise unscheduled maintenance.   

In order for o&M managers/engineers to improve productivity and 
potentially increase profitability through oil and equipment monitoring 
there are a number of elements to be considered.

Start off with thE baSiCS 
there is a certain protocol that should be followed to help ensure 
the accuracy of oil analysis results. First, maintenance professionals 
should always use a clean, dry container to draw oil samples to 
ensure an accurate result. Most oil analysis companies will provide 
the sample bottles for the oil samples to be collected. Usually only 
100 ml is sufficient for a standard test suite.

Wind turbine maintenance engineers should where possible 
draw the oil sample from the appropriate system (main gearbox 
or hydraulic system) whilst the oil is circulating.  Where this is not 
possible the oil sample should be taken as soon as possible after 
the system has been shut down, ideally within 30 minutes.

ViSCoSity rEtEntion aS an indiCator of film StrEngth
Viscosity is a measure of a fluid’s resistance to flow and most used 
oil analysis laboratories report it as kinematic viscosity at either 40°C 
or 100°C. exxonMobil found that there was no oxidative thickening 
or shear over time, suggesting the lubricant stayed in viscosity grade 
throughout the reported service (Figure 2). this is an important 
finding as it confirms that the oil is able to maintain film strength and 
provide excellent wear protection throughout its service life.

Figure 2 – Kinematic Viscosity Over Time

oil oxidation aS dEtErminEd by total aCid numbEr 
as oils oxidise over time, chemical change occurs and acid number 
of the lubricant can rise indicating the lubricant starts to break down.   
the total acid number (tan) is the amount of potassium hydroxide 
in milligrams that is needed to neutralise the acids in one gram of oil 
and is used as one of the indicators that a lubricant needs changing. 
as the tan value of the oil increases, viscosity rises and the 
lubricating potential of the oil is compromised, leading to increased 
wear.  In addition, the corrosive tendencies of the oil will increase, 
further exacerbating component wear.  

Figure 3 – Total Acid Number over Time

In Figure 3, exxonMobil examined the results of the samples, 
demonstrating that over the extended lifetime of the product (3-5 
years) tan shows very little increase over the new product value 
of 0.9 mgKoH/g (some scatter is evident due to test variability). 
this means that the life of the advanced synthetic lubricant was not 
impacted by turbine gearbox operation.

LubrIcanTS FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr LubrIcanTS

click to view more info

        =  click to view video

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/exxon-mobil/
http://www.signumoilanalysis.com/signum-english/whysignum_watch-demo
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LubrIcanTS FeaTure SPOnSOr  FeaTure SPOnSOr LubrIcanTS

nEw tEStS look at 
how wind turbinE 
bEaring grEaSE hElpS 
to aVoid wEar failurE

EnhanCEd wEar protECtion
the shell Gadus range has been developed to deliver best value 
through enhanced wear protection, long grease life and system 
efficiency. Shell Gadus S5 V110KP 1.5 blade bearing grease has 
also been run through a number of other industry standard tests to 
demonstrate its advanced performance in the area of resistance to 
wear in oscillating and fretting wear type conditions.

Felix Guerzoni
Lubricants Product application Specialist
Shell

ensuring wind turbines are effectively lubricated is 
challenging - not only because of the remoteness of the 
wind farms, but the ambient conditions in which they 
operate and the loads and vibrations to which components 
are exposed. 

selecting greases for wind turbine bearing lubrication requires a 
deep understanding of the blade bearing application, design and 
typical failure modes for the bearings and servicing frequency, to 
name a few. 

The blade bearing application involves not only significant vibration, 
but also minimal rotation for the bearing members. a common 
failure of blade bearings is that of fretting wear or false brinelling 
but this wear can be addressed through careful grease choice. 

ripplE & CorroSion tESt
one of the world’s leading manufacturers of blade bearings for 
wind turbines, Rothe Erde, specifies that greases for use in their 
blade bearings must pass a specifically designed test called 
the rothe erde/IMe ripple & Corrosion test. this test was 
developed specifically by the Institut Fuer Maschinenelemente und 
Maschinengestaltung at aachen University in Germany to evaluate 
the performance of blade bearing greases and their tendency to 
prevent false brinelling due to oscillation and wear. 

as part of the test, grease is packed into a four point contact roller 
bearing through which 1% naCl solution is passed, and the bearing 
is then cycled through 1 million cycles of alternating 70 kn axial 
load. at the end of the testing cycles, the bearings are removed 
and the ripple depth on the bearing raceway measured. Further 
visual assessment of the degree of corrosion is conducted with a 
rating on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the best and last corrosion 
and 5 the worst and highest level of corrosion. at shell we were 
pleased to find that our Shell Gadus S5 V110KP 1.5 blade bearing 
grease gives a corrosion rating of 1 and ripple depth maximum 
of 2mm and mean ripple depth of <1mm respectively showing 
excellent protection against this wear mechanism.

ExtEnding wind turbinE lifE with 
Condition baSEd lubriCation

VEStaS & CaStrol
Sign global 3 yEar dEal 

which is particularly important for offshore 
applications. It will also save on downtime 
and loss of production while waiting for 
intervention, lengthen the wind turbine’s 
life time, and reduce the risk of cascading 
failures. 

SKF

suitable for operations in a wide range 
of temperatures. Castrol global footprint 
allows us to work with the Vestas team and 
support them worldwide.”

VEStaS’ CirCa 50,000 wind turbinES 
worldwidE
Vestas is dedicated exclusively to wind energy 
and one of the clear leaders in its development. 
It delivers cost-effective wind technologies, 
products and services with almost 50,000 
wind turbines installed worldwide.  

castrol

sKF Condition Based Lubrication allows 
the CMs system to monitor lubrication 
pumps and components, including pump 
status and grease levels. If failures such 
as empty or blocked pumps or torn feed 
lines are detected, operators are notified 
immediately.

add-on
“As an inclusion to an already planned 
investment in lubrication systems and 
CMS, our Condition Based Lubrication is 
a very cost effective add-on,” says Harry 
timmerman, Product Manager.
“As such it brings the two systems 
together to create new and unique 
features, allowing the lubrication regime 
to react to the SKF WindCon CMS’s 
measurements.”

unnECESSary opErationS SaVingS
this early detection of lubrication failures 
working in combination with automatic 
lubrication will naturally avoid unnecessary 
and inconvenient maintenance operations, 

1.5 million litrES a yEar
It is projected that Castrol will deliver in excess 
of 1.5 million litres a year under this deal. 
the agreement follows the full product 
approval for global use, which came after a 
three-year trial. 

CloSE Collaboration
John Carey, Vice-President, Castrol 
Lubricants business for aviation, Industrial, 
Marine and energy said: “This agreement 
is the result of a close collaboration with 
Vestas using our extensive expertise to 
deliver the best result for the company. At 
Castrol, working alongside our customers 
is key to developing solutions that are able 
to meet their needs, and Castrol Optigear 
Synthetic CT gear oil has been formulated 
specifically for use in wind turbine gear box 
applications. Designed to perform in some 
of the most challenging environments 
and with a very good thermal stability, 
Castrol Optigear Synthetic CT gear oil 
high viscosity index makes the product 

actively combining Lubrication and 
condition monitoring Systems (cmS), 
SKF condition based Lubrication 
automatically adds additional lubricant 
to wind turbine bearings, extending 
their life. 

the system enables remote and automatic 
lubrication of a wind turbine’s hard to 
access bearing system, eliminating the 
need for an on-site service engineer to 
perform extra manual lubrication. 

intErfaCE
the system is an interface enabling 
a connection between the Condition 
Monitoring (sKF WindCon) and sKF or 
Lincoln Lubrication systems. reacting 
to the problems detected by the CMs, 
sKF Condition Based Lubrication allows 
a lubrication pump to initiate additional 
lubrication cycles to the existing time-based 
cycle. a condition monitoring specialist 
can set the proper alarm settings to trigger 
additional lubrication cycles.

Global lubricants specialist castrol has signed a global three year deal with 
Denmark-based Vestas Wind Systems, the world’s leading wind turbine 
manufacturer, to deliver first and service fills for all of its new builds and existing 
turbines with more than 57 GW of installed capacity worldwide. 
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opEration
& maintEnanCE 
StratEgiES

mid hill ii 
wind farm

indEpEndEnt inSpECtionS
the impartiality of an independent 
technical inspection is its main added 
value, combined to the assurance of 
consistent, high quality standards and 
the implementation of a large range of 
inspection techniques. 

although main components are designed 
to last for the certified life of a wind turbine, 
they often fail earlier than anticipated causing 
unexpected downtime, bringing down the 
overall availability and therefore dramatically 
hitting the cash-flow generated by the wind 
farm. 

proaCtiVE maintEnanCE approaCh
a proactive maintenance approach is 
definitely a must in order to increase the 
profitability of wind assets as well as to 
improve their performance throughout the 
whole lifetime. Bureau Veritas agrees that 
periodic in-service inspections of main 
components and structures, combined with 
careful monitoring of all data available from 
a wind turbine, considerably reduces down-
time and the likelihood of catastrophic failures. 

Bureau Veritas wind turbine inspection 
services are designed to support owner, 
operators and manufacturers to fully cope 
with the challenges of operational life of 
wind turbines and all the o&M contractual 
milestones.  

bureau Veritas

CommiSSioning and in-SErViCE 
inSpECtionS
Independent technical inspections play a 
key-role in the value chain of the operation 
life of a wind turbine. a considerate 
approach starts at the beginning of the 
operational phase with a full commissioning 
inspection, followed by regular in-service 
inspections in order to avoid potential 
unexpected failure of major components 
and subsequent long down-time. 

technical inspections are vital any time 
the real conditions of wind assets have to 
be assessed and linked to the contractual 
aspects or to implement an effective risk 
management strategy. 

The operational life of wind turbines is becoming more and more under the 
spotlight as the average life of wind assets is increasing and new approaches to 
O&m strategies characterise this phase of the wind energy market. 

Fred. Olsen renewables (FOr) announced recently that mid 
Hill II Wind Farm has been granted consent. 

When complete, this will allow the site to fully utilise the 
75 mW grid connection and generate enough electricity to 
power over 38,500 homes.

ExiSting wind farm
the existing 25 turbine Mid Hill Wind Farm is located mainly on 
forestry land in Fetteresso Forest, near stonehaven, aberdeenshire. 
Mid Hill II will be located adjacent to this site and will consist of up to 9 
x 2.3MW siemens turbines.

CurrEnt portfolio
Fred. olsen renewables currently has an onshore wind operational 
portfolio of over 428MW, of which 357 MW is in scotland equivalent 
to 8% of the country’s total onshore installed wind capacity or 5% of 
the UK’s total onshore installed wind capacity. a further 112MW of 
onshore wind plant is either under construction or due to shortly enter 
construction in the UK.

oVErall StratEgy
the company’s overall strategy is to participate in projects from an 
early stage. the company is involved in site selection, planning and 
construction and aims to operate the projects over their lifetime. 
the approach is based on a successfully demonstrated full lifecycle 
principle.

David Brunt, Ceo at Fred. olsen renewables, said: “We are very 
pleased to confirm that Mid Hill II Wind Farm has been successfully 
consented. Mid Hill and Mid Hill II provide a combined installed 
capacity of over 75 MW, helping to meet the Scotland’s ambitious 
renewable energy targets. This brings the combined capacity of 
projects developed by Fred. Olsen Renewables in the north-east 
of Scotland to over 230 MW and affirms our position as the UK’s 
leading independent renewable power producer. We look forward 
to working with stakeholders and local communities to ensure that 
the benefits associated with these projects have a positive impact 
through mechanisms such as the already established community 
benefit funds.”

Fred. Olsen renewables

O&m STraTeGy SucceSSFuL cOnSenT
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diStributEd wind

Michael is accountable for the development 
of the internal operations and maintenance 
team and function.  He brings to ICe 
7 years of experience from previously 
working within the renewable sector with 
Vestas at a senior management level, 
primarily in manufacturing, supply chain 
onshore/offshore project management and 
development.  

He also has 
experience within 
the retail logistics, 
manufacturing 
supply chain and 
contract logistics 
fields with globally 
recognised 
companies, 
bringing to ICe a 
strong commercial 
leadership and 
a strategic view 
towards the 
company.

SpECialiSEd 
opErationS & 
maintEnanCE 
SErViCE

Question:
you have recently launched a 
specialised Operations & maintenance 
service – why has ICE decided to 
extend this service to manufacturers, 
developers and customers in the 
medium and mW wind sector? 

“ICE currently operate and maintain their 
own wind turbine installations and have 
12 turbines from Cornwall to Scotland.  
We brought the maintenance in house 
because we were not happy with the 
quality of the O&M work being contracted 
out and since then our customers are 
happier and the performance of the 

“However the trade body RenewableUK 
has recognised this as a growing issue 
and their small and medium wind strategy 
group, chaired by ICE Renewables, are 
committed to setting MSC approved 
medium wind turbine standards by 2014, 
on site approval and importantly installation 
and operations and maintenance, so only 
qualifying accredited companies can offer 
an approved level of service.
  
“It is expected that this will be shortly 
followed by the IEC 64100-1 standard on 
wind turbine design.  Julian Martin our 
CEO currently chairs the RenewableUK 
small and medium wind strategy group 
which is tasked with setting these 
standards.  As a company we feed back 
the issues we face and the solutions we 
have found, feeding back what expected 
standards all O&M providers should 
deliver, to ensure customers get what they 
should expect out of their wind projects. 

“These are real issues facing the industry 
and ICE Renewables has set out to 
improve medium wind standards and offer 
a quality assured service across the UK.”

Question:
What are the main challenges with 
wind projects and how can customers 
avoid these? 

“Wind projects are split into different 
phases and each one has its own 
challenges:
Choose the right turbine for your wind 
project – wind turbines come in all sorts 
of different shapes and sizes to suit 
conditions, budgets, planning restriction 
and constraints on site.  A specialist 
company will be able to advise on the 
most appropriate turbine to meet your 
needs and your site’s conditions.

“Getting a turbine through planning can 
be a difficult process and you shouldn’t 
embark on this unless you know that 
you have a project that they will accept – 
speaking to specialist wind planners and 
doing pre-planning work including grid 
connection limitations, is essential so that 
it saves you time and money in the long 
run and ensures your project has a better 
chance of success.

“Understand how you want to finance 
your project so you don’t get consent 
for a turbine you can’t afford to 
build:  Banks and developers will be 
more cautious wanting to make sure 
the project is financially viable, with 
paybacks in an acceptable timeframe 
with a good return of investments (ROI).  
Banks will look at debt coverage whilst 
developers will be looking for higher 
wind speeds.  

“The reliability of your turbine starts 
at the design phase so work with 
companies who really know what 
they are doing, so that when it comes 
to erect your turbine it’s on solid 
foundations.  

“A good operations and maintenance 
regime will extend the life of your 
turbine, reduce costs and increase is 
availability.  A bad regime can leave 
customers dealing with expensive 
downtime due to out-of-action parts 
and system failures which will have a 
big impact on the financial payback 
of a turbine, so it is crucial that a 
quality assured service is offered to 
customers.”

Question:
What would your top 5 tips to 
customers to ensure the best 
possible financial return from their 
wind project?
 
• An appropriate, well sited turbine
• A good O&M strategy
• A good O&M strategy
• A good O&M strategy
• A good O&M strategy!

 michael Hickey
 Ice renewables

miChaEl’S rolE
at iCE rEnEwablES 
michael has worked for Ice since 
april 2012; he is responsible for 
project construction and delivery, 
turbine installation and fleet 
operations and maintenance, 
strategy development and 
implementation.  

Question:
There is an ongoing debate about 
uK standards within the small and 
medium wind industry. What are your 
thoughts on this in relation to planned 
and unplanned services?

“At present there are no uniform 
standards for the medium wind sector 
that companies must adhere to, which 
could damage what is a new but exciting 
industry.  This is especially so for 
operations and maintenance which can 
really impact on the financial returns of a 
turbine.   

“We hear stories about customers being 
left with turbines not working, no proper 
operations and maintenance contracts, a 
lack of turbine parts, installers who have 
walked away or manufacturers not set up 
to deal with the maintenance of their fleets.  

“We need to make sure that for customers, 
manufacturers and the industry, that there 
are a set of standards for all aspects of 
a wind turbine project - especially for 
operations and maintenance which can 
really improve the finances. 

Question:
How is Ice working to set and 
maintain these standards in the uK? 

“As a company we work to the highest 
standards.  At present there are no defined 
rules or standards for installers or O&M 
companies to work to, so the quality of 
services varies across the UK.  

iCE rEnEwablES ContinuE to Support our publiCation by 
SponSoring our diStributEd wind fEaturE.  julian martin (CEo) 
haS ContributEd SomE VEry intErESting and hElpful adViCE to thiS 
partiCular SECtor within thE induStry on a rEgular baSiS.

We now turn our attention to the company’s Director of Operations,
Michael Hickey to give us his thoughts…

turbines has improved.  The last quarter 
we hit 99.6% availability, which big wind 
farms would dream off!  As we get more 
of our own turbines in the ground and with 
an increase in installations across the UK, 
it made sense to offer our service and our 
expertise to a wider selection of turbines in 
our wind sector.”  

Question:
Why is Operations & maintenance so 
important to the lifetime of a turbine?

“On a practical level you can’t just put a 
wind turbine up and expect it to run for 
twenty years without looking after it.  It 
is the same principle as running a car.  If 
you look after it and service it regularly it 
will run more efficiency and last longer.  
Customer’s warranties are also tied in 
with regular operations and maintenance 
routines and will be void if you don’t look 
after them.  

“If you have financing on the turbine then it 
is likely that you will also be legally required 
to have an O&M regime.  On a more basic 
level, a working, efficient turbine will extend 
its lifetime, reduce costs and increase its 
availability, offsetting more energy and 
hitting or exceeding expected income 
revenues.”

Question:
What should customers be looking for 
from a potential wind turbine provider 
and maintenance team?

“We hold regular wind turbine owners’ 
club meetings and are always listening to 
our customers to understand what we are 
doing right and how we can improve our 
services.  

“What is clear is that they want good 
communication, fast response time, to 
minimise their turbine’s down time, well 
trained engineers who have the experience 
to deal with issues on site, good parts 
availability, a good relationship with the 
manufacturer and a set of complementary 
added value services such as high voltage 
maintenance work and blade repair, so 
that they do not have gaps in the service of 
their turbine.”
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click to view more info

        =  click to view video

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/ice-renewables/
http://vimeo.com/16933655
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EVanCE turbinES 
to powEr SCottiSh 
watEr trEatmEnt 
workS on iSlES of 
SkyE and raaSay

frEnCh wind turbinE 
manufaCturEr VErgnEt and 
dErbyShirE’S bowlEr EnErgy 
announCE gb partnErShip

bowlEr EnErgy
Bowler energy has in-house planning, 
construction and financial teams with 
significant experience across the 
renewables industry and a proven 
track record in wind and solar project 
management. 

VErgnEt
Vergnet has a growing track record in the 
UK with a total of 23 medium scale wind 
turbines to date on farms in Cornwall, 
Leicester, Lincolnshire, northamptonshire, 
northumberland, nottinghamshire, suffolk, 
scotland and northern Ireland. 

The company invests significantly in 
research and development with 70% of its 
workforce employed in design, engineering 
and operations and maintenance.  the 
company’s medium scale wind turbines 
(GeV MP) are amongst the best performing 
in the sector in terms of yield production/
price ratio. 

Vergnet

common values of innovation, quality and 
customer care.  The John Bowler Group 
has a very strong reputation in the farming 
sector and like Vergnet, has a very solid 
business track record spanning 33 years 
and a reputation for delivering successful 
projects for customers and developers.” 

Lucie Bowler from Bowler energy 
commented: “We are a family company, 
with a proud heritage, passionately 
committed to excellence through 
professional, long term relationships with 
customers, suppliers and employees. 
We’ve been very impressed by Vergnet 
from the outset and it is a partnership that 
delivers on our core values of honesty, 
integrity, efficiency, innovation and 
commitment.  We have a number of UK 
projects in the pipeline and look forward 
to announcing these in due course.” 

evance small wind turbines to generate nearly 50% of 
power needed for supplying water service.

evance will be commissioning three r9000 small wind turbines at 
scottish Water’s waste water treatment works at Broadford, on 
the Isle of skye and another three at the water treatment works on 
raasay.

rEduCing EnErgy CoStS
these turbines will harness the natural wind resource to reduce the 
energy costs of operating these vital services for the community 
and next month three turbines will be installed at the Portree 
waste water treatment works to support its operation. “These 
nine Evance turbines will make a significant difference to the 
running cost of the water treatment works as they will generate 
nearly 50% of the electricity needed to operate these services,” 
commented tim sammon, Director of evance Wind turbines.

“Scottish Water is looking to take advantage of natural wind 
resources at some of our sites to reduce our energy bill and in 
turn, the cost of providing essential services to our customers 
in Scotland. The commissioning of the turbines on Skye and 
Raasay follow similar schemes in the Western Isles and Orkney,” 
said eddie Johnstone, Project Manager with scottish Water’s 
energy team.

going forward
tim sammon concluded “We are working with Scottish Water 
on further projects, as they continue to work towards a more 
sustainable public service.”

evance Wind Turbines

as the medium wind sector continues 
to grow Vergnet, a global leader in the 
wind energy industry and manufacturer 
of medium scale wind turbines, 
recently announced its partnership 
with bowler energy, covering england, 
Scotland and Wales.

CollECtiVE StrEngthS
the partnership between the France-
headquartered manufacturer and 
Derbyshire-based Bowler energy, which is 
part of the John Bowler Group, draws on 
collective strengths and a significant track 
record of success in the renewable energy, 
engineering and agricultural sectors.

over the past 25 years, Vergnet has 
worked with developers worldwide with 
a track record of over 830 wind turbines, 
including 23 in the UK. the John Bowler 
Group has been trading in the agricultural 
sector for 33 years, initially providing a 
full turnkey operation to anyone wishing 
to enter the world of free range egg 
production and more recently expanding to 
include renewables with Bowler energy.

momEntum
the partnership comes as momentum 
grows within this sector of the UK wind 
energy market, almost doubling in size 
over in 2012, according to a recent report 
from renewableUK, with the UK small and 
medium wind industry market is now worth 
over £100 million to the British economy.

the partnership enables the two 
companies to develop turnkey medium 
wind energy projects including site 
feasibility, planning, finance, installation, 
commissioning, Fit (Feed-in tariff) 
registration and a full package of warranties 
and after sales service.  In addition, 
Bowler energy will work with Vergnet to 
develop its own wind energy projects and 
developments on behalf of wind energy 
investors. 

SharEd Common ValuES
Diana Popa, UK spokesperson and 
european sales Manager for Vergnet 
commented: “We are delighted to 
announce our partnership with Bowler 
Energy, which is based on shared 
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uk’S firSt EnduranCE x29 turbinE 
inStallEd on CorniSh farm

 
mEdium wind markEt
a report on the small and medium wind 
market published last week by renewable 
UK shows that the industry doubled in size 
last year and the technology is injecting 
over £100m into the rural economy.
 
“The report shows the vital role that farm 
wind is playing in supporting the cash 
strapped rural economy, with 86 per cent 
of small-scale turbines installed in rural 
areas,” said endurance UK Managing 
Director Dave rankin.  
 
endurance

EffiCiEnt gEnEration
“The X29 is modest in size, requiring only 
a 30m mast which makes it a great option 
for farms with high power requirements,” 
said steve Milner, Managing Director of 
earthmill.  “It has a very efficient generator 
which operates at a low level resistance, 
allowing the turbine to start producing 
energy at a wind speed of just four metres 
per second, just a light breeze.”
 
He added: “The financial benefits of wind 
turbines for farms are becoming widely 
known, with farmers turning to them as an 
additional source of revenue in the wake 
of a dramatic fall in income, coupled with 
rising energy costs.”
 
inVEStmEnt
endurance’s investment in new 
manufacturing facilities is evidence of the 
boom in the farm wind market.  the plant is 
creating up to 100 new green jobs and will 
eventually build 100 turbines a year.
 
dEadlinES
new turbines need to be pre-registered 
with regulator ofgem by 31st December 
and hundreds of farmers are now working 
to beat the end of year deadline and benefit 
from the maximum available revenues.
 
there are now over 500 planning 
applications being considered by councils 
across the UK and figures from the leading 
turbine suppliers show that over 200 farm 
scale turbines could be connected to the 
national Grid ahead of the looming energy 
regulator deadlines. 

The UK’s first Endurance X29 wind 
turbine has been installed on a farm 
at Liskeard in cornwall where it will 
generate the equivalent electricity 
used by almost 150 homes.
 
the installation was carried out by earthmill, 
one of the UK’s only specialist farm-scale 
wind turbine installers and suppliers.  It is 
also one of the few authorised suppliers 
than can install the endurance X29.
 
500,000 kwh pEr yEar
the 225kW unit, which was built by 
endurance Wind Power at its new factory 
in Hartlebury, West Midlands, is already 
generating clean energy on Matthew 
rowe’s Great tredinnick Dairy Farm. It will 
generate power for the dairy farm, up to 
500,000 kWh per year.




